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Stranded, Isolated, Cloistered, and Confined: 
Women Queering Space in Twenty-First Century Italian Cinema
Alessia Palanti 
 
At the crossroads of Italian studies; film studies; and women’s, gender, and sexuality 
studies, my dissertation investigates a group of films by Italian women filmmakers whose 
narratives center on women and unfold in constrained spaces. Confinement is generally considered 
antithetical to feminist projects that imagine emancipation to be synonymous with freedom of 
movement. Why would women filmmakers, then, making films in the new millennium choose to 
stage their narratives in cloistered spaces? I find that the spatial restrictions are not responding to 
familiar dialectics. First feature films Benzina (Gasoline, Monica Stambrini 2001), Aprimi il cuore 
(Aprimi il cuore, Giada Colagrande 2002), and Via Castellana Bandiera (A Street in Palermo, Emma 
Dante 2013) find ways to place us snugly inside a familiar space, a space that comes with a 
standardized set of expectations and associations: the apartment with the nuclear family; Rome’s 
GRA (grande-raccordo anulare; Rome’s ring road) with travel around the capital; the narrow street 
as a classically Italian impasse. But when the films have us “overstay our welcome,” these spaces no 
longer align with our original understanding, instead, we begin to see the kinds of exclusions that 
have come to define those standardized narratives. And so, the films queer space, and by queering 
space we might come to see that the world we inhabit is much more dynamic than our traditional 
narratives might have us believe. 
I begin by analyzing the only documentary in my project, Vogliamo anche le rose (We Want 
Roses Too, Alina Marazzi, 2007). This film is a launching pad from which to establish a more robust 




Vis-à-vis the historiography I provide, I argue that each of the films’ restricted spatial 
configurations incite tense interpersonal dynamics within female pairings that dramatize both local 
and global political tensions within real feminist and lesbian collectives. Allusions to these long-
lasting tensions in women’s political history provide not only an image of its past but also of its 
present, and perhaps its future. In other words, the films are a hard mirror to look into for feminist 
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A Lay of the Land:  
Gender, Sexuality, and Space in Contemporary Italian Cinema 
 
Being a lesbian and a woman means having a love/hate relationship with cinema. While I 
was growing up in Florence, Italy, cinema was the symbolic older sibling that not only challenged 
me but roughed me up, all the while enriching my experience of the world. As a doctoral candidate 
at Columbia University, seduced by the way that international cinema immersed me in otherwise 
inaccessible cultures, I committed to joining its intellectual conversations. But such an engagement 
means learning to interrogate an art form I cherish: worldwide, its industry sees no more than 
roughly 10% of women directors; it carries an aesthetic tradition largely based on the 
objectification of women; it often inadequately represents and, certainly, underrepresents queer 
narratives. Taking responsibility for engaging with cinema more critically, I have made films by and 
about women the focus of my dissertation.  
This project also aims to add to the ever-evolving conversation on the cinematic gaze from 
the perspective of female sexuality. In “Sexual Indifference and Lesbian Representation,” Teresa De 
Lauretis writes: “In the very act of assuming and speaking from the position of subject, a woman 
could concurrently recognize women as subjects and as objects of female desire” (155). Here De 
Lauretis invites us to think beyond the subject/object dichotomy that, in cinema for instance, might 
mean reversing the gaze so that it is women making men the objects of their desire. Resisting 
simple substitutions, we may do better to think that owning the gaze means that women are, 
indeed, a potential object of desire for women viewers. By recognizing, acknowledging, even 
adopting a lesbian gaze, the structures of “gaze theory” in themselves collapse: the role of viewer 




Having become accustomed to either the absence of cinematic representations or to 
representations that feel far from lived realities, my lesbian gaze ended up doing a lot of heavy-
lifting. Such a gaze leads one to identify nearly imperceptible gaps in narratives that might turn the 
heterosexual plot around; note the slight gesture that suggests a character’s non-normative 
preferences; and savor those close-ups of female characters that look back at you as though they’re 
on the verge of disclosing their queerness. It isn’t desperation; it’s endurance. 
And this is no novel concept. Philosopher bell hooks named a similar move “the 
oppositional gaze,” which she describes as a “site of resistance” (116). hooks develops her theory by 
examining the experiences of black female spectators as a result of both being scarcely represented 
on screen and playing minor, generally racist and stereotypical roles. She accentuates the power of 
looking by historicizing the ways in which the gaze has been instrumental to the taming of certain 
social groups and to the assertion of others. “Looking a certain way,” as she writes, is an act of 
resistance against and within frameworks that deliberately exclude or devalue one’s subjecthood.  
As someone who is not part of a racial minority group, I adapt hooks’s notion of resistance 
to the circuit of non-normative sexualities as an added mark of the lesbian gaze. Unlike hooks, one 
of the first thinkers to theorize the “lesbian gaze,” Judith Mayne de-emphasizes resistance readings 
that might shut down interpretive possibilities beyond subversion. For instance, in her analysis of 
Marlene Dietrich’s signature film, Blue Angel, Mayne notes that a “figure like Dietrich is both 
contained by patriarchal representation and resistant to it; this ‘both/and’ rather than ‘either/or’ 
constitutes the very possibility of a feminist reading of performance” (Framed 17). A “both/and” 
examination circumvents evaluative moral claims circulating within much of feminist and queer 
scholarship on visual culture that, at times, shut down conversations. In my work, I make space 
both for readings of resistance and for “both/and” analyses. This combination helps me use films to 
make transparent the mechanisms by which gender and sexuality are reinforced, subverted, and 




viewers and films; between characters in films. What the lesbian gaze ultimately affords is a larger 
gamut of relational possibilities: not friends or lovers but, perhaps, friends and lovers, sisters and 
lovers, strangers and family. 
“Screening” Lesbians 
Given the dearth of lesbian cinematic representation, when I had heard that an Italian 
woman filmmaker, Maria Sole Tognazzi, was coming out with a film about a lesbian couple, I was 
excited (and a little concerned).1 And so, during the summer of 2015, when I was on the selection 
committee for the Festa del Cinema di Roma (Rome Film Festival), scouting for films to include in 
the program, I took a break from watching films for work and decided to attend a screening for 
pleasure to see Tognazzi’s Io e lei (Me, Myself and Her 2015) at a big box theatre. I was disappointed, 
to say the least. The film draws on the stockpile of insufferable tropes from a trite lesbian 
filmography. For instance, the plot revolves around the fact that the main character, Federica 
(Margherita Buy), is uptight and ill at ease with her sexuality, even after five years of a fully 
committed live-in relationship with her partner, Marina (Sabrina Ferilli). And when Federica 
becomes sexually involved with a man behind Marina’s back (the only sex scenes the film actually 
portrays!), she has an epiphany about her “true” sexuality. The film, thus, standardizes what is a 
real, but very rare experience: it sets up a crafty Kissing Jessica Stein-style cop-out,2 a narrative that 
has lesbians tempted by their male counterparts to help them resolve they are not “that way after 
all.” In so doing, the film reinforces the false notion that lesbianism is “just practice”; that it’s an 
experimental stepping stone for dissatisfied single women who haven’t yet found the “right man.” 
                                                           
1 Unfortunately, I am all too accustomed to disappointing lesbian films. 
 
2 Charles Herman-Wurmfeld’s film also has a heterosexual young woman explore her sexuality by engaging in 





And so, as a lesbian spectator, already alienated by the romantic comedy genre,3 I was doubly 
alienated by a story that hardly lines up with the experiences lesbians actually have.  
However, when I overheard an elderly heterosexual couple engaged in a discussion about 
which of the two women in the film acted more or less morally toward the other, I was taken aback. 
They were assessing the morality of the characters’ actions, not their sexuality. This did not change 
my experience of the film, but the ways in which lesbianism was unremarkable to them felt like a 
refreshing potential step forward: an educational moment for those less familiar with LGBTQ lives. 
With that I also came to realize that this film was not made with my experience in mind. Lincoln 
Center’s synopsis of Io e lei, which screened for the 2016 Open Roads Film Festival, further confirms 
that realization: “Blending light-as-a-soufflé comedy, postcard-perfect views of Italy, and witty 
observations on the challenges that all couples face, this irresistible romance is as refreshing as a 
Mediterranean vacation” (filmlinc.org/films/me-myself-and-her). While specifying the 
relationship’s sexual orientation, the surface gloss underscores the film’s “universal” relatability, 
drawing attention to all its recognizable romantic comedy qualities that, therefore, attract wider 
(heterosexual) audiences and American Italophilic viewers too. Typically, romantic comedies are 
considered apolitical, yet their reproduction of heteronormative gender roles and dynamics hold 
deeply political implications—they’re influence in social trend-setting is astounding. And in this 
case, the write-up’s unexamined imposition of a heterosexual default mirrors precisely Io e lei’s. 
But my brief eavesdropping during the first screening stirred my interest. Thus, one year 
later I attended the Open Roads4 Festival Round Table at New York University’s Casa Italiana Zerilli 
Marimò, in which Tognazzi was participating. When moderator David Forgacs asked Tognazzi 
about her motivation for making a lesbian romantic comedy, amongst several answers, she 
explained that, since Italian cinema had never before made a lesbian-centered film, she believed it 
                                                           
3 Its structure, by default, is heterosexual. 




would be virtuous to give exposure to “this different lifestyle.” While lesbian representations in 
Italian cinema are surely scarce, claiming an utter absence is simply false. I would have imagined 
that setting out on a project like Io e lei would mean putting it in conversation with other Italian 
lesbian narratives like Viola di mare (Purple Sea, Donatella Maiorca, 2009), Riparo (Shelter Me, 
Marco Simon Puccioni 2007), Benzina (Gasoline, Monica Stambrini 2001), Rosa e Cornelia (Rosa and 
Cornelia, Giorgio Treves 2000), Immacolata e Concetta: L’altra gelosia (Immacolata and Concetta: 
The Other Jealousy, Salvatore Piscicelli 1980) and other features that have been in circulation long 
before it (not to mention the wide variety of documentaries, shorts, and independent lesbian-
centered films screened at LGBTQ film festivals around the country).  
By proclaiming herself a pioneer, Tognazzi suggests that even cinema’s insiders are not 
paying attention to representations of non-normative lifestyles. Vague allusions to progressivism 
amplify a larger conversation from within mainstream cinema: that having a female director and 
swapping in lesbian characters for what are usually heterosexual love stories suffices to make a 
dent in the status quo. Maybe so. But using heterosexuality as a corrective to mistaken 
homosexuality imposes an “either/or” regime on sexuality itself, making this film an ultimately 
heterosexual project.  
There is work to be done, and this dissertation reflects my effort to share my critical 
position as a lesbian, as a scholar of cinema, as a teacher, an artist, and an activist, for whom there is 
a lot at stake in the ways in which cinema produces meaning.  
Why Space? Why Now? 
My project really began when I started noticing a pattern in a group of Italian films by 
women filmmakers after 2000 that were casting female duos in queer relationships and placing 
them in constrained spaces. Specifically, the fiction films under examination include Benzina 
(Gasoline, Monica Stambrini 2001), Aprimi il cuore (Aprimi il cuore, Giada Colagrande 2002), and Via 




studies and gender and sexuality studies, more broadly, teach us to read women in space in one of 
two ways: either as a critique of the limiting domestic spheres that women are confined to or as a 
breaking free from that same domestic sphere. But the films I was investigating didn’t fit into either 
of those places. Instead, they simultaneously employed and resisted both these iterations and, thus, 
turned dialectical notions of space—e.g., domestic/public—inside out.  
An event that steered my critical attention to the relationship between queerness and 
spatiality was the collision of World Gay Pride and the Christian Jubilee in Rome. On 8 July 2000, the 
city of Rome welcomed thousands of LGBTQ visitors internationally, giving unprecedented visibility 
to the LGBTQ community and its supporters.5 Although pride parades have routinely taken place in 
cities across the peninsula since 1972, World Pride marked a watershed moment for the country as 
a whole. In tandem with this large-scale celebration another millennial tradition was on the agenda: 
the canonical Christian pilgrimage known as the Jubilee, which dates back to 1300. The Jubilee’s co-
incidence with World Pride—which I discuss in more detail in Chapter 3—caused an uproar in the 
Vatican as well as for several Italian government representatives, triggering aggressive counter-
polemics from gay associations and supporters. Both groups, wanting to avoid conflict, had to 
negotiate which parts of the city they could occupy on the same day, and World Pride organizers 
agreed to adjust their routes. At the turn of the twenty-first century, then, Rome (and Italy on a 
broader scale) became a battleground for religious and cultural ethics, a showcase for unresolved 
tensions between preserving tradition and conceding to the present’s realities. Momentarily 
challenging Christian authority, not only politically but also visually, World Pride posed a threat to 
the dissenting Roman community because it granted visibility to subjects who may notionally have 
the right to exist but only under the conditions that their existence isn’t visible in public. I explore 
                                                           
5 I am excited that this dissertation also coincides with the 50th anniversary of Stonewall and that World Pride 




the nuances of this very sentiment in my first chapter, where I examine the documentary Vogliamo 
anche le rose (Alina Marazzi 2007). 
The strategic partitioning of urban areas shed light for me on the radical moral gravity 
attributed to space. Albeit the safest option during the Pride/Jubilee collision in Rome, spatial 
segregation is nevertheless a measure that perpetuates the already normalized subdivision of 
public space amongst social groups; a measure that not only forecloses dialogue but also reinforces 
notions of standard/deviation that function to the advantage of social hierarchies. I can attest to the 
invisibility of LGBTQ spaces in my native city of Florence, where I have been politically active in 
matters that involve the LGBTQ community. Unlike my North American experience, where the 
presence of queer spaces and outreach beckoned me, in Italy I had to research organizations and 
track down coordinators in order to learn about LGBTQ initiatives and connect with other activists.  
Two of those organizations, Arcigay and Arcilesbica (respectively, associations for gay men 
and lesbian women), have both a local and national presence (e.g., Arcilesbica Nazionale). In 
Florence, Arcigay and Arcilesbica share the same ground-floor flat in Via dei Serragli, a street I have 
walked by countless times before I was ever aware of its occupants. Beside a small, mail-box-sized 
sticker spelling “Ireos,” an umbrella title for both associations, the organizations’ nondescript 
Medieval door provides no external indication as to what’s inside.6 Although Florence may be a city 
too small to have its own queer neighborhood, it does have its share of clubs, bars, bookstores, and 
other spaces specifically for those in or allied with the queer community; yet these also maintain a 
modest presence. The message is as usual: do not take up space. 
Making Space in Language 
                                                           
6 Part of the reason for this is that there are regulations that disallow certain historic buildings to affix 
anything to their exterior, to legally protect Italy’s historical exoskeleton. This in itself underscores the 
country’s idiosyncratic position of negotiation between preserving the past and accommodating the present, 





Here I am, then, examining films directed by women that take up very little space in the 
grand scheme of what is being considered in cinema. What’s more, their narratives highlight the 
physical and affective economies of being women in confined spaces but formulate no consciously 
political statements about spatiality in itself. And yet, these works are very much in conversation 
with a larger political phenomenon in which gender, sexuality, and space are deeply 
interconnected. Indeed, the history of Italian feminisms and lesbian feminisms, which I discuss in 
detail in my first chapter, is a complex, often conflicting history of yo-yoing between ousting and 
reclaiming space. It is also a history of silence and silencing.  
Conflicts over language, terminology, subjectivity, and identity have always been central to 
feminist collectives, often leading to discords that have broken up or even eradicated groups 
altogether.7 In recent years, conversations surrounding terms of identification have become newly 
inflamed. Although the films I examine in this dissertation were made before the most current 
conflicts gained momentum, they foreshadow recurrent dynamics observable today between 
activists in feminist politics—dynamics that are persistently negotiating who is in and who is out: 
who belongs today, who might not belong tomorrow.  
In the last five years, a clash between lesbian, gay, and queer collectives surrounding the 
issue of “Gestazione per altri” (GPA, or, surrogate pregnancy) launched a deeply divisive and, 
eventually, polarizing debate.8 Collectives were speaking out publicly, posting declarative 
manifestos on their websites’ home pages. But this issue led to larger questions regarding inclusion 
and identity and to collectives redefining their political agendas. Broadly speaking, the largest 
                                                           
7 In Chapter 1, I discuss the schisms between women in feminist collectives on the basis of sexuality and the 
formation of a lesbian-only organization as a result of segregation in gay collectives. 
 
8 The debate is much too lengthy and complex for me to cover in detail here. However, I recommend 
consulting the many sides taken on the uses of assisted reproductive technologies and their stakes within the 
context of non-normative couples and families. See, famigliearcobaleno.org/it/informazioni/gestazione-per-
altri. And, Daniela Danna’s essay defining GPA as an expression of neoliberal capitalism’s exploitation of the 





opposing forces are constituted by collectives contending for radical inclusivity and who insist on 
replacing gender-specific identity labels like gay and lesbian with all-inclusive terms like “queer.” 
But the most problematic agendas promote moving away from “feminism” altogether, considered 
too narrow and exclusive, and to adopt the slogan of “transfeminism”9 instead. Arcilesbica 
Nazionale’s ex-president (current vice-president) Roberta Vannucci expresses concern about the 
aggressive ways in which these terms are being enforced by transfeminists: “Adesso, qualsiasi cosa 
tu dica che non corrisponde ai valori del transfemminismo—ovvero di prese di posizioni dove non 
è pensabile dire ‘donna’ perché bisogna distruggere il binarismo di genere—sei considerata 
escludente.”10 Vannucci further specifies that, of course, we should continue to interrogate and 
deconstruct gender binarism, but what is actually happening in collectives “non è una riflessione di 
tipo teorico per cui ognuno può prendere una sua posizione che sviluppa un dibattito politico 
coerente. In realtà interrogare viene con l’accusa pressoché immediata di essere transfobici…quello 
che trovo è che [le transfemministe] stanno impedendo una riflessione, un dibattito, anche acceso 
ma sensato, all’interno del movimento LGBT” (Personal interview).11 Lesbian collectives have thus 
responded by protecting the space for gender-specific identity labels like “woman,” “lesbian,” 
                                                           
9 Transfeminism can be described as “a movement by and for transwomen who view their liberation to be 
intrinsically linked to the liberation of all women and beyond. It is also open to other 
queers, intersex people, trans men, non-trans women, non-trans men and others who are sympathetic toward 
needs of trans women and consider their alliance with trans women to be essential for their own liberation.” 
Transfeminism has also been defined more generally as “an approach to feminism that is informed by trans 
politics” (Emi Koyama, “The Transfeminist Manifesto” 1). The manifesto actually has quite an inclusive 
agenda: “Transfeminism is not about taking over existing feminist institutions. Instead, it extends and 
advances feminism as a whole through our own liberation and coalition work with all others” (2). 
 
10 “These days, whatever you say that does not correspond with transfeminist values—that is, to political 
positions that consider it unthinkable to use the term ‘woman’ because we are out to destroy gender 
binarism—you are considered exclusionary” (My translation). Transfeminists, in fact, coined a new 
accusative term “Terf” or “Trans-Exclusionary Radical Feminism” (pasionaria.it/transfemminismo-
femminismo-intersezionale-risposte-domande) for the subjects that Vannucci is talking about. 
 
11 “…is not a theoretical reflection in which people are free to adopt a position that enhances a coherent 
political debate. In reality, questioning comes with an almost immediate accusation of being transphobic ... 
what I find is that [transfeminists] are preventing a reflection, a debate, even a heated one but at least 





“feminist” (none of which exclude transwomen) for which they and their sisters fought over 
decades to introduce. What we risk by eliminating the term “woman” has tangible, and dangerous, 
political consequences. Arcilesbica Nazionale rationalizes their reticence to embrace “queer” not to 
uphold an anti-gender-non-conforming agenda but to avoid neutralizing differences. Eliding 
distinctions homogenizes the instead heterogenous and specific nature of targeted gender 
oppression: a cisgender woman’s experience will differ from a trans-woman’s, a lesbian’s, a trans-
man, a gay man, a gender non-conforming person, and so on.12 
In sum, space matters and words really matter. Before I move forward in contextualizing 
my study of these films, then, I want to make my own terminology clear. Throughout this project, I 
use terms like “woman,” “female,” “feminist,” “lesbian,” and “queer,” whose meanings, as we know, 
are persistently interrogated in scholarship and that are, therefore, always in flux. Although these 
terms may appear to be labels for homogenous categories, each one of them holds different 
connotations and many of them intersect and overlap. In fact, I want to draw attention to the 
recognition of these differences within groups. 
I use the term “woman” when referring to individuals who already define themselves as 
such. For instance, the directors of the films I examine refer to themselves and are referred to as 
“women,” as are the characters in their films. Beyond making reference to actual individuals, when I 
speak of “women” in feminist collectives, for instance, I am simply using the term that these women 
are already using. But my acknowledgement is also a political choice that aims to respect the space 
made by and for women. I find the presumption that the evolution of new and other identities must 
supplant existing identities to be wholly counterproductive to a queer economy founded on 
generating multiple, simultaneous modes of being.  
                                                           
12 For instance, politicians like Senator Pillon are trying to pass laws that reflect conservative ideals of 
women’s role in society. Women are specific targets of detrimental legislation. Thus, holding an anti-woman 




Federico Zappino, queer philosopher and Italian translator of seminal texts by Judith Butler 
and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, recognizes recent militant adoptions of the all-inclusive “queer” as a 
term that often works against the interests of queer people. He contends that beneath the surface of 
an inarguably seductive rationale of “inclusivity” (for what leftist organization is going to claim 
exclusivity?) is indistinguishable from neoliberal discourses (Zappino 
movimentomosessualesardo.org).13 That revolutionary agendas on the part of women and other 
minority groups have been contained by neoliberal illusions of inclusivity is nothing new. And yet, 
as Zappino claims: “[S]iamo sempre troppo in ritardo, sempre troppo impreparate, sempre troppo 
interessate alla guerra fra noi, a sgomitare per avere un posto al sole sempre più piccolo, asfittico, 
precario.”14 Such is the story of subaltern communities: spending energies critiquing one another to 
gain sole access to that one sliver of space that the hegemonic heteropatriarchal institutions that we 
are all fighting has manufactured. Zappino reminds us that although all such forms of oppressions 
may vary, the original source of oppression remains the same: heterosexuality. By heterosexuality, 
like Zappino, I mean a social system that naturalizes and legitimizes its oppressiveness by 
producing differences with respect to itself. It is the very reason that oppressed minorities, the 
gender binary, and male privilege exist in the first place.  
                                                           
13 “Ad oggi devo ammettere di non aver sentito musica di altro tipo levarsi dalle file del movimento gay bianco 
e borghese che da diverso tempo fa della libertà di scelta il proprio unico mantra, dimostrando, di fatto, 
l’inesistenza di ogni differenza tra il discorso politico gay e quello neoliberale, e dunque la stessa cecità, o la 
stessa connivenza, di fronte alle diseguaglianze che strutturano gli odierni rapporti di forza politici ed 
economici. La stessa cosa vale per un certo discorso femminista, chiaramente. Larga parte del discorso 
femminista odierno è indistinguibile dal discorso neoliberale.”(“To date I have to admit that I have not heard 
any other statements from the ranks of the white and bourgeois gay movement that for some time now has 
had its own unique mantra of freedom of choice, demonstrating, in fact, the non-existence of any difference 
between the discourse gay politician and the neoliberal, and therefore the same blindness, or the same 
connivance, in the face of the inequalities that structure today's political and economic power relations. The 
same is true of a certain feminist discourse, of course. A large part of today's feminist discourse is 
indistinguishable from the neoliberal discourse.”) (My translation).  
 
14 “We are always too late, always too unprepared, always too focused on the war between us, elbowing to 




Zappino’s remarks reaffirm positions put forth by radical lesbian thinkers like Monique 
Wittig and Adrienne Rich. For both, “lesbian” is the expression of an anti-essentialist political 
project focused firstly on the eradication of the institution of heterosexuality. Wittig famously 
declares that, “Lesbian is the only concept I know of which is beyond the categories of sex (woman 
and man), because the designated subject (lesbian) is not a woman, either economically, or 
politically, or ideologically. For what makes a woman is a specific social relation to a man, a relation 
that we have previously called servitude” (The Straight Mind 20). If we look closely at her words, 
Wittig is not concerned with inclusion—an automatic by-product of binding together against the 
same oppressor—but with making the common enemy and its mechanisms transparent. 
In tandem with Wittig, Adrienne Rich aptly named the primary mechanism of oppression: 
“compulsory heterosexuality.” She warned, 
Any theory or cultural/political creation that treats lesbian existence as a marginal or less ‘natural’ 
phenomenon, as mere ‘sexual preference,’ or as the mirror image of either heterosexual or male 
homosexual relations is profoundly weakened thereby, whatever its other contributions. Feminist 
theory can no longer afford merely to voice a toleration of ‘lesbianism’ as an ‘alternative life-style,’ 
or make token allusion to lesbians. A feminist critique of compulsory heterosexual orientation for 
women is long overdue. (“Compulsory Heterosexuality” 2) 
Rich helps us see what is directly in front of us: a “regime of desire”15 that sustains itself in part 
through the normalization of its hierarchical logics, causing distracting schisms that inhibit 
feminists from working toward common goals—a classic “divide-and-conquer” tactic that leaves 
the heteropatriarchal system that feminists aim to resist, intact. 
Sadly, what Adrienne Rich was proffering in the 1980s continues to be necessary today. 
This is why I stand by Wittig’s political understanding of “lesbian,” especially in the conservative, 
Catholic country of Italy. In “Dirsi lesbica oggi” (“To Call Oneself a Lesbian, Today”), Charlotte Ross 
                                                           




and Silvia Antosa explore the history of silence surrounding lesbianism both as an identity and as a 
term in Italian culture more broadly. Deeply interdependent, terminology and identity have 
oscillated in the secolo breve (the short century) between dangerous and recuperative, depending 
on the decade. In the early part of the twentieth century, “lesbian” was introduced as a pejorative 
term connoting biomedical pathology; its stigma, of course, only worsened as the country headed 
into fascism. But the same period also saw a flourishing of underground networks of lesbian 
women who referred to one another in code like, “ragazze che vivevano così,” “una ragazza che 
aveva queste tendenze,” or, “questa cosa,” “questa condizione,” “certe relazioni” (“women who lived 
like that,” “a woman with certain tendencies,” “this thing,” “this condition,” “certain relations” 59. 
My translation). Since the 1980s, “lesbian” has been recuperated as a positive political signifier by 
collectives, although it is still stigmatized (and barely utilized) in popular culture.  
With the advent of post-structuralism, the term (as all definitions) was considered an 
illusory social construction and thus heavily scrutinized. But, as expressed by feminist philosopher 
Rosi Braidotti in her critique of the deconstruction of a term like “woman,” for example, we cannot 
deconstruct a subjectivity that has never been fully recognized (Nomadic Subjects 254). Unlike 
“queer” which was a derogatory term recuperated and turned inside out by the LGBT community, 
“lesbian” has not yet enjoyed similar recuperation in Italy outside of lesbian collectives. Ross and 
Antosa’s point is, thus, well-earned:  
Per quanto l’etichetta di ‘lesbica’ possa essere per alcune riduttiva, essenzialista se non addirittura 
vincolante, v‘è un pericolo intrinseco nel tentativo di superarla; si corre infatti il rischio di rendere 
ancora più invisibile e dispersa una forma identitaria che non ha mai realmente raggiunto un livello 
di (auto)accettazione, riconoscimento e visibilità socio-culturale. (62)16 
                                                           
16 “Although the label of ‘lesbian’ may be reductive for some, essentialist, if not even, binding, there is an 
inherent danger in trying to overcome it; in fact, there is the risk of making an identity even more invisible 
and dispersed, which has never really reached a level of (self) acceptance, recognition and socio-cultural 





Although identifying as a lesbian comes with a set of connotations that are sexual in nature, there 
are also political, affective, cultural dimensions that are too often elided. As lesbian feminist 
philosopher Nerina Milletti asserts, abstention from using the term is “Un atto politicamente 
suicida, poiché avere un’identità collettiva condivisa è il prerequisito indispensabile alla formazione 
di qualsiasi movimento sociale per tradurre le necessità individuali in interessi di gruppo e azione 
comune” (301).17 Lesbian is political, punto e basta (full-stop).The term signals a resistance to 
standards of living that do not envision, let alone comprise, subjectivities other than 
heteropatriarchal binaries.  
Wanting to amplify the dignity and political power of “lesbian” myself, I never use the term 
“gay woman,” unless, of course, someone specifies it to be their preferred mode of identification. 
Although many are comfortable using “gay woman” as a synonym for lesbian, I personally do not, 
for I refuse to perpetuate identifications that are classified as male sub-categories. Thus, when I use 
the word “gay,” I very clearly mean it as male same-sex desire (again, unless otherwise indicated).  
For all these reasons I tread with caution when using the term “queer.” “Queer” (a term I 
also adopt for myself) means first of all to acknowledge and fight against the institution of 
heterosexuality and, as Cathy Cohen writes: “symbolizes an acknowledgment that through our 
existence and everyday survival we embody sustained and multi-sited resistance to systems that 
seek to normalize our sexuality, exploit our labor, and constrain our visibility” (440). Queer is, thus, 
an intersectional framework describing methods of embodying ways that both resist and disrupt 
the status quo. In other words, “queer” does not merely resist dominant models of subjectivity but 
produces new alternatives to them.  
Perhaps now, in light of this condensed contemporary historical analysis and terminological 
elucidation, we are clearer on the reasons why my experience of a film like Io e lei is one of concern. 
                                                           
17 “A politically suicidal act, since having a shared collective identity is an indispensable prerequisite for the 





My reaction goes well beyond mere disappointment at the lack of lesbian-centered films—it’s a 
knee-jerk reaction to neoliberal appropriations of the voices of underrepresented groups that 
disguise profit-earning intentions behind a shallow (and dishonest) language of “inclusion.” My 
project aims to make space for representations by and about women whose relationships, while 
unfolding in ordinary spaces, challenge the conventions attached to those spaces. 
But Why Duos? 
Any progressive feminist project would have it that “duos” are the marks of vexing binaries 
we are out to demolish. However, cinema across genres and nations exhibit a recurrent genealogy 
of female “duos,” about sisters and intense female friendships. One could harken back to films like 
Cobra Woman (Robert Siodmak US 1944), The Dark Mirror, (1946) and A Stolen Life (remade by 
Curtis Benhardt in 1946), all featuring eerie pairs of female twins. Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo (US 
1958), Ingmar Bergman’s psychological drama, Persona (Sweden 1966), Luis Buñuel’s That Obscure 
Object of Desire (France 1977), and box office hits, Girl Interrupted (James Mangold, US 1998) and 
Black Swan (Darren Aronofsky US 2010), all articulate pathological fears of indistinguishable 
female doppelgangers. It would appear, just based on this by no means comprehensive list, that 
female duos are the object of male directors’ fetishistic fascination that the “duo device” allows 
them to therapeutically contain. 
More recent films focused on friendship and sisterhood include Thelma and Louise (Ridley 
Scott, US 1991) whose adventurous on-the-road pair I will discuss further in Chapter 3; Heavenly 
Creatures (Peter Jackson, US 1994) and the representation of an obsessive bond between best 
friends; Sister My Sister (Nancy Meckler, US 1994) and its French version, La Cérémonie’s (Claude 
Chabrol 1995) erotically entangled murderous sisters based on the story of Christine and Lea 
Papin. Furthermore, films like Hilary and Jackie (Anand Tucker, US 1998), Sofia Coppola’s Virgin 
Suicides (US 1999), and Catherine Breillat’s À ma soeur (Fat Girl, France 2001) dramatize 




(Athena Tsangari 2010) presents an idiosyncratic duo of friends, and most recent of all is the 
television series adaptation of Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan tetralogy about two best friends that has 
garnered immense international success.18 
Cinema likes its female pairs. Aside from the common denominators observable in this list 
(sisterhood and friendship), several of these films invert the standard of the exiled or ousted 
“other,” where, instead of society rejecting them, it is they who reject society. However, whether 
enforced or desired, quarantining eventually fails, collapsing either via murder, suicide, or escape. 
The films this dissertation focuses on also have an expiration date on their constrained spaces. 
In the grand scheme of heteropatriarchal cinematic taxonomies, female duos presume to 
represent homosociality, not homoeroticism. Genres are organized in such a way as to allow for 
more flexibility for representations of women in non-romantic relationships: two women can be the 
center of drama, horror, comedy, thrillers, etc. But two women in love belong instead to the LGBT 
genre.19 Although the feature films in my study include lesbian content, the multi-faceted and 
ambiguous relationships make them difficult to classify solely as “lesbian films.”20 In fact, each film 
flirts with recognizable genres like the noir, the road movie, and the Western, and interweaves 
homoerotic desire. In this way, these lesser-known works could presumably widen their audience 
while also portraying more complex formulations of what female relationships—beyond the classic 
duos—could look like. 
  
                                                           
18 I do find the racial homogeneity of the films in this list rather striking. I have not delved deeper into this 
question yet, although it appears to me it would make for exciting research. 
 
19 Although questionable and under interrogation, major streaming platforms like Netflix and Hulu, and major 
television channels like HBO and Showtime, use “LGBT” as a genre category unto itself. 
 
20 Oddly, this ambiguity resembles the same conundrum within feminist collectives in which participants 




Italian Cinema: Voices and Silences 
The vast majority of mainstream Italian cinema history is made by, about, and for men. This 
is, obviously, a cross-cultural problem. But the degree to which Italian cinema reinforces 
androcentrism and hegemonic masculinity, rewards misogyny, and conforms to heteronormative 
myths, is quite stark. Italian films of national and international success in the past twenty years 
include I cento passi (Marco Tullio Giordana 2000), Buongiorno, notte (Goodmorning, Night, Marco 
Bellocchio, 2003), Gomorra (Matteo Garrone 2008), Cesare deve morire (Paolo e Vittorio Taviani 
2012), La grande bellezza (Paolo Sorrentino 2013), and several others by and about men and male 
experiences. Although each of these films offer undeniable points of cultural interest, all stories are 
framed from males’ points of view; respectively: men in organized crime; men in government; men 
in prison; bored, wealthy, nostalgic men, etc. Masculinity, in these films, is never problematized—it 
is always a fact, an immovable structure. Yet, I would venture to say that the obsessive recurrence 
of these tropes signals a lurking anxiety about masculinity that, therefore, reveals its fragility. 
Equally problematic are the ways in which historical films might occlude significant 
historical moments that have seen women at the forefront. La meglio gioventù (Marco Tullio 
Giordana 2003), for instance, takes all of six hours to unfold a family’s history starting in the 1970s 
and ending in the present-day. The film covers significant historical markers like the 1966 flood in 
Florence and the influx of volunteers from all over Italy to aid in the salvaging of the city’s literary 
and artistic patrimony; the energy of the student movements; the terrorist plots of the Brigate 
Rosse (Red Brigades). Not once is the feminist movement referenced—it’s as though it never 
happened. Films like these normalize an underlying nostalgia, a longing for an Italian identity, 
cinematic and otherwise, that harkens back to 1950s and 1960s heteronormative social models. 
Although on a steady upward incline, the scholarship on Italian women’s filmmaking is still 
generally limited. Several voices in the mosaic of modern Italian studies focus specifically on female 




in Italian Women’s Filmmaking, Susanna Scarparo and Bernadette Luciano re-write the Italian film 
historical canon by engaging closely with a wide number of films directed by women that center on 
women’s experiences. Their compilation creates new meanings from female perspectives and 
opens the door to a more informed discussion on the ways in which gender norms shape the 
understanding of the films themselves. The collection contains personal reports from more popular 
filmmakers like Cecilia Mangini, Francesca Archibugi, Francesca Comencini, Wilma Labate, Maria 
Sole Tognazzi, Cristina Comencini, and several others who discuss their struggle to make a space 
within a male-dominated industry. Out of these, only Francesca Comencini declares herself a 
“feminist filmmaker” and argues for a collective effort to overcome invisibility. Another collection of 
essays on Italian women filmmakers is Maristella Cantini’s Italian Women Filmmakers and the 
Gendered Screen. The collection re-evaluates known filmmakers such as Elvira Notari, Lina 
Wertmüller, and Liliana Cavani and adds case studies of emergent and comparatively lesser-known 
directors like Alina Marazzi, Marina Spada, and Roberta Torre.  
In her scholarship on women’s roles in Italian cinema between 1995 and 2005, Rada 
Bieberstein argues for a favorable shift for women. Bieberstein’s exhaustive, socio-cultural and 
historical panorama of Italian cinema contextualizes the development of female subjectivities today 
both politically and artistically. Working by comparison with earlier cinema (1940s and 50s), 
Bieberstein identifies more complex representations of female characters in the nation’s 
contemporary films. While her claim is undeniable, in that female characters are more widely and 
more diversely represented, she engages with mainstream works predominantly directed by men. 
Acknowledging the limits of studying box-office hits and popular cinema, she encourages further 
engagement with women’s cinema and with the representations of female subjectivities from 
perspectives other than male. My work aims to further develop this analysis by using female-
directed films as my case studies to discuss the pivotal role that gender plays in Italian 




For my work on queer representations, one rare Italian philosopher whose work crosses 
Italian feminist philosophy with feminist film theory is, of course, Teresa De Lauretis. Seminal 
works like Alice Doesn’t (1984), Technologies of Gender (1987) Figures of Resistance (2007), and The 
Practice of Love: Lesbian Sexuality and Perverse Desire (1994), brought to life feminist but also 
specifically lesbian angles from which to understand cinema. Let’s also not forget that it is De 
Lauretis who introduced “queer” into feminist discourse more broadly. I am particularly inspired 
by De Lauretis’s theories of dis-location in “Eccentric Subjects” (1990), which envisions subjectivity 
as something that unfolds in space. I see her point of “[l]eaving or giving up a place that is safe, that 
is ‘home’—physically, emotionally, linguistically, epistemologically—for another place that is 
unknown and risky” (138) as something the films I analyze in this dissertation to be doing. But 
besides De Lauretis, who, for the most part writes in English, I realize there is an unfortunate 
disjuncture between the richness of the Anglo-American conversations in film studies theorizing 
representations of gender and sexuality and conversations happening in Italian cinema.  
Scholarship on Italy’s gay, lesbian, and queer histories has provided the political and 
philosophical backbone of this dissertation. I especially appreciate a philosopher like Gary Cestaro 
who intends to “define a queer tradition in Italian culture” and to avoid promoting “the mistaken 
notion of a single homosexuality through history” and of “an omnipresent heterosexuality through 
time” (Queer Italia: Same Sex Desire in Literature and Film 175). And Giovanni Dall’Orto’s rich 
historiography of gay movements in Italy have given life to histories I had previously encountered 
only in fragments. I am even more indebted to the works of Charlotte Ross, Daniela Danna, Emma 
Baeri, Bianca Pomeranzi, Luisa Passerini, Nerina Milletti, to name a mere few. They have not only 
opened my eyes to the existing scholarship on lesbian philosophies and politics but also made me 
feel far less alone in my own scholarly endeavors.  
While Italian scholarship has been relatively generous in regards to politics and philosophy, 




cinematic scholarship that framed the terms of queer cinema more broadly. I turned to Richard 
Dyer and Vito Russo who work on re-reading classic Hollywood films and locating queer elements 
that we might not have noticed before, and shed light on the tropes to which queer characters were 
confined. I also engage with B. Ruby Rich who coined “New Queer Cinema” (NQC), a movement that 
pushed against the negative LGBTQ narrative that normalized the tragic coming out story, the 
suicidal lesbians, or the hate crime victim that scholars like Dyer had predominantly outlined. NQC 
embraces the trope of the queer villain and takes it even further; it embraces the non-traditional, 
celebrating the queer and taking it to the next level.  
With a project focused on spatiality, I drew on feminist geography, a sub-category of 
feminisms that examines gender and sexuality as central organizing features within geography. 
Linda McDowell avers that “bodies and sexuality are inextricably linked to space because they are 
perceived differently according to the place and space they occupy” (Gender, Identity and Place 134). 
Space and gender are, thus, interdependent constructs constantly shaping one another. She also 
considers the ways in which delineating spaces into either public or private and creating polices 
regarding their use, all of which reflect gender binarisms and prioritize male experience, has helped 
to institutionalized heterosexuality. Thinkers like Gill Valentine and Gillian Rose offer insights on the 
ways in which lesbianism specifically affects the meaning of common spaces like the home. I must 
also credit Natalie Fullwood’s work on everyday spaces in Italian films like the beach, the nightclub, 
the office, the car, and the kitchen in comedies of the 1960s. Fullwood’s investigation laid the 
groundwork for further examination of representations of space in cinema coming out of Italy. Her 
perspective has been especially useful in my analysis of roads and travel, giving me a specifically 
Italian genealogy to draw on.  
Closely engaging with representations of space in films created by and about women affords 
viewers opportunities to engage with realities that are less known, but not for that reason less 




work into the annals of Italian cinema. Second, through particular spatial choices, these filmmakers 
revise viewing experiences so that they do not reproduce the familiar yet detrimental tenets of the 
“male gaze.” Not only are women and their experiences within constrained spaces placed front and 
center—where viewers have no choice but to engage if not identify with them more immediately—
their experiences are also unpredictable and, therefore, push against trite cinematic schemas that 
more automatically associate women in constrained spaces with inherent victimhood. Lastly, 
whether this group of films announces its political positions or not, it brings to light the ways in 
which material political realities directly affect women and lesbians. Thus, without a thorough 
investigation of spatiality in cinema, we risk overlooking a set of perspectives and a set of heuristics 
that enhance feminist, queer, and other discourses. 
Chapter Walkthrough  
In light of the lesbian-centered research I have laid out, one would expect an analysis 
focused on representations of Italian lesbian cinema. But that is not where my project leads. 
Although spatiality, lesbianism, feminisms, gender, and so on certainly occupy the center of my 
investigation, all the films I examine (with the exception of Benzina) do not taxonomically announce 
their queerness. In other words, these films neither explicitly center their narratives on 
representing the plight of non-normative sexualities nor do they take a stand on “identity politics.” 
Rather, each film presents a pairing of two women, generally of different generations in “queer” 
relationships, where “queer” signifies a disruption or a subversion not only of the ways in which 
relationships unfold but also of their unfolding in specific locations. I organize my chapters by 
focusing on each individual film, which allows me to closely examine the interdependent 
relationship between each duo and the spaces they occupy. Methodologically, I employ the term 
“space” in at least three different iterations: social space and the ways in which segregation and 
separation operate; the virtual space of a film’s framing and the organization of its mis-en-scène; 




Chapter 1—“We Want Lesbians Too: New Feminisms, Old Schisms in Alina Marazzi’s We 
Want Roses Too”—consists of a critical premise to support the case studies included in the 
successive chapters. I take a revisionist approach to Alina Marazzi’s film, Vogliamo anche le rose 
(We Want Roses Too 2007)—the only film not a first feature that is most popular out of my case 
studies—to fill the gaps in the film’s historiography of Italian feminisms with voices from lesbian 
activists and their history. Marazzi’s experimental documentary is organized according to the 
chronology of three private citizens’ diaries written during the 1960s and ‘70s. The women’s 
entries recount their experiences with sex and sexuality as the film constructs a collage of footage, 
film clips, magazine cut-outs, and interviews.  
Although Rose is specifically invested in exploring woman’s sexuality during the period 
renowned for the sexual revolution, the stories told and images presented only broach heterosexual 
experiences. The only mention of “lesbianism” in the whole film is the appearance of the term 
“lesbian” spray-painted on a wall—the two-dimensional epitome of limited space. I use this scene 
as a launching pad to give voice to lesbian activists whose efforts too frequently go unrecognized. 
Using Marazzi’s framework, I also move chronologically from diarist to diarist to set the challenges 
for women in Italy during each specific period (1967, 1975, 1979) against interventions, events, 
and experiences specific to lesbians. 
Chapter 2—“At Home with Transgression: Interrogating the (Ab)Normal Domestic in 
Aprimi il cuore”—looks closely at a relatively obscure film by Giada Colagrande. Aprimi il cuore 
(Open My Heart 2002). The film is an intriguing and mysterious tale of two sisters, Maria (Natalie 
Cristiani), a prostitute, and Caterina (Giada Colagrande), her seventeen-year-old homeschooled 
younger sister who, besides dance class, is not allowed outside the walls of their apartment. The 
sisters have a complex emotional bond that is nurturing, controlling, and sexual. Colagrande’s film 
is not merely a study in physical confinement and psychological, ritualized control in a single 




five medieval Italian paintings color the cinematic experience by introducing a set of familiar 
dialectics: virgin/whore, sacred/profane, public/private, authority/subservience. We take the 
paintings’ authority (their unquestioned grandeur) for granted and take them as moral 
commentaries to scenes sexual in nature. However, this analytical dynamic begins to reverse as the 
repetition of the sisters’ acts turn the pathological into normal. I argue that the film makes viewers 
privy to the processes by which anything, particularly heteropatriarchy, can become normalized. 
In Chapter 3, “Driving Under the Influence: Finding a Way Out in Benzina,” I discuss 
Monica Stambrini’s 2001 film, Benzina (Gasoline). Adapted from the homonymous novel by Elena 
Stancanelli, Benzina tells the story of two women in love, Lenni (Regina Orioli) and Stella (Maya 
Sansa), who run a gas station off a desolate highway south of Rome. For the couple, the gas station 
is more than a source of revenue, it is their home and their safe haven. But when Lenni’s uptight 
and homophobic mother (Mariella Valentini) comes to visit her, their fight leads to the mother’s 
death, which quickly transforms the film’s initial serenity into an anxiety-ridden “getting out of 
trouble” chronicle. Directly opposite the spatiality in Colagrande’s film, Benzina takes place entirely 
in public spaces, in fact, assigning public spaces the value of private ones. I find the protagonist’s 
impossibility to escape and the circularity of their journey to reflect the recurrence of conflicts that 
characterize Italian feminist and lesbian politics. The film presents a critique of heterosexuality by 
reversing the more common pathological representations of homosexuality and instead juxtaposing 
the loving, committed lesbian couple with a characterization of heterosexuality via intolerant, 
violent, and sadistic characters. 
Benzina has two very different conclusions: at first, the protagonists commit suicide by 
igniting an explosion at the gas station, but a brief addendum just afterwards intimates the 
protagonists’ successful escape and the start of a new life. The film’s forked conclusion reflects a 
desire to move past the vexations of the cinematic lesbian tragedy that so frequently defines the 




we think we’re moving forward but we’re actually moving in circles. That is, progressivism is not 
directly proportional with the passing of time, as we might often believe.  
My fourth and final chapter, “Strada a Doppio Senso:21 Widening the Frontier in Via 
Castellana Bandiera,” centers on Sicilian theatre director Emma Dante’s 2013 film, Via Castellana 
Bandiera, adapted from her own homonymous novel. The film takes place almost entirely in the 
narrow residential street in Palermo by the name of Via Castellana Bandiera. Two cars coming from 
opposite directions meet head to head and neither of the drivers is willing to let the other one 
through. Rosa (Emma Dante), a forty-year-old Sicilian ex-pat with a troubled personal history with 
the city, and Samira (Elena Cotta), a silent octogenarian woman of Albanian descent, turn an 
apparently trivial dispute into a much deeper self-reflective journey. My chapter is organized 
around understanding the film’s final shot: a cinematic sleight-of-hand that reveals the narrow 
street that caused the impasse to be wide enough for both cars. I engage with film critics’ 
understanding of the film as an allegory for closed-minded Italy and argue that the allegory is much 
narrower: it concerns the tensions between women of different generations dealing with different 
struggles who replay their psychological blocks in the road’s impasse. Dante exploits the Western, 
an American, masculine, violent, inherently racist genre, to instead bring attention to women whose 
lives are deeply affected by forms of xenophobia.  
In my conclusion I follow the path that the final film leaves open and formulate hypotheses 
on how to expand the scholarly conversation on the interrelationship between gender, sexuality, 
and spatiality in cinema. I situate my work in the context of contemporary debates amongst feminist 
and queer collectives and the push back from neo-nationalist and conservative groups that are 
currently gaining momentum.   
 
                                                           




Chapter 1.  
We Want Lesbians Too:  
New Feminisms, Old Schisms in We Want Roses Too 
 
Donna è bello. Strega è meglio. Lesbica è ottimo (“Woman is beautiful. Witch is better. 
Lesbian is excellent”), spells out a scraggy, white, skinny block-letter graffiti scrawled on a paint-
chipped wall (see Figure 1). That wall belongs to the Casa della Donna di Milano (Women’s Center 
of Milan), and the image belongs to Alina Marazzi’s Vogliamo anche le rose (We Want Roses Too, 
2007; hereon, Rose), a film that takes its viewers on a journey into public spaces like this, and also 
into the private, interior lives of Italian women during the 1960s and 70s. Three anonymous 
women’s diaries dating 1967, 1975, and 1979 organize the film and provide first-person accounts, 
covering the period of the Italian women’s Second Wave movements. The entries are voiced-over 
by modern-day actors, visually supported by kaleidoscopic video-art, Monty Python-like stop-
animation, and punctuated by interviews, archival and home video footage, television clips, and 
magazine commercials. From sexual liberation, to abortion, to divorce, the film traces a number of 
political and legal changes taking place in Italy concerning women at the time. 
 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the graffiti at the Casa della donna, in Vogliamo 




Rose’s narrative corpus and its cinematic, formal anatomy—the sound/image disjunctions, 
the liberal juxtaposition of disparate temporalities, the concatenation of different media—
constitute the very fibers of a feminist project. For one, the film grants private, ordinary women a 
public platform; it gives women the space to share what being a woman was like in a tense socio-
political climate; it shapes historical memory that elevates and dignifies women’s movements often 
left on the margins of historical grand narratives. Second, the film challenges cinema’s taxonomical 
borders that would, on the one hand, place it squarely in the “documentary” category and, on the 
other hand, consider it an experimental film. Third, by integrating different media, like placing 
footage in conversation with animated sequences or having magazine cut-outs enact the passages 
being read from the diaries, the film democratically values the truths each medium brings to larger 
historical conversations and reminds us that history is a fluid and fragile discourse whose pieces can 
be obscured, and that no amount of evidence will constitute a single, objective Truth. Rose 
contributes to the annals of feminist history not (only) because it’s about women during the Second 
Wave, but because it experiments with cinema’s potentials to tell history differently. The film’s 
mesmerizing aesthetics—its fast-paced, chromatic visual virtuosity—are a nouvelle politique. 
Alina Marazzi re-awakens a historical moment relegated to memory and translates it into a 
21st century multi-mediatic language. She is one of the few filmmakers of our time to take 
advantage of the tools provided by the “Digital Age” on both aesthetic and activist platforms. She is 
one of the first (well-known) directors to make her film available on iPhone, and, as an expression 
of feminist political engagement and commitment, the film was screened “in public schools, social 
clubs, and cultural centers, sometimes including post-screening conversation with the director or 
leading Italian feminists” (Bonifazio 171). Rose, thus, plays an important pedagogical role by filling 
gaps in public knowledge, specifically for younger generations, and by presenting hybridic 
cinematic formulas that not only make this film’s classification difficult but also opens up broader 




Rose has stirred film critics’ imaginations. Some call the project a “film-documento” 
(Gabriella Parca cpdonna.it), a “film-documentario” (Alessandro Pascale storiadeifilm.it), a “docu-
film” (Alessandra Miccinesi Cinespettacolo.it), or a “docu-diary” (Fabiana Cecchini). As these labels 
suggest, Rose is very much concerned with questions of “reality,” “actuality,” “realism,” foundational 
to the documentary tradition, but it is even more invested in deconstructing the structures by 
which historical truth claims are made. Paola Bonifazio, an Italian studies scholar who has 
produced significant research on this film, notes that: “The very hybridity of We Want Roses Too, 
both a ‘compilation’ and a ‘found-footage film,’ allows Marazzi and her collaborators to challenge 
the dominant social structures” (171). The primary concerns are the “how” rather than the “what,” 
or the “why,” of a subject, which, as feminist film theorist Linda Williams explains, contribute “not 
to new fictionalizations but to paradoxically new historicizations”⁠ (15). Thus, Rose makes an 
advancement in documentary cinema by expanding the conversation on historical narration. About 
Rose specifically, Bernadette Luciano and Susanno Scarparo observe: “History and cinema remain in 
tension, each foregrounding the fictionality of the other thus questioning radically the fantasy of 
mainstream documentary as an objective and exhaustive account of the past as it really happened” 
(111-2). The film, then, stays away from “fact” not to build a closer alliance to its supposed 
antithesis, “fiction,” but rather to shift focus on affective experience as the heart of historical 
substance.  
Although Rose’s aesthetic register is a testament to the insolubility of the personal and 
political and a marker of a feminist ethos, the personal, in this film, remains within a 
heteronormative affective paradigm. The swift and fleeting presence of the two-dimensional graffiti 
is inconsistent with a project whose mission is not only to add voices to historical conversations 
surrounding female sexuality, but also to contextualize lesser-discussed historical moments. 
“Donna è bello. Strega è meglio. Lesbica è ottimo” adds same-sex desire into the film’s monotone 




delighted to see it. But once a term as politically charged and historically rich as “lesbian” is 
interpolated, I anticipated it to be accompanied by more clips, animation, interviews, and diary 
entries that would reflect the very deep, three-dimensional reality of lesbianism and lesbian 
feminist activism at the time. Marazzi shares that in “Vogliamo anche le rose c’era un’idea iniziale, 
che era quella di ripensare a quegli anni e al tema della libertà e della liberazione sessuale, un tema 
vastissimo che si è innestato poi su un mio percorso di conoscenza, anche inconsapevole, che alla 
fine mi ha portato a fare quel film.”1 Marazzi’s innovative and exciting feminist project is committed 
to interrogating systems of power like the patriarchy via the very media that was instrumental in 
the construction of a desirable female subject. The director acknowledges the unconscious process 
that brought her to create Rose in the first place: mainstream discourses on sexual liberation 
circulating during the Second Wave that most closely resonate with her own ideas. The unconscious 
choice that critics have not addressed is the film’s heterocentrism.  
In order to understand more deeply the logic by which Marazzi made her choices, in 2016 I 
personally interviewed her. The filmmaker explained that an insufficiency of archival material 
discouraged her from including lesbian-related content. She preferred to avoid gratuitous, 
superficial references without providing substantial evidence. While this position might be 
understandable (and in some ways commendable), the graffiti contradicts her very principled 
position. Besides the fleeting shot of the etched graffiti, none of the diaries, interviewees, or clips 
mention female same-sex relationships. The slogan hangs on the wall as it does on the surface of the 
screen, taking the epistemological risk of siphoning its sexual, emotional, and political nuances, and 
flagging lesbianism as a mere act of rebellion. Considering Rose’s role as an educational tool, this 
brief scene dangerously extends (or legitimates) the schism between “feminists” and “lesbians,” 
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sexual liberation, a broad concept that made its way into my knowledge base, perhaps unconsciously, and 





that segregated activists on the basis of sexual preference. Taking place between 1978-9, the schism 
led to the consolidation of the movimento lesbofemminista (lesbian feminist movement) but also to 
the disintegration of a common feminist cause.  
The 2007 film’s omission of lesbian historiography is consistent with the kinds of expulsion 
that lesbians faced in the period the film represents. Such an omission, I believe, is a symptom of the 
deeply rooted and internalized heteronormative values defining much of Italian culture. 
Heteronormative ideology—itself nameless were it not for the intervention of scholarship on 
sexuality2—presumes that women (read: heterosexual) are a biologically-determined, cis-
presenting standard, and lesbians (and bisexuals) are a deviation. And while it might seem obvious 
and even somewhat understandable that the film reflects Marazzi’s own interests, experiences, and 
curiosities—the interests, experiences, and curiosities of a heterosexual woman—this kind of 
exclusion continues to normalize the deployment of sexuality as a means to categorize and isolate 
women from one another. Most importantly, what is being excluded is not only a significant slice of 
women’s experiences, it also continues to stray from naming the central oppressor: 
heterosexuality.3 What I find remarkable about Marazzi’s film is that it actually presents a 
transparently damning representation of heterosexuality. As my analysis will show, the film strings 
together a set of images that together form a tacit critique of heterosexuality. Thus, this chapter 
aims to amplify not only lesbian narratives, but also to magnify the very underlying ideological 
antagonist that subtends this film but that is never directly censured. 
First, I offer a historical overview of the lesbian activist presence during the Second Wave to 
demonstrate that the material is, in fact, within reach. Each section thereafter is organized in the 
                                                           
2 Here, Michel Foucault’s The History of Sexuality easily comes to mind, and then also Adrienne Rich’s 
“Compulsory Heterosexuality,” Thomas Laqueur’s Making Sex, and Johnathan Katz’s The Invention of 
Heterosexuality. All projects (a mere few) explore the emergence of sexuality in discourse and the production 
of heterosexuality as part of those discourses. 
 




same order in which the film introduces each diarist. I use these sections to shed light on the more 
mainstream feminist endeavors along with concurrent lesbian feminist history and literature. In 
this way, I take the baton from Marazzi and advance her project using similar means: by interjecting 
her work with my own. In other words, I create a counter-history. 
Lesbians Are Not Women: Schisms in Italian Feminist Collectives 
It might seem justified to claim that lesbian activism, if not, lesbofemminismo, is indebted to 
the burgeoning feminist movements of the 1960s and ‘70s. Feminism and lesbian feminism are in 
symbiosis, at times in conflict, and often indistinguishable, thus my hope is to understand them as 
twinned endeavors.4 In this section, I attempt to create the conditions for unlearning feminism as 
the term that comes to represent a uniform idea of “woman,” and re-learn Italian feminist history in 
conversation with radical lesbian separatism. My intention is to do justice to this more neglected 
group. 
Il pensiero della differenza sessuale (the theory of sexual difference) can be considered the 
cornerstone of Italian feminisms. Major thinkers like Adriana Cavarero, Luisa Muraro, and Carla 
Lonzi, as well as the plurality of voices in collectives like “Demau,” “Diotima,” “Rivolta Femminile,” 
and the “Libreria delle donne di Milano,” root their principles in the deconstruction of social, 
philosophical, and political paradigms. Deeply indebted to the ideology of French philosopher Luce 
Irigaray, sexual difference ultimately deconstructs the myth of egalitarianism—of cultivating 
equality between the sexes—as a design consonant with the hetero-patriarchy. At its simplest, the 
theory suggests instead that women should exalt difference and value rather than undercut other 
women. In tandem with contemporaneous postmodernist and poststructuralist intellectual waves, 
Italian feminism dismantled “universalisms” as an ideological fallacy that masked its inherent 
                                                           
4 For a more thorough investigation into lesbian history in Italy, consult comprehensive volumes by Daniela 
Danna’s Amiche, Compagne, Amanti: Storia Dell'amore Tra Donne and Charlotte Ross’s Eccentricity and 




androcentrism. Adherents pursued new epistemologically gynocentric perspectives. Practices 
within Italian feminist collectives included the pratica dell’inconscio (consciousness-raising), and 
affidamento (entrustment). In Italy, consciousness-raising was an idiosyncratic distillation of the 
French method from the 1968 movement, Politique et Psychanalyse and the Anglo-Saxon models of 
feminist collectives, where the first-person narrative became central to political ethos. On the other 
hand, entrustment was an all-Italian project which focused on creating bonds between women that 
replicated a mother-daughter model. Older women mentored younger women, and, while this 
method maintained hierarchical disparities, it produced a paradigm which relied on women’s 
personal experiences.  
But whose personal experiences? The very movement that expounded difference did not 
always practice it. In 1970s Italy, lesbian feminists had to deal both with repudiation from within 
gay collectives and from within feminist groups who, regardless of their insistence on difference, 
found heterosexuality to be a default (a stance we can observe in Rose). Internal fractures within 
feminist collectives emboldened several lesbian activists to also join the first Italian gay collective, 
FUORI! (Fronte Unitario Omosessuale Rivoluzionario Italiano). 5  Formed in Torino in 1971, the 
male-majority collective’s initial objective was that of providing a literary outlet for homosexual 
men to publish their ideas and share their experiences of being gay in Italy.6 Although lesbians 
participated in FUORI!, women were relatively scarce—as most activist women favored the 
feminist cause—and were subsumed by the ethos of the male majority. To become absorbed in an 
androcentric, homosexual collective would mean surrendering the feminist credo of sexual 
difference and yielding, once again, to structures that were not built with women in mind. From 
group activity, to philosophy, even etymologically homosexuality operates in the same vein of 
                                                           
5 “Unified Revolutionary Homosexual Front.” The acronym spells the word “out,” so as to intentionally create 
a play on words. 
 





standard/deviation that feminists were intent on eradicating. But FUORI! overlooked feminist 
issues, leading to the collective’s eventual fracture.  
Although most Italian feminist collectives also condemned institutionalized heterosexuality, 
denouncing it does not appear to be at the forefront of their political mission. The oppressive 
structural issues that feminists were intent on deconstructing all pointed to a common culprit: 
heterosexuality, or, the basis of heteropatriarchy. However, while actions addressed the symptoms 
of heteropatriarchy (physical and psychological violence; exclusions in the labor force; patriarchal 
familial legislations like the patria potestà), they did not identify the source as clearly grounded in 
institutionalized heterosexuality. For radical lesbian feminists, who lived the contradictions of 
sexual conformism differently, everything was at stake in naming. As lesbian feminist Emma Baeri 
specifies, “non ha riguardato solo la visibilità del lesbismo, ma la visibilità stessa della sessualità 
femminile come radice di una pratica politica inedita”7 (“Le femministe, le lesbiche, le storiche” 51). 
To make lesbians visible by claiming a space simply by owning their identity was part of the 
mission; centering the movement on female sexuality was an objective that would ultimately fortify 
all feminisms. 
And so, lesbian feminists brought new meaning to the slogan “The personal is the political,” 
in contrast to the pensiero femminista which more easily polarized personal (in this case sexual) 
and political action. Lesbians within feminist collectives fell into distinct categories: those who were 
willing to keep their private lives to themselves rather than part of their political missions; and 
radical lesbians who were not only unwilling to flout their private lives but considered 
relationships of intimacy and desire for other women to inform and define their political activism. 
Unable to reconcile differences within feminist collectives, feminists (heterosexual and non-radical 
lesbians) parted ways from radical lesbian separatists between 1978 and 1979 (Milletti et al.).  
                                                           
7 “It did not only concern the visibility of lesbianism, but the visibility of female sexuality as the root of a new 





As I will now turn to the film to shed further light on histories of lesbian activism, when I 
refer to feminist activists who identified as lesbians prior to the separatist chasm as “lesbian 
feminists” and refer to the separatist activists subsequent to the rupture as lesbofemministe.8  
Anita, 1967-1975: Mediated Sexuality 
“C’era un uomo di cui accarezzavo la schiena, l’unica cosa che ho visto fare nei film. E in 
sogno pensavo: ‘Ecco, ora dovrei provare questo e quello; dovremmo fare questo e quell’altro.’ 
Perché non succede niente? Non ho un briciolo di immaginazione visiva” (00:09:30-00:09:50).9 
Rose’s first diarist, Anita, recounts a dream in which she has her first sexual encounter with a man. 
The young woman whose oneiric experience is filled with doubt, insecurity, and fear of sexual 
intimacy, is a late-bloomer compared to her peers, deals with an oppressive father, is sent to a 
psychoanalyst who diagnoses her as sexually frigid, and is caught between the incongruous 
messages of a masculinist context that encourages sexual attractiveness and messages promoting 
chastity from religious conservatives. Given the ideological tug of war—not unlike today’s—Anita’s 
anxieties seem justified; not experiencing anxious responses, to me, would seem rather peculiar. 
Teresa De Lauretis avers that cinema has a pivotal role—pedagogical and emotional—in 
shaping sexual experiences. She writes: “Cinematic representation can be understood as a kind of 
mapping of social vision into subjectivity…cinema’s binding of fantasy to significant images affects 
the spectator as a subjective production, and so the movement of the film actually inscribes and 
orients desire” (Alice Doesn’t 8). Cinema instructs, demonstrates, and indoctrinates in ways that 
textbooks, family or peer discussions, especially in a pre-May 1968 culture where sex did not enter 
private, let alone public, discourse with ease. Anita’s idea of sexuality reads like an instruction 
                                                           
8 Some of the first lesbian-only collectives that formed included Rome’s Rifiutare, Artemide, and Identità 
Negata, Milan’s Donne Omosessuali, and Torino’s Brigate di Saffo. 
 





manual authored by cinema, setting the parameters of that which should or should not be 
performed, that which should or should not be felt. Her entry is accompanied by scenes of a man 
and a woman acting out what she describes, further underscoring the connection between her 
private, psychic space and cinema. 
Sequences preceding and following Anita’s dream accentuate discourses on love and 
romance. We see: boyfriends and girlfriends holding hands walking down the street; men and 
women dancing together, kissing; colorfully drawn cut-outs of cis-hetero couples and to the film 
Grand Hotel (Edmund Goulding 1932), and accompanied by Nilla Pizzi’s “Le signorine da marito” 
(1969) as its soundtrack; parents pushing strollers; housewives’ calls to hotlines asking tarot card 
readers how to better satisfy their husbands; interviews with couples who, when asked about how 
their relationship began, have nothing better to say than: “come cominciano quasi tutti i giovani” 
(“it started like all young relationships do” 00:02:08-00:02:47). From a heterosexual perspective, 
what stands out in these sequences is misogyny, masculinist biases, conservative family values, and 
oppressive gender roles. From a lesbian perspective, in addition to all of the above, what the 
sequences look like is a bombardment of heterosexual propaganda.  
Since I was expecting the film to make a statement about what is an obvious illustration of 
“compulsory heterosexuality,” its lack of address was surprising but also telling. On the one hand, 
Rose exposes the mechanisms by which various media indoctrinate women into a heteronormative 
lifestyle. On the other hand, Rose isn’t making that connection more explicit for its viewers (that the 
root of oppression is heterosexuality). Thus, it is unclear whether or not Rose is denouncing 
heterosexuality specifically (as opposed to misogyny, patriarchy, etc.), leaving open the possibility 
that the film is, paradoxically, playing into the concealment that has methodically sustained the 
heteronormative project: it is so pervasive and normalized that it is difficult to even recognize it as 




Rose’s audience can sense Anita’s trepidation as her reading is accompanied by the image of 
a woman inscribing “X chiama Y” (x calls y), a clip from Mario Masini’s experimental film, X chiama 
Y (X calls Y 1967). Masini’s film is a loving homage to his wife and their offspring. As the title makes 
evident, gender roles are defined by a biological paradigm, and Masini intended the X to represent 
his wife reaching out for her husband (Y) to be more attentive to her needs (Masini 
bellariafilmfestival.org). The chromosomal allusion is enough for viewers without context to read 
the clip as some kind of illustration of gender dynamics. By juxtaposing Anita’s words to this 
sequence, Marazzi exposes cinema’s solicitations of monogamous, reproductive heterosexuality. 
Anita is, thus, cornered by partial iterations of sexuality where different alternatives to partners 
(female, or gender-variant) and sexual behaviors (including asexuality) are not options. Rose 
exposes the heterosexist agenda that puts pressure onto the meanings and expectations of 
sexual/romantic relationships but does not problematize the heterosexual assumptions evident in 
these clips. It seems instead to trust viewers to make the connections between disconnected but 
communicating realities and to watch with a critical eye—if, indeed, denouncing heteronormativity 
is the film’s objective. 
It is not surprising, in a climate in which sexuality exists at the epicenter of a flurry of mixed 
messages, that Anita’s first entry, at the age of 18, reveals an internal conflict she experienced upon 
encountering boys and discovering “i problemi sentimentali” (sentimental problems). Unlike her 
peers with burning desires to explore their sexualities, for Anita intimacy is an anxiety trigger. 
Anita’s case frames the paradoxical situation of what it meant to be a woman in Italy in the late 
1960s. Italian society’s Madonna/whore paradigm is practically unaltered today: on the one hand, 
young women are encouraged to guard their virginity until after marriage; on the other hand, their 
worth is evaluated according to sexual attractiveness. Either case leaves women with an indelible 
sense of vergogna (shame) and unattainable standards. Although this appears as somewhat of a 




Anita’s male psychologist diagnoses her as frigid within the first five minutes of their 
meeting, and commits her to a women’s group therapy focused precisely on frigidity, which Anita 
describes as a mental asylum. Basing his conclusions on Rorschach tests, Anita’s doctor “diagnoses” 
a refusal to be a woman (“Dice che…rifiuto di essere donna” / “He says that I refuse to be a 
woman”), and claims that she has “un forte istinto sessuale, ma represso” (“a strong but repressed 
sexual instinct” 00:17:15). Anita’s conservative, oppressive father, fortifies her terror of intimacy. 
Like many young women in Italy in the 1960s, her father expects her to get engaged, get married (in 
a church), and raise a family (preferably in that order), and while she may be disturbed by such 
conventions, she still asks: “ma come si fa a vivere fuori dalle convenzioni sociali?” (“but how can 
one live outside social conventions?” 00:15:00). While not exclusive to Italy, the misogynist social 
conventions Anita refers to are an effect of heteropatriarchal family structures that student 
movements and early feminist collectives in the late 1960s were challenging.   
In 1967, the Italian law on family rights specified that men have the exclusive right to patria 
potestà, that is, unquestionable authority and jurisdiction on the part of the father. The nuclear 
family was therefore run as a dictatorship in which the father held the highest position in office, 
other male members were second on the hierarchy, and women had no voice at all. Only in 1975 
was this law changed to potestà genitoriale, commonly known as responsabilità genitoriale—thus, 
softening the authoritative qualifier—assigning responsibility for the family to both parents 
equally. Divorce became legal in 1970 (Lussana 99). The first time a divorce law had ever been 
introduced in Italy was in 1878 by member of Parliament, Salvatore Morelli, but his efforts, and 
those of several men of Parliament in the years thereafter failed to produce legislation. Divorce 
became a viable reality in 1902 in the case of adultery on the part of the wife, but the law fell 
shortly thereafter. World War I put a halt on civil legislation, and after the 1929 Lateran Pacts, 




motivating a referendum in 1974 which failed to repeal it (Lussana 101). Regardless of the legal 
changes to the father’s authority, long-standing cultural customs are less easily eradicated.  
Rose illustrates 1968 as a year of social chaos. Slogans and video footage from student and 
feminist movements are followed by a clip of an orange-tinted atom bomb explosion, a parody of 
the gravity of the “damage” done to tradition. As the mushroom cloud expands, a male reporter’s 
voice pronounces: “D’improvviso esplode la dimensione pagana, quando la società dei consumi, pur 
di vendere, sfrutta fino in fondo il sesso, mettendo in crisi la famiglia tradizionale. È la rivoluzione, 
la rivincita dopo l’oppressione: la donna scopre la propria condizione alienante” (00:18:06-
00:18:56). The connection between heteronormative family structures and the anxiety regarding 
their loss is here conspicuous. According to Lussana: 
La famiglia italiana è l’indicatore più attendibile della trasformazione delle società italiana: nel 
passaggio dall’economia di guerra alla crescita impetuosa degli anni del ‘miracolo,’ meglio di 
qualunque altra istituzione, il nucleo familiare riproduce i meccanismi e le contraddizioni del 
cambiamento economico e sociale…sarà la famiglia patriarcale la prima istituzione che i movimenti 
collettivi antiautoritari metteranno sotto accusa. (22-3)10  
And while feminist collectives might have been the primary challenging force to the institution of 
the family, the same tensions resurface today, especially recent ones in response to a rising queer 
visibility and queer collectives’ pressing demands to obtain a number of legal recognitions.  
One of Italy’s most prominent voices of the movimento lesbofemminista, Bianca Pomeranzi, 
expressly discusses what she calls society’s “compulsion towards exclusively heterosexual 
sexuality,” and the ways in which it “has resulted over time in the total, or almost total, cancellation 
of lesbian existence” (173). She writes:  
                                                           
10 “The Italian family is the most reliable indicator of the transformation of Italian society: in the transition 
from the war economy to the impetuous growth of the years of the ‘economic miracle,’ the family unit 
reproduces the mechanisms and contradictions of economic and social change better than any other 
institution...[T]he patriarchal family will be the first institution that the collective anti-authoritarian 




Based exclusively on the needs of male sexuality, heterosexuality as the norm has been imposed, 
often brutally and violently, or else by making subtle generalizations about women, as the only 
possible choice for women’s consciousness. In a universe constructed on heterosexual values and 
models, from the example of our parents to the models of happiness offered to us as women from 
our childhood (from fables, to love songs, from comics to bestsellers, from films to TV scripts), we 
have been inoculated with heterosexual behavior by a thousand daily pointers which sanction our 
complementarity to the male, and our completeness as women only in emotional and sexual 
synthesis with the ‘other sex.’ (173) 
 
Pomeranzi denounces a culturally enforced heterosexual propagandism: a presentation of the male-
female sexual engagement that saturates media content to the point of making other forms of 
sexual expression not only invisible but also outright unimaginable. The heterosexual imagination 
she outlines, reduces sexually non-conforming women to celibates or spinsters; in other words, 
asexual (175). Based on Pomeranzi’s statement, Rose seems to adequately illustrate her 
accusations. Yet, unlike Pomeranzi, it shows but does not name its nemesis.   
The Case for Separatism 
Anita’s diary is but a glimpse into the realities of being a woman navigating a toxic 
patriarchal milieu.11 Her diary seems to be the only space she has to explore her emotional 
landscape. And since many women at the time suffered silently, separatism—a practice that would 
have women create women-only spaces precisely to generate a sense of community and begin to 
define their own relationships with one another—began to take hold.  
Separatism12 was the conceptual bedrock of renown feminist, Carla Lonzi, who, although 
not a lesbian herself, was proffering the same principles that lesbian feminists would eventually 
come to represent. Denouncing the 1970s glorification of “sexual liberation” as a mere etymological 
hallmark of sexual emancipation that reified the same privileges men already enjoyed, Lonzi 
vouched for separatism as a means of cultivating a reality uncontaminated by a masculinist social 
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sphere. Italian feminisms are indebted to Lonzi who, in Italy, made sexuality part of mainstream 
feminist discourse. 
Florentine-born Lonzi was the leader of Rivolta Femminile in 1970, drafting the “Manifesto 
di Rivolta Femminile,” containing virtually all of Italian feminisms’ primary principles like the 
proud commitment to sexual difference instead of equality, a resistance to complementarity to men, 
a critique of the institution of marriage, and the reclamation of sexuality as wholly independent 
from masculine demands, desire, and design. Lonzi developed this latter point in her essay, “La 
donna clitoridea e la donna vaginale” (“The Clitoral Woman and the Vaginal Woman”), where she 
discusses the myth of the vaginal orgasm as serving the patriarchal model that claims 
complementarity of the sexes; she acknowledges complementarity insofar as it concerns 
procreation, but not in sexuality (I will discuss her essay further in the next section).⁠  
It is by divorcing from the common social sphere—one that does not truly include women in 
the first place—that women can begin to “raggiungere la parità sul piano creativo definito 
storicamente dal maschio [e raggiungere la] liberazione autonoma della donna che recupera una 
sua creatività alimentata nella repressione imposta dal modello del sesso dominante” (Lonzi 50) .13 
While numerous feminist groups voluntarily adopted separatist practices, for lesbian women 
separatism came as a result of alienation and segregation from within feminist collectives. Teresa 
De Lauretis refers to feminist theories of sexual difference as “a conceptual paradox corresponding 
to what is in effect a real contradiction in women's lives: the term, at once, of a sexual difference 
(women are, or want, something different from men) and of a sexual indifference (women are, or 
want, the same as men” (“Sexual Indifference” 155). The intersectional complication of being a 
feminist and being a woman with same-sex desires was initially met with reticence. Unhinging the 
private from the political was a nearly impossible feat for lesbian feminists as the private inevitably 
                                                           
13 “…to achieve equality on the creative level historically defined by the male and arrive at the autonomous 
liberation of the woman who can claim a creativity of her own, fueled by the dominant sex’s imposed 




circumscribed their political identities; claiming a sexual identity, in fact, strategically demystified 
women’s complementarity to men. Beyond celebrating female homoeroticism, the lesbofemministe’s 
political agenda aimed to develop more positive relations between women, foremost by challenging 
the standardization of reproductive heterosexuality and the nuclear family. And although most 
Italian feminist collectives also condemned institutionalized heterosexuality, denouncing it was not 
an integral part of their political mission. 
In addition to managing feminist collectives’ internal disputes, lesbians had to assert 
themselves as autonomous political subjects and foster more robust identity politics by 
distinguishing between homosexuality and lesbianism. Lesbians, thus, channeled their activism by 
joining FUORI! and participating in the first public protest on behalf of gay rights in Italy that 
introduced homosexuality more fluidly into public discourse. On 5 April 1972, in Sanremo, Italy 
experienced its very own Stonewall. A group of approximately 40 gay and lesbian activists 
protested the Centro Italiano Sessuologia (CIS. Italian Center for Sexology) a Catholic-leaning 
group—ancestor to present-day “conversion therapy” associations—that was holding a convention 
titled “Congresso internazionale sulle devianze sessuali” (“International Conference on Sexual 
Deviance”). Although lesbian participation in the FUORI! collective was strong, it was numerically 
subordinate to men’s, as most activist women generally took to the feminist cause. But numbers 
were not arbitrarily low. As lesbian feminist Maria Schiavo wrote:  
Non si tratta soltanto di una minoranza in senso numerico. Il fatto è che noi non abbiamo all’interno 
del gruppo, in parte per colpa nostra, una fisionomia precisa in quanto lesbiche, una nostra 
autonomia. Siamo inglobate dal gruppo dei maschi. Non vogliamo dire che questo avvenga 




processo alla fallocrazia si traduca in comportamenti concreti, in rapporti interpersonali veramente 
paritari. (Danna)14 
To become absorbed in an androcentric, homosexual collective would mean surrendering the 
feminist credo of sexual difference and yielding, once again, to structures that were not built with 
women in mind. From group activity, to philosophy, even etymologically homosexuality operates in 
the same vein of standard/deviation that feminists were intent on eradicating. But FUORI!’s 
disinterest in feminist issues led to the collective’s gender fracture: men and women shared the 
same meeting grounds, but autocoscienza (self-awareness)15 groups were gender-segregated.  
The 1974 issue of FUORI!’s journal, titled Fuori! Donna, was entirely drafted and compiled 
by women. It focused on the ongoing deliberations in feminist groups, and specifically denounced 
patriarchy, capitalism, and the “fratelli omosessuali’s” (“homosexual brothers”) misogynist posture 
(omofonie.it). At that time, although lesbians still constituted a mere one tenth of FUORI! adherents, 
they nevertheless summoned an international convention in Rome, where attendance was 
extremely low, leaving just over a dozen women debating over consciousness-raising methods. 
Nerina Milletti narrates the difficulty with which lesbians could find space in other collectives. She 
                                                           
14 “It is not merely a numeric minority. The fact that within our group we do not have a precise lesbian 
physiognomy and our own autonomy is partly our own fault. We are absorbed in the men’s group. We would 
like not to say that this happens voluntarily on their behalf, but surely there is still much ground to cover 
before phallocracy is translated into concrete behaviors, into interpersonal relationships that are truly 
egalitarian” (My translation). 
 
15 Autocoscienza is based on the North American feminist practice developed during the late 1960s known as 
“consciousness raising.” It involved separatist (women-only) groups focusing their attention on social issues. 
Raising consciousness meant becoming politically conscious, and, as was the case for women, it meant 
becoming more aware of lived forms of oppression. This practice formed the basis for lesbian collectives in 
Italy. Lesbian philosopher, Liana Borghi, explains: “Basato su un pratica di riflessione condivisa sul corpo, il 
desiderio, il vissuto (l’autocoscienza), su pratiche di aggregazione sociale e di attivismo politico, l’esempio di 
resistenza, di sfida, di attivismo sociale e aggregazione politica femminista e lesbica importato dagli Stati Uniti 
è servito come catalizzatore per la nascita sia del movimento femminista che di quello lesbico.”  
(“Based on a practice of shared reflection on the body, on desire, on experience (self-awareness), and on 
practices of social aggregation and political activism, the model of resistance, of challenge, of feminist and 
lesbian social activism and political alliance imported from the United States, served as a catalyst for the birth 





writes: “Se era difficile trovare spazio nel movimento omosessuale, monopolizzato da uomini che 
spesso le disprezzavano, quasi altrettanto faticoso era stare in un movimento di donne che 
considerava le relazioni lesbiche affari privatissimi di cui era meglio, forse, non parlare” (312). 
Thus, lesbian feminists were caught between the proverbial rock and hard place: FUORI!’s 
misogyny and feminist collectives’16 lesbophobia.  
Teresa’s Diary 1975-1979: Whose Sexual Liberation? 
In diametrical contrast to Anita’s fear of sexuality, Teresa’s first entry is an effusive 
recollection of a lovemaking experience with her boyfriend. The healthy, loving sexual experience is 
refreshing after the darkness of Anita’s anecdotes. But a drawing that morphs from being an outline 
of a passionate sexual embrace into a textbook-like anatomical illustration of the moment of 
conception during intercourse reads like an oblique mockery of the couple’s serenity. “Ci amiamo 
alla follia” (“We are mad about each other” 00:28:03), Teresa shares as the image outlines the 
consequences of the couple’s passion—her pregnancy. Viewers’ focus teeters between passion and 
physiology, foreshadowing Teresa’s odyssey to a London abortion clinic, just before Italy passes the 
Legge 194, which de-criminalized pregnancy termination in 1978.17  
                                                           
 
16 “Care compagne, ci risulta che in certi gruppi femministi l’omosessualità di alcune militanti non solo non è 
ancora valutata come apporto rivoluzionario di altissimo potenziale, ma subisce oppressioni se non (orrore!) 
delle emarginazioni. […] Il sistema maschile esercita ancora il suo potere attraverso i pregiudizi che servono 
ad ostacolare la nostra rivoluzione: lo provano le acrobazie compiute da alcune femministe per difendersi 
dalla stantia ma evidentemente sempre efficace accusa di lesbismo che il maschio rivolge allo scopo di 
ricacciarle al loro posto di femmine, sinonimo per lui di ubbidienza sessuale, culturale, ecc.” (Fuori Donna 
ovvero femminismo e lesbismo, 1974, in Danna). (“Dear friends, it has become evident that not only is some of 
our militant comrades’ homosexuality in certain feminist collectives not valued. It also undergoes oppression 
if not (horrifyingly!) marginalization. The masculine system continues to exercise its power through prejudice 
that only serves to obstruct our revolution: proof of this is the ways in which some feminists bend over 
backwards in order to defend themselves from the outdated, yet still effective accusation of lesbianism that 
males use with the intent of putting them back in their place as females, a condition synonymous, to him, with 
sexual, and cultural obedience, etc.” (My translation). 
 
17 Rights to the termination of pregnancy were granted on 18 February 1975, in a law that specified: 
“ricorrere all'aborto è conforme al diritto, non in assoluto ma nei casi indicati della legge.” It was later refined 
in the Legge 194, in May of 1978: “La 194 consente alla donna, nei casi previsti dalla legge, di poter ricorrere 
alla interruzione volontaria di gravidanza in una struttura pubblica (ospedale o poliambulatorio 




Rose’s 2007 theatrical release coincides with the re-invigoration of anti-abortion campaigns 
in the everlasting dibattiti sull’aborto (abortion debates), emboldened by Pope Benedict XVI’s 
conservativism.18 Teresa’s words are layered over the point-of-view shot of a woman’s feet walking 
on a layer of cracking ice, a striking visual that makes Teresa’s fragility more palpable. The love and 
support Teresa receives—financial as well as emotional—is an anomaly. Unlike many, she is able to 
travel to England in order to receive medical attention legally, as, at the time, England allowed 
pregnancy termination up to the twenty-fourth week. Thus, walking on thinning ice symbolizes the 
alarm surrounding such choices and the degree of danger in each of those choices. 
Teresa’s travails with pregnancy termination lead next into 1970s Italy’s positive 
connection between contraception and sexual liberation. Via the photographic images of a 
fotoromanzo, Marazzi splices together clips from the first discussions on “the pill,” commercially 
sold as “Il segreto della nuova felicità.” The magazine’s fictional couple’s troubles seem to entirely 
vanish thanks to the pill—which the film’s heavy-handed humor undeniably parodies. But the 
                                                           
è possibile ricorrere all'interruzione solo per motivi di natura terapeutica” (“To resort to abortion is in 
accordance with the law. It is not absolute but determined in the cases indicated by the law…Law 194 allows 
women, in the cases provided for by law, to be able to resort to the voluntary interruption of pregnancy in a 
public structure (hospital or polyclinic agreement with one’s region of origin), in the first 90 days of 
gestation; between the fourth and fifth month it is possible to resort to interruption only for therapeutic 
reasons” (giustizia.it/cassazione/leggi/l194_78.html.) My translation). 
18 A review of Rose contextualizes the contemporaneous debates on abortion in Italy: “Il bellissimo lavoro di 
Marazzi è uscito nelle sale in piena offensiva di Giuliano Ferrara per la moratoria dell’aborto; in concomitanza 
con il sempre più insistito dettato della Chiesa a difesa della vita fino dalla fecondazione dell’ovulo. In questi 
ultimi giorni, poi, da media internazionali e nazionali più uomini che donne sottolineano il salto all’indietro 
delle donne italiane” (“Recensione di Vogliamo anche le rose di Alina Marazzi,” 7 April 2008, women.it).  
(“Marazzi's beautiful work came out in theaters in counterattack against Giuliano Ferrara’s moratorium on 
abortion and in conjunction with the ever more insistent dictation of the Church’s stance on defending life 
from the moment of fertilization. In recent days, then, more men and women from international and national 
media emphasize the backward leap for Italian women” My translation). Illustrating the clerical position, 
Pope Benedict XVI declared: “L’aver permesso di ricorrere all’interruzione della gravidanza, non solo non ha 
risolto i problemi che affliggono molte donne e non pochi nuclei familiari, ma ha aperto un’ulteriore ferita 
nelle nostre società, già purtroppo gravate da profonde sofferenze” (“Discorso di sua Santità Benedetto XVI ai 
partecipanti all’assemblea della pontifica accademia per la vita. Sala Clementina, Sabato, 24 febbraio 2007). 
“Not only did allowing women to resort to the termination of pregnancy not solve the problems that afflict 
many women and families, it also inflicted a bigger wound on our societies, already sadly burdened by deep 
suffering” (“Speech by His Holiness Benedict XVI to participants in the assembly of the pontifical academy for 





luster surrounding sexual liberation is demystified in a piece of footage from the Parco Lambro 
gathering in 1976 where a young woman being interviewed complains: “[P]rima devi essere 
vergine, devi fare la madre, che non è vero che nel 1976 non le senti più dire queste cose. Poi entri 
nei gruppi della sinistra rivoluzionaria e ti senti dire che la rivoluzione sessuale è questa: tu sei 
donna, apri la figa e scopa, perché se no sei repressa, inibita, non sei rivoluzionaria, non credi nella 
lotta di classe, e poi sei pure frigida” (01:03:49-01:05:29).19 The interviewee, thus, denounces 
sexual liberation as the newly accepted trend whose impartiality is clearly smoke and mirrors. In 
brief, it is a slight at left-wing men who believed themselves to be sexually progressive. The young 
woman’s justified complaints follow the same intellectual wavelengths as Lonzi who found the most 
meaningful battle to be that of gaining women’s corporeal sovereignty from male colonialism, as 
she writes, “L’aborto non è una soluzione per la donna libera, ma per la donna colonizzata dal 
sistema patriarcale” (“Sessualità femminile e aborto” 59. “Abortion is not a solution for the free 
woman, but for the woman colonized by the patriarchal system” My translation.). It is the entrance 
of “the pill,” I believe, that marks the beginning of the political fracture between lesbofemministe 
and feminists (another, although less likely, allusion in the imagine of the cracking ice). As lesbian 
feminists argued, women’s freedom does not come with the legalization of abortion nor the pill but 
by laying claim to a sexuality that is disconnected from procreation. 
In her renowned essay, “The Clitoral Woman and the Vaginal Woman,” Carla Lonzi uses 
anatomy—the very logic institutions resort to in order to argue against abortion rights—to claim in 
female sexual anatomy, a system that, unlike the male, can separate pleasure from reproduction. 
Lonzi explains that female anatomy has been distorted by patriarchal institutions to socialize 
women’s bodies (and identities) into their reproductive role because the biological male experience 
                                                           
19 “First, you have to be a virgin, you have to become a mother, and it is not true that in 1976 you no longer 
hear such things. Then you get into revolutionary Left-wing groups and you hear people saying that this is the 
sexual revolution: you’re a woman, so open your pussy and fuck, because otherwise you are repressed, 
inhibited, you are not a revolutionary, you don’t believe in class struggle, and you’re even frigid…and you’re 




of sexual pleasure coincides with his reproductive function. Sexual discourse is entirely skewed in 
the experience of the male orgasm in part because it has been legitimized socially and religiously: 
without the male orgasm there is no conception and therefore no family. And so, because female 
pleasure is inessential to procreation, it is also considered irrelevant to sexual experience. This 
results in a normalized and expected prioritization of men’s pleasure on the part of their female 
companions: “Godendo di un piacere come risposta al piacere dell’uomo la donna perde se stessa 
come essere autonomo, esalta la complementarietà del maschio, trova in lui la sua motivazione di 
esistenza” (63).20 Based on Lonzi’s reasoning here, but also echoed through decades of feminist 
literature, sexuality is significantly constitutive of one’s personal integrity and sense of self; such a 
denial of pleasure has deeply injured female integrity which is proving remarkably difficult to undo. 
But Lonzi wants women to reclaim their right to pleasure. Her essay describes two social 
archetypes: the vaginal woman and the clitoral woman: “La donna vaginale è quella che, in cattività, 
è stata portata a una misura consenziente per il godimento del patriarca mentre la clitoridea è una 
che non ha accondisceso alle suggestioni emotive dell'integrazione con l’altro, che sono quelle che 
hanno presa sulla donna passiva, e si è espressa in una sessualità non coincidente col coito” (67).21 
Thus, from the perspective of masculine authority, the vaginal economy is most desirable as it 
preserves androcentrism and normalizes female subservience. Bringing to light women’s libidic 
experience, Lonzi harnesses female sexual power, its independence from the supposed male 
counterpart, and begins to deflate the humiliation nourished and normalized by patriarchally-
monopolized medical institutions, including, most notably, psychoanalysis. The reason Lonzi’s 
                                                           
20 “Finding pleasure in responding to his pleasure, a woman loses herself as an independent being. This 
reinforces woman’s complementarity to man as she finds in him her reason for being” (My translation). 
 
21 “The vaginal woman is she who, in captivity, has been made to consent to the enjoyment of the patriarch, 
while the clitoral woman is one that does not comply with the emotional narrative of integration with the 
other, which the passive woman, for instance, accepts. Instead, she expresses herself in a sexuality that does 





theory is so impactful, is not only because it empowers women but, more importantly, because it 
destabilizes an entire system of meaning. The biological essentialist weapon wielded by 
heteropatriarchal institutions to construct a reality in its own interest, becomes the very 
instrument to invalidate it.  
Although Lonzi’s ideological impact is undeniable, according to Emma Baeri, it was lesbian 
feminists who “hanno reso manifesta sia la violenza della colonizzazione patriarcale del corpo e 
della sessualità di tutte le donne attraverso l’eterosessualità obbligatoria, sia le diverse risposte 
politiche a questa evidenza da parte di un movimento complesso e maturo” (48).22 Lesbians 
embodied their critique of patriarchy and publicly pushed for feminists to be politically coherent 
and not only condemn patriarchy as an ideology but to also challenge men—in flesh and blood—
themselves. Politically speaking, lesbianism appears to be a more radically oppositional force 
against misogyny.  
Without quite raising the issue of compulsory heterosexuality, Rose seems in step with 
mainstream Italian feminisms. Since the dawn of feminist collectives, Liana Borghi explains, 
[Si] delineava per le lesbiche la appartenenza alla categoria ‘donna’ dove però era necessario 
nasconodere o addirittura negare il proprio desiderio e la propria pratica sessuale—in un 
movimento dove le etero si rendevano conto che il tipo di amore libero sbandierato nella nuova 
sinistra e nella controcultura (praticato anche grazie all’invenzione della pillola nel 1960) aveva 
ricadute negative per loro, ricadute di cui nessuno si occupava. (48) 
By circumventing the “lesbian question,” or in this case, the radical position that lesbian feminists 
were taking in their desire to change the lived reality for all women, the film extends the same side-
stepping that feminists were doing at the time. 
                                                           
22 “…have made manifest both the violence of the patriarchal colonization of the body and of all women’s 
sexuality through mandatory heterosexuality, and of the different political responses as evidenced by a 




The Case for Lesbian Separatism 
Monique Wittig’s now eminent statement, “lesbians are not women” (20),23 continues to be 
the mantra for many lesbians today. Lesbian feminist collectives were profoundly inspired by the 
French philosopher’s open critique of heterosexuality. Dating from 1976 to 1984, Wittig’s essays 
encouraged a materialist perspective, in which she claimed that “The situation of lesbians… is 
located philosophically (politically) beyond the categories of sex” (47). The category of sex “is the 
product of a heterosexual society which imposes on women the rigid obligation of the reproduction 
of the ‘species,’ that is, the reproduction of heterosexual society” (6). Astutely, Wittig makes her 
mark by divorcing the heteronormative word “woman” from “lesbian” and defines the lesbian as an 
embodied subject whose desires are not and could not (con)figure into society at large. In so doing, 
she acknowledges that “[t]he ideology of sexual difference [functions] as censorship in our culture 
by masking, on the ground of nature, the social oppositions between men and women” (2). Wittig’s 
militancy reverberated from northern France to Italy at the right moment of tension in feminist 
circles; it galvanized lesbian activists to see themselves not as different from, but differently. 
Valuing and celebrating the diversity of women’s sexual experiences was key in the 
edification of lesbian culture. By 1976, the women of FUORI! founded Fuori donna—a female 
version of the original collective—which was inaugurated by a conference titled, La lesbica nella 
società maschile eterosessuale (The Lesbian in Masculine Heterosexual Society). Hundreds of women 
attended Fuori donna’s second conference in 1978, and thereafter the fracture between separatist 
lesbians and the original FUORI!’s feminists culminated in a scission. The 1977-78 issue of Fuori! 
published “Buttiamo a mare il dogmatismo,” (“Let’s throw dogmatism at sea”) in which Laura di 
Nola writes about separatism as a “ghettizzazione che rischia di portare a un immobilismo e a una 
                                                           
23 “Lesbianism is the only social form in which we can live freely. Lesbian is the only concept I know of which 
is beyond the categories of sex (woman and man), because the designated subject (lesbian) is not a woman, 
either economically, or politically, or ideologically. For what makes a woman is a specific social relation to a 




nevrosi collettiva. Il separatismo è funzionale se non è dogmatico, altrimenti porta a una visione 
pessimista e manichea del mondo, in cui il maschio è l’eterno nemico, come il diavolo nella teologia 
cattolica” (Danna).24 By 1978, whatever collective lesbians were a part of was fragmenting. As 
activist Maria Schiavo recounts, when the women in FUORI! protested the absence of lesbian-
themed films in the collective’s gay film festival, the lesbian adherents officially separated from the 
group. That cinematic representation was the final straw for the women of FUORI! coincides with 
the larger point of this dissertation. For the lesbians that dealt with tangible spatial segregation 
were unwilling to tolerate further excision in the social imaginary as well.  
Teresa’s abortion story—one with a “happier” ending than most others—instigates a 
conversation about the deceitful political agenda of the left. Although a step closer to (some kind of) 
choice, women’s corporeal policing moved from being legally disallowed from choosing abortion to 
being “liberated” by contraception. But contraception is nothing but a proverbial band-aid that only 
extends partiality in favor of men. In other words, men’s sexuality remains untouched: now, he can 
enjoy her just as before without having to worry about the consequences that she will surely 
complain about. Meanwhile, she and only she, must take responsibility by pumping her body with 
synthetic hormonal drugs. Again, Rose reliably constructs a an anti-heteropatriarchal critique and 
yet, oddly, does not explicitly own it. 
Valentina’s Diary 1979 Onwards: We Want Role Models Too 
“6 Novembre, 1979. Bisogna trovare un modello da seguire” (“November 6th 1979. We 
must find role models to follow”) begins the third and final diarist, Valentina. She reflects on the act 
of writing in her diary—much like the prior two diarists—as a way to carve out her own private 
space when there seems not to be any physically. She is anxious about the myriad images of herself 
                                                           
24 “…a ghettoization that risks bringing about immobilization and a collective neurosis. Separatism is 
functional if it is not dogmatic, otherwise it contributes to a pessimistic and Manichean vision of the world, in 





in the world, “quelle vere, quelle non-so-dire, quelle che gli altri mi buttano addosso” (“The real 
ones, the one’s I can’t quite say, the ones others throw onto me”) and expresses guilt at basking in 
the pleasure of writing instead of tending to her chores. Valentina is intrigued by “i rapporti con le 
donne” (“relationships with women”) and admits to feeling privileged behind a typewriter or a 
photographic camera, nourishing her voyeurism, her epistephilia, her right to look, to capture. 
Valentina is profoundly insecure with herself, particularly with her sexuality: “Sto pensando di 
essere una diversa sessualmente, incapace di godere” (“I think I am just different sexually, 
incapable of coming” 01:06:10-01:10:00). In each such way—lack of space, lack of role models, 
being bombarded by pre-fabricated images of womanhood, unstable relations between women, and 
being anorgasmic—Valentina comprises Rose’s major themes and brings the film full circle.  
Valentina is active in the feminist community and her experiences become one more voice 
amongst the several I have mentioned thus far. She expresses her disillusionment with feminist 
collectives and, with a resentful tone, categorizes other participants as: “A. Oneste madri di famiglia, 
B. Politicizzate estremiste, C. Vere antirivoltose” (“A. Honest mothers, B. Politicized extremists, C. 
True anti-revolutionaries”). Valentina’s observations serve as situated knowledge (to borrow from 
Donna Haraway) on the dissonance between the politics of sexual difference, and the praxis: 
“Quando esce fuori la politica, si ritorna alla massa indistinta delle donne. Il dissenso non si esprime 
se non con orribili urla al microfono. La passività si generalizza con battimani su tutto e il contrario 
di tutto. È come se tutto quello che è successo di concreto, di nuovo, inedito nei vari corsi, fosse 
cancellato di colpo” (01:28:00-01:30:10).25 In 1979, when collectives were progressively breaking 
apart, it makes sense that her anxieties find little alleviation in these groups. Instead, she searches 
for ways to understand herself in feminist philosophers like Carla Lonzi’s, who Valentina refers to 
                                                           
25 “When politics surface, we return to being an indistinct mass of women. Dissent is expressed only with 
horrible shouts over the microphone. Passivity is generalized with clapping for everything and the opposite of 





as “una mente” (“a great mind”), and tries to explain her own sexual inadequacies via Lonzi’s social 
archetypes.  
Although not identified as a lesbian, Valentina’s alienation from within the feminist 
movement exhibits a similarity with the sense of exclusion decried by lesbian feminists. Her words 
reveal just how il pensiero della differenza sessuale—the philosophical brainchild of figures like 
Muraro, Cavarero, and the women’s bookshop in Milan—had an intellectual monopoly over Italian 
feminist thought. The tenets of a movement set on giving women space, condemning social 
hierarchies, democratizing female voices, was actually starting to disintegrate beneath the forces of 
actual difference.  
The sounds of Valentina’s final words hover over a brightly colored scene: a woman 
wearing a muted white mask, holding a red string between her hand and the hand of whomever is 
behind the camera. A clip from Adriana Monti’s Il filo del desiderio (String of Desire 1977), the 
masked actor moves across an open, public space (what seems to be a park), alternating between 
walking backwards and looking into the camera and running away from the camera. And since both 
the actor’s and the camera operator’s faces are unseen, who leads and who follows remains 
ambiguous: a subtle reminder of cinema’s seductive powers, of the power of the director to lead us 
on, and the power of the viewer to accept or refute the journey. A last question comes to mind after 
this sequence: where are we, as viewers, being led?  
Curiously, the following scene includes a gallery of photographs of the Casa della Donna, 
whose walls are covered with writings, where, of course, our graffiti in question appears: “Donna è 
bello, strega è meglio, lesbica è ottimo.” A lesbian feminist, if not a queer reading of these moments 
together seems to suggest a “string of events” to come: the feminist movement’s fracture and the 
rise of lesbian politics. While I might more likely find meaning in this fleeting moment, it might be 
lost to most; and for those who notice it and have no context, “lesbian” appears to act as a synonym 





Rose concludes with black and white footage of older women at sitting at school desks and 
being taught the Italian constitution, specifically, the laws that changed to affect women’s lives. The 
film then closes with a list of dates and the respective political changes in Italian women’s rights as 
follows: 
* 1966 la legge italiana considera ancora la contraccezione reato contro la stirpe 
* 1967 il diritto di famiglia assegna all’uomo l’esclusivo esercizio della patria potestà  
* 1970 il parlamento approva la legge sul divorzio 
* 1971 viene permessa la vendita della pillola anticoncezionale 
* 1974 referendum abrogativo della legge sul divorzio: vincono i no, la legge resta 
* 1977 uguali diritti uguali salari: approvata la legge di parità sul lavoro 
* 1978 aborto legale, approvata la 194 
* 1980 abrogate le norme del codice penale relativo al delitto d’onore 
* 1987 il Vaticano condanna la fecondazione artificiale 
* 1996 approvata la legge 66 sulla violenza sessuale: reato contro la persona, non più contro la 
morale 
* 2007 proposta di legge sui DICO per il riconoscimento delle coppie di fatto26 
The historical outline seems to want to punctuate the film’s pedagogical role: Rose is, rightfully, out 
to make the women’s movement an active part of cultural memory. And for the period Marazzi 
covers (late 1960s to early 1980s), Rose lets viewers dive into the kind of political whirlwind both 
through public audio-visual artifacts and some of the psychological reverberations. It is no wonder 
                                                           
26 “1966—Italian law sees contraception as a crime against birth; 1967—family law: men still have exclusive 
parental authority; 1970—Parliament approves the divorce law; 1971—the sale of birth control pills is 
legalized; 1974—referendum abrogating divorce: the law stays in place; 1975—new family law: same 
rights/duties for married couples; 1977—equal rights, equal pay: law approved for equality at work; 1978—
abortion made legal: law 194 approved; 1980—laws providing for crimes of honor are repealed; 1981—
Movement for Life calls for referendum to repeal 194, but loses; 1996—sexual violence is declared a crime 




that the outline would reflect the legal milestones concerning women’s lives and bodies within the 
heteropatriarchy: contraception, family law, divorce, abortion, and so on. Heteropatriarchy is a 
legislation controlling and curtailing women’s rights. Gay and lesbian history (but lesbian in 
particular), on the other hand, is only marginally recorded—it lives in the private living rooms of 
women like Roberta Vannucci. Rose concludes with a list that makes heterosexuality’s 
prescriptiveness all the more apparent and, in so doing, closes its campaign against the institution 
of heterosexuality. Having brought this nuance of Marazzi’s work to light, I expand upon the rise of 
lesbian feminists’ presence and pave the way for the next chapter in which I will continue to add a 
lesbian gaze to fictional feature films. 
Arcilesbiche:27 The Private Is Political 
In the feminist periodical DonnaWomanFemme (DWF), lesbian feminist activist, Simonetta 
Spinelli’s “Je ne regrette rien” examines the Libreria di Milano’s 1983 publication in Sottosopra 
Verde, “Più donne che uomini” (“More women than men”), which both recounts a history of the last 
decade and calls for new action to revive fragmented feminist collectives. The article attributes its 
participants’ dispersal on separatism, which the authors consider to have strengthened women in 
private collectives but not in the public sphere, especially in the work place. Spinelli lauds the 
authors’ desires to go beyond ideological uniformity but critiques the Libreria’s dismissal of the 
milestones garnered from the years working in separatist collectives. As Valeria Mercandino writes: 
“le donne della Libreria di Milano, a partire da queste considerazioni, propongono l’uscita dal 
separatismo del movimento in favore di relazioni tra donne potenzianti che siano diffuse in tutti gli 
ambiti sociali.”28 Spinelli, instead, reminds her readers that the practice of autocoscienza gave 
                                                           
27 “Arci” is in Italian is an acronym for “Associazione Ricreativa e Culturale Italiana” (“Italian Cultural and 
Recreational Association”), but the word in itself is also used colloquially to mean “uber” or “extra.” Thus, my 
subtitle can be understood as “Uberlesbians.”  
 
28 “The women of the Milan Bookstore, starting from these considerations, propose to cease the movement’s 





women the chance to define their own relationships and to respect one’s own particularities 
starting from corporeality.  
Fearing another fracture in a new wave of feminism in the making, Ida Dominijanni insisted 
on keeping the private private—it was best for lesbians not to politicize same-sex desire. Spinelli’s 
rebuttal, however, clarifies that the movement must consider the part and the whole; that it is 
impossible to separate one’s desire for a woman and one’s political investment in advancing the 
lives of all women.29   
In the 1990 English translation of Italian feminisms’ magnum opus, Non credere di avere dei 
diritti (translated in English as, Sexual Difference, but whose direct translation is “Don't think you 
have any rights”), Teresa De Lauretis calls attention to the silence surrounding what may be called 
“the lesbian question,” specifically censuring Dominijanni’s dismissal of female homoeroticism, 
when, in the text’s introduction she writes: “Living in a community of women was an extraordinary 
experience. The most amazing discovery was the intense eroticism present there. It was not 
lesbianism, but sexuality no longer imprisoned in masculine desire” (De Lauretis’s emphasis 16). 
Dominijanni’s intention was to reassure readers of Non credere di avere dei diritti that the Italian 
feminist movements were not founded on lesbian separatism. But, as De Lauretis specifies, the 
above is the only point in the text in which lesbianism is ever mentioned at all thereby achieving the 
opposite effect: the erasure of lesbianism altogether.  
In an epistolary exchange between Luisa Muraro and De Lauretis, Muraro attempts to 
explain the Libreria’s intention with Non credere di avere dei diritti was to create solidarity between 
                                                           
29 “[Il] privato e il politico sono…così strettamente interrelati da non poter presumere l’uno senza la 
costruzione di libertà femminile che è fondamento dell’altro, e questa interrelazione non è concepibile se 
nello stesso tempo non mette in campo la necessità di quel pensarsi donna che è connotato di tenacia, perché 
da esso dipende proprio la consapevolezza di esistere come corpo di desiderio” (27). “[The] private and the 
political are…so closely interrelated that one cannot be presumed to exist without the construction of 
women’s freedom which is the foundation of the other. And this interrelation is not conceivable if at the same 
time it does not bring into play the necessity of thinking of oneself as a woman which is characterized by 





all women rather than focusing on differences. She warns that distinctions like “heterosexual” and 
“homosexual” are themselves symbolic products of a patriarchal order which strategically produces 
rifts between women to prevent them from gaining political momentum. However appropriate 
Muraro’s observation, she then claims that lesbianism is not “un principio o una causa o un 
fondamento della libertà” femminile (53), but a difference to keep quiet in order to help the 
movement advance. De Lauretis soberly refutes such a position by acknowledging that, in fact, 
presuming a universal undifferentiated “womanhood” is itself playing into patriarchal subject 
definitions. Instead, rather than following binaries, feminists must make space for a collectivity 
bound by its own pluralism.  
Lesbian feminist collectives enjoyed a strong presence in the 1980s and into the 1990s. In 
1991 the first “settimana lesbica” took place: a lesbian-only retreat hosting approximately one 
thousand women at a villa outside of Bologna. Still practiced today—as I myself have experienced—
these week-long assemblies take place in spaces like a masseria or compound that can host a large 
number of women. And each day comprises presentations by group leaders, activists, speakers, 
poets, and include discussion, writing, and performance. By the mid-1990s, however, lesbian 
feminism entered a crisis. Collectives were effective in creating spaces for women to congregate 
and discuss, but the undertow of a re-invigorated feminist movement left lesbians at the margins. 
Instead of separatists, as lesbian feminist leader Professor Cristina Gramolini points out, lesbians 
were separated and unable to interact with the rest of society, and made further invisible by lesbian 
writers who chose to use pseudonyms, and who avoided the press. Lesbians moved from the 
reclusion of separatist groups to gay movements, ironically—given past disagreements—more 
appreciative of their level of visibility and political struggle.  
With Forza Italia leading the government coalition, 1994 marked a turning point in favor of 
right-wing politics and clericalism in Italy. Lesbian activists more urgently organized large groups 




Week”) which took place in May of 1996 with the intent to solder the relationship between older 
generations of separatists and younger non-separatists, spawned a more active, visible, lesbian 
political subject, and mobilized a more fruitful alliance with feminist groups.  
In December of 1996, Arcilesbica, an exclusively female association, formed out of the 
subdivision with Arcigay. This was quite the turn given the less than optimal relationships with gay 
collectives in the late 1970s. Yet, under the LGBT banner, what this alliance allows is a much 
stronger and larger-scale political influence. In Gramolini’s article, “Arcilesbica Perché” 
(“Arcilesbica Because”), the ex-president of the Arcilesbica association divulges a brief history of 
Italy’s national, and then local, associations for lesbians. Arcilesbica is described as a National 
Italian association of, by, and for lesbian women, whose objectives are: to defend lesbians from 
discrimination, bolster visibility of lesbians via organized cultural and political activities, 
demonstrations, and meetings on both local and national levels (Arcilesbica.it). “Abbiamo scelto di 
essere un’associazione di sole donne ma non ci definiamo separatiste,” claims Gramolini,  
[P]erché il separatismo è una pratica che si è connotata, oltre che per l’esclusività femminile, per 
l’astensione alla scena pubblica, l’estraneità alla rivendicazione di diritti, per una certa indifferenza 
nei confronti della politica, considerata in blocco maschile e quindi negativa. Arcilesbica invece 
nasce per fare spazio pubblico all’esistenza libera delle lesbiche, si batte per la conquista di diritti 
certi e sceglie di collocarsi a sinistra contro ogni indifferentismo o trasversalismo. (Emphasis mine; 
118)30 
Gramolini, whose activism originates at the Libreria di Milano, makes two separate but equally 
significant points: one, that a reason for the atrophy of lesbian collectives can be attributed to a lack 
                                                           
30 “[W]e chose to be women-only associations but we do not consider ourselves to be separatists…because 
separatism is a practice that, besides being exclusively female, has characterized itself for its abstention from 
the public realm, its estrangement from claiming rights, for being somewhat indifferent to politics, considered 
male-dominated and therefore negative. Instead, Arcilesbica is born to create a public space for the free 
existence of lesbians, fights for rights, and chooses to align with the Left against indifference or 




of public visibility; two, that the rifts between feminists and those who identified as lesbians 
revealed a fallacy in il pensiero della differenza sessuale—the Italian feminist philosophy par 
excellence.  
Later, in the 2000s, younger generations of lesbian activists began to separate from older 
ones. Younger feminist collectives expressed disappointment in feminist collectives’ reticence to 
brings sexuality into political discussion as they had during the 1970s. They attribute part of this 
restraint as a response to the Prime Minister’s sexual scandals and the larger economic and political 
atmosphere in Italy in which dialectics like sex/power, liberalism/markets, capital/labor, 
wealth/poverty/migration “fanno da sfondo a una riflessione che ruota intorno al nesso 
corpo/libertà, che nel femminismo è strettamente e necessariamente legato alla riflessione sulle 
condizioni materiali di vita” (DWF “Libertà. I percorsi del femminismo” 3-4).31 Younger feminists 
hungered for exchanges between different generations, but such exchanges, they realized, are 
limited. They noticed almost an aversion to situating women’s experiences to the present political 
realities and concluded that feminism was in many ways fossilized on questions of inclusion. Rather 
than using the collective as a space to echo individual experiences, it skirted the personal in ways 
that felt simply outdated.   
Mirror Mirror  
We can immediately notice intergenerational tensions in Rose from the very opening scene. 
A woman (here played by actor Patricia Neal) in an egg-yellow dress and a purple hat enters a shop 
called Curiosità (Curiosity). She tip-toes around, laying her eyes on a variety of objects, as an 
omniscient female voice states, “Sei donna. Vedere. Sapere. Che sarà? Come sarà?” (“You are 
woman. To see. To know. What will it be? How will it be?” 00:00:01-00:02:30). She discovers a 
                                                           
31 “Constitute the backdrop to a reflection that revolves around the nexus between body and freedom, which 






crystal ball and eagerly looks into it but quickly turns aghast, revolted at the sight of a long-haired 
figlia dei fiori (flower child) dancing naked at the Parco Lambro gathering of 1976. The opening 
sequence encapsulates Rose’s self-awareness, its irony, and its intertextuality, and inaugurates the 
film’s discourse on female corporeality. The juxtaposition of “opposite” female archetypes—the 
prudish angel of the house and the sexually liberated hippy—establishes dramatic irony. The 
temporalities and realities stand in tension: to the character in the shop, the archival footage of the 
naked hippy is frighteningly revolutionary; to the modern audience both images are trite. 
  
Marazzi slightly altered what in fact was a 1950s women’s face cream advertisement, where 
the young woman looking into the crystal ball espies an elderly woman whose wrinkled face bears 
the toll of time. Thus, Patricia Neal’s character screams in horror at the socially stigmatized aging 
process ahead of her. Both iterations—younger versus older generations, sexually conservative 
versus sexually liberated—capture a rich and complex history of dynamics between women that I 
argue echo in the female directed fiction cinema I examine hereafter. Rose presents a compelling 
collage of the heteronormative cultural imagery circulating in Italian media outlets during the 
1960s and 1970s—from television, to cinema, to fotoromanzi, to magazines—that contributed to 
the edification of what the patriarchal order deemed “woman.” Historiographically, the film 
substantiates the ways in which the female body has been (and still is) a barometer for social 
change, where issues like maternity, menstruation, body image, sexuality, pornography, 
prostitution, age, and illness are instrumental to oppressive political interventions. Cutting and 
pasting, Marazzi performs a kind of plastic surgery to ironize commercial enterprises intent on 
manufacturing “femaleness,” using temporal distance to turn yesteryear’s agony into present-day 
reflection with some lightheartedness. The film’s very first scene sets the tone not only for this 
mediatic fabrication of “woman” but also for the kinds of dynamics of collaboration, resistance, 




The tensions within feminist collectives, lesbian feminist activism, and the proliferation of 
queer collectives, I argue, are paradigmatic of the relationships between the duos in each film I 
examine in the following chapters. On a smaller scale, their dynamics mirror unresolved questions 
between and within feminist collectives historically. By unfolding in constrained spaces, the films’ 
narratives structurally allude to a feminist political environment that ideologically desires to move 
forward but whose same ideologies simultaneously impede that evolution. This initial chapter has, 
thus, opened up a discussion on that push-pull dynamic by beginning with the most superficial 
representation of “lesbians”: the term spray-painted on a wall. I have used Rose’s two-dimensional 
cue as an invitation to add historical depth. But the image also trains the eye to more keenly notice 
potential lacunae and gain new perspective. Adopting this lens, my next chapters turn the allusion 
of lack of space into a much more tangible, structural representation. From two-dimensional wall, 
we move onto cloistered apartment, circumscribed road travel, and confined streets not necessarily 
to emerge from them free from constraint, but rather with a different understanding of 





Chapter 2.  
At Home with Transgression:  
Interrogating the (Ab)Normal Domestic in Aprimi il cuore 
 
Confinement, sororal incest, prostitution, murder—this is normal. Owning, coercing, 
trading, eliminating—this is also normal. And if any of these might seem transgressive, it is because 
they are that, too. Aprimi il cuore (Open My Heart 2002), the first feature film by Giada Colagrande, 
is a project demystifying the dialectical nature attributed to normativity and transgression. The film 
tells of two sisters, Maria (Natalie Cristiani), the eldest, and Caterina (Giada Colagrande), 17 years 
younger, who live in a bare, middle-class apartment somewhere in Rome. Caterina’s days are filled 
with studies in classical literature and canonical texts, but, besides attending a dance class, she is 
not allowed a life outside the apartment walls. Maria, on the other hand, supports the family as a 
sex worker, and moves more fluidly between the private and public realms. The sisters have a 
complex emotional bond that is familial, romantic, sexual, abusive, and punctuated by repetitive 
daily routines. Caterina only begins to question her state of “imprisonment” when she falls in love 
with Giovanni (Claudio Botosso), the dance school’s janitor; once Maria discovers their affair, she 
develops a homicidal fury of which Caterina tacitly partakes, but also manages to cease.  
 An Italian film that so liberally represents sapphic incest, prostitution, and serial homicides 
is hard to come by, especially one in which these elements are cohesive and integral to the narrative 
rather than exploited for shock value. Such narratological elements place sexuality at the heart of 
this film’s cathexis, earning Aprimi il cuore its reputation as a transgressive, risqué film. In 2003, 
Aprimi il cuore won Colagrande the Nastro d’Argento award (Silver Ribbon) for Best New Director. 
Critical reviews of the film, however, were not all too flattering, chastising the director’s amateurish 




(Cassani cinefile.biz),1 and alleging a forced intellectualism (Massaccesi 
ilmup.leonardo.it/aprimiilcuore).2 Several critics argue that the sisters’ relationship is “a sick and 
morbid bond that ends in a bloodbath” (Nepoti, La Repubblica),3 an interpretation that is both 
inaccurate (the assassinations are, in fact, the antithesis of a bloodbath) and reductive, a false 
analogy between the film and today’s “torture porn” genre. “The director’s intention is that of 
creating a sense of oppression, of narrating a hidden life with no nuances, where everything is 
wrapped in darkness” (Massaccesi),4 is a review that arrives at a set of truths. Although one could 
never be sure of a “director’s intentions,” Massaccesi’s negative terminology—oppressione, vita 
nascosta, tutto cupo—prepares the audience for a dark and disturbing story. And, no doubt, the film 
reflects the tones of noir and, potentially, even horror, and it does put forth a critique of the family 
and of society, however, it is not injured but enabled by spatial constraints, by its purposeful and 
stylized impassive acting, and by its countless artistic intertextual references. Whether pleasing to 
viewers or not, responses of shock and disgust often yield the deepest of cultural insights. 
Despite its graphic sex scenes and unorthodox sexual relationships, narratively, Aprimi il 
cuore is rather conservative: Caterina might be homeschooled, but she receives a standard Italian 
                                                           
1 “Tra incesto, prostituzione, visione malata della società, omicidio e amore per l’Arte, durante l’ora e mezza di 
proiezione ci tocca sopportare una pessima recitazione, una regia priva di cognizione di causa, una fotografia 
inguardabile, un sonoro terribile e un montaggio assassino; una serie di dialoghi imbarazzanti, una trama 
inconsistente e del tutto non credibile, un uso dello spazio scenico inesistente e una totale assenza di buon 
gusto. Aprimi il cuore è un film pretenzioso e sconclusionato, senza un minimo di credibilità drammatica e 
privo di profondità nella costruzione dei personaggi. E tecnicamente ignobile” (Alberto Cassani). (“Between 
incest, prostitution, a sick vision of society, murder and love of art, during the hour and a half of projection we 
have to endure terrible acting, a directing style devoid of cognizance of cause, an unwatchable 
cinematography, terrible sound and horrible editing. The film has a series of embarrassing dialogues, an 
inconsistent and completely unreliable plot, a use of non-existent scenic space and a total absence of good 
taste. Open my heart is a pretentious and inconclusive film, without a minimum of dramatic credibility and 
without depth in the construction of the characters. It is also technically ignoble.” (My translation). 
 
2 “Purtroppo c'è un alone di intellettualismo forzato che rovina un po' il lavoro” (Cassani). 
 
3 “legame malato e morbosissimo [che] sfocia in un bagno di sangue” (Nepoti).  
 
4 “L’intenzione dell’autrice è creare un senso di oppressione, raccontandoci una vita nascosta, senza 




secondary education; the power dynamics within the sisters’ home are not structurally unlike those 
of a conventional household with defined roles with power hierarchies and routines. The patriarch 
might here be replaced by a matriarch, but dynamics of despotism are consistent. In this chapter, I 
argue that while Aprimi il cuore poses serious challenges to normative, and specifically 
heteronormative structures and social dynamics, it also deeply relies on these to yield a series of 
lessons. In fact, the film is structured as a pedagogical project that operates both on the level of 
diegesis, where studying and learning define Caterina’s life, and viewers get an insight on the values 
of Italian education.  
Predominantly following Caterina’s viewpoint, Aprimi il cuore showcases a narrative arch of 
character maturation—intellectual and sexual—where Caterina’s studies, her eventual initiation 
into prostitution, her affair with a much older man, are all elements of a pedagogical project 
designed and facilitated by her sister. Maria is Caterina’s center of gravity: she’s her sole provider, 
her only human contact, her teacher in books and in life. The film’s enigmatic narratological surface 
inspires questions like: why does Maria keep Caterina house-bound and homeschooled? Why are 
the sisters sexually involved? Why is Maria a prostitute? Is this the life the sisters truly desire? But 
the film’s reticence to provide a causal nexus precludes syllogistic conclusions, and such 
rudimentary queries are, for me, supplanted by more refined questions like: Why would such an 
ambitiously erotic film include a consoling (if brief) “Prince Charming” narrative? Is the 
representation of sororal incest pathologizing lesbian sexuality? What do serial androcides come to 
signify in the context of a matriarchal household? Straying too far from formulaic configurations, 
inquiring as to whether Aprimi il cuore has a lesbophobic, misogynist, pornographic, pessimistic 
agenda, is inconsequential because, as viewers come to realize, the film continuously recalibrates 
affective and moral responses.  
Structured around the unseen and the unsaid, Aprimi il cuore consistently frustrates the 




narrative’s rhythms, and dynamics in and of the film. The refusal to name modes of relation, and the 
resistance to providing a narrative mapping that, somehow, makes the status quo legible place the 
viewer in a position akin to Caterina’s, a learner. Caterina is an apprentice in female sexuality and in 
what being a woman might be like. The same space—the home—in which she studies her textbooks 
is also the space in which she must transition into becoming a woman. Thus, the contrasts between 
the representation of sex acts and holy imagery affectively recreate the contradictions Caterina 
must reconcile. In so doing, the film dramatizes its pedagogical project at two sites: in Caterina’s 
role of student and in the audience’s role as reader of the film. 
Purposefully absenting recognizable moral anchors, Aprimi il cuore deploys references that 
both look and sound familiar to earn the audience’s attention and trust, for example, by including 
five religious paintings throughout its duration. Illustrations of the Virgin Mary’s mythical 
biography—from the annunciation, to Madonna with child, to Mary’s mercy and benevolence, to 
Mary’s ultimate sacrifice—and are presented in the film in their historical chronological order: 
from 1333, to 1345, to 1420, to 1445, to 1606. Appearing extra-diegetically—for the viewers’ eyes 
only—the paintings either interrupt an ongoing scene or follow one that involves intimacy (sexual 
or other), thereby subsidizing a theologically moralizing sub-narrative, or at the very least 
establishing a conversation between conservative structures of intimacy, and the sisters’ multi-
layered affective economies. And so, operating from without the film’s narrative proper, the more 
widely known narrative arc of Mary’s life in the artwork acts as a frame and potential counterpoint 
to the sisters’ storyline: it represents the heavy theological hand that so strongly shapes the Italian 
imaginary of moral, and especially sexual, conduct, and therefore shape the film’s audience’s 
(Italian or other) affective experience of the narrative. Moreover, the familiar religious narrative 
provides a form of respite from enigma: while we might know the Virgin’s parabolic timeline, Maria 





The accumulation of enclosed systems of knowledge, behavior, and relations allegorize 
larger cultural implications of the conditions of female sexuality in millennial Italy. However, rather 
than merely reading enclosure as a metaphor for irreparable misogyny, or as an allusion to the 
persistence of sexist religious dogma, the film puts viewers in the position of re-reading reality 
outside the film, specifically through the lens of female sexuality. Aprimi il cuore also echoes literary 
tropes specific to female character development in literature. In The Voyage In, Marianne Hirsch 
hypothesizes the possibility of a “female bildungsroman” based on her analysis of the 19th century 
European novel, where she notes the many differences between it and a male coming of age story, 
the “original” bildungsroman. Chief amongst these is that the female protagonist’s growth is 
characterized by becoming aware of her limitations rather than her agency and independence in a 
world of opportunity. Although the time period can explain conditions of restraint in women’s lives 
in 1800s Europe, the millennial Aprimi il cuore signals a continuity that not only applies cross-
temporally but also cross-culturally and cross-genre that seriously call into question the legitimacy 
of the new millennium’s inauguration of progress. 
 Hirsch notes that female autonomy in the novel always exists in tension with social 
constructs that perpetually truncate rather than enable it. Just as the 19th century novels’ female 
characters make lateral moves from one domestic sphere to another, Caterina also is allowed to 
move solely between two enclosed sites: her apartment, and her dance class, and later from the 
dining room study space to the bedroom, all of which are gendered spaces in which women are 
“shaped” and disciplined. Female-centered novels also tend to present composite characters rather 
than casting a single heroine, a trope that the film reproduces and exaggerates by collapsing all 
possible relational categories—sisters, lovers, mother/daughter—at once. Sexuality also falls under 
the many restrictions that the film harnesses as the language through which to trace Caterina’s 




interrogates—is much less obedient to linear narrative structures. In the female bildungsroman, 
maturation is interior and inconspicuous, and social interaction much later developed.  
The film’s juxtaposition of the sisters’ enigmatic story, against the episodic development of 
Mary’s life in art history, makes time noticeably slow and drawn out. While Hirsch reads the female 
protagonist’s death redemptively, as her sole and ultimate form of resistance, the film resists 
narratives of empowerment and redemption. Where Aprimi il cuore echoes Hirsch’s female 
bildungsroman is not just in highlighting limitations of choice, but rather the absence, or at least, 
indecipherability of occasions in which the protagonist seems to be acting on her own will. 
Caterina’s captivity, for example, does not stand in opposition to her eventual freedom, but exists as 
part of a prescriptive system in which it is impossible to discern the drive of any one act, let alone 
its outcome. In many ways a study in physical and psychological confinement, Aprimi il cuore 
reproduces the notes of a female bildungsroman, as maturation that unfolds as a coil, observable 
throughout, but especially in the film’s inversed opening and closing scenes.  
Aprimi il cuore is not transgressive (merely) because of the kinds of sexuality that it 
represents; rather, it invites us to reconsider the assumption that transgression is something 
inherent in any one particular object, act, or behavior, and to think of it instead as a qualifier for 
that which deviates from an existing norm. The film dramatizes the mechanisms of normalization 
whereby that which becomes normal also becomes understood as moral. Because of this conflation, 
what are actually remarkably disturbing parts of women’s lives (prostitution, patriarchy, etc.) 
become marked as acceptable. The film’s project is to make visible the mechanism for this 
conflation by taking its viewers, and Caterina through a series of lessons in which what might be 
thought of as abnormal (incest, murder) becomes normal and therefore not immoral. Left in a 
position of moral reversal, we learn to question the normative.  
In this chapter, which I divide into overture, five lessons, and epilogue—whose design 




which recurring juxtapositions and patterns of repetition demand that we reevaluate the 
mechanisms and meaning of normativity and, therefore, of transgression. Lesson one covers the 
film’s use of intertextuality, ekphrases, and juxtapositions as its hermeneutical bedrock, where only 
within these comparative measures can one begin to understand the other: art helps to read the 
apartments’ dynamics and those dynamics facilitate our understanding of the art. Lesson two 
describes Caterina’s initiation into womanhood, a process that misguidedly warrants freedom of 
action and agency, but reveals itself instead to open onto an ulterior slant in the larger design of 
female coercion and captivity. Relying on extra-diegetic religious artwork, we learn to read outside 
the intertextual cycle—art reading film and film reading art—and to extend that interpretive 
process to the world outside the film: by understanding the circumscriptive conditions of women’s 
lives we can better understand larger cultural implications.  
Lesson three creates the conditions for us to notice all levels of hypocrisy, and therefore 
read our own habits, assumptions, and contexts critically. Lesson four teaches of the detrimental 
consequences of rule breaking and boundary breaching, and implicates viewers as complicit in the 
unfolding punishment. In lesson five, characters and viewers alike will be redeemed in the moment 
thy acknowledge their own complicity in upholding systems of oppression  
and coercion starting with injury of women and expanding to broader society. Creating a 
connection between authors Caravaggio and Colagrande, my epilogue invites readers to apply all 
acquired knowledge: the claustrophobic cinematic experience is an exercise in gaining a healthy 
critical distance between ourselves and the world to interrogate norms just as effortlessly as we do 
transgression. Mimicking the film’s intertextual modus operandi, each section title is a verse or 
tercet from Dante’s Divine Comedy, a text whose canonicity in Italian education, and whose deeply 
intertextual fabric Aprimi il cuore reproduces in its own narratological structure. Moreover, each 





Overture: “Lasciate ogne speranza voi ch’intrate”5 
 Most learning experiences begin in ignorance and Aprimi il cuore has at least two sets of 
students to teach: Caterina within the narrative, and its audience without. During the very first 
moments of the film—a blue-tinted, overhead, close-up shot of the sisters in a nocturnal embrace—
Caterina whispers Maria’s name (see Aprimi il cuore, opening shot (screenshot provided by Alessia 
Palanti).Figure 2) and the scene cuts to an extra-diegetic shot of Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi’s 
1333 Sienese Gothic painting, L'Annunciazione tra i santi Ansano e Margherita (see Figure 3). This 
first pictorial apparition is in harmony with and adds nuance to the diegesis, and contributes a kind 
of majesty to a film whose audiovisual quality suffers from poor digital resolution. On a visual level, 
then, the contrast between scene and painting is striking: the Annunciazione’s abundant negative 
space is saturated with gold—the symbol of divine light and a distinguishing feature of Gothic art—
against a dark, uterine space where the sisters sleep. The sequential juxtaposition of the midnight-
blue darkness and the flashing bright gold creates a contrast that forces the eyes to readjust in the 
same manner as they do in theatrical settings: a phenomenon of discomfort that affects viewers 
both coming into and exiting the theatre. The alternating light intensity becomes a microcosmic 
representation of the larger questions that the film addresses—the instantiation of normativity as a 
process of adjustment to regulated systems. Teetered between first scene and first painting, like 
being between parallel walls, Caterina’s “house-arrest” is grafted onto the haptic experience of the 
film, so that as she is bound to the interior of her home, the viewer is equally “confined” by the 
dimensions of the cinematic screen. In other words, the viewer is “stuck” in Colagrande’s cinematic 
space, where apartment and screen, two-dimensional painting and shot, operate on parallel 
semiotic levels, and thus enhance the conditions of entrapment that constitute the film’s diegesis.   
                                                           





This first painting also introduces the overbearing presence of intertexuality, triangular 
relationships, and foreshadowing in the whole film. As part of the Virgin Mary’s narrative, the 
Annunciation—as popular as the Madonna with child paintings—represents the immaculate 
conception and thus the mythical beginning of Christianity. While most other representations of the 
Figure 2. Aprimi il cuore, opening shot (screenshot provided by Alessia 
Palanti). 
Figure 3. Simone Martini, e Lippo Memmi. L’Annunciazione tra i santi Ansano e Margherita. 




annunciation do not include text, here the Archangel’s message loses its ethereality and is 
materialized in a string of words streaming towards Mary: “Ave gratia plena Dominus tecum” 
(“Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee”) (see Figure 3). Situated to the right of Maria, as Gabriel is 
to Mary, Caterina’s whisper is her “annunciation” not of an immaculate conception but of Maria’s 
forthcoming death. This juxtaposition may be ironically subverting the Christian ideal of new and 
holy life, or critiquing the celebration of the messiah’s birth, a moment that marks the beginning of 
the Church’s temporal power, which has expressed itself as a millennial tradition constituted by 
imperialist expansion, patriarchal oppression, sexual repression, misogyny, all in the name of an 
absolute celestial ruler. If the painting directly informs the scene, and vice versa, then the single 
whisper, “Maria,” carries the same gravitas as the archangel’s announcement of God’s 
omnipresence: Maria’s gaze (upon Caterina’s behavior) will be as authoritative as that of the divine.  
 But the painting also alludes to knowledge, as the archangel carries the message of Mary’s 
unexpected (perhaps unwanted) pregnancy and divinely inherited motherhood. Much like Mary, 
Aprimi il cuore’s Maria also inherits a child she did not conceive biologically (or mystically), and 
occupies a (perhaps unwanted) motherly position. No matter the medium—cinematic development 
or pictorial representation—Maria’s role and storyline are just as obscure as the Virgin Mary’s 
myth. To draw a historical comparison, Marina Warner reveals that the Virgin Mary “is not the 
innate archetype of female nature” as she is presented to be: “she is the instrument of a dynamic 
argument from the Catholic Church about the structure of society, presented as a God-given” (Alone 
All of Her Sex 260). Although historically the Church only began depicting Mary as the mother of the 
messiah four centuries after Christ’s birth, in 431, and the doctrine of her assumption into heaven 
dates back as recently as 1950, she is presented as an “immutable absolute.” “The cult of Mary,” as 
Warner calls it, is the product of anxious patriarchs who became aware of a lack of female 
adherents: “a goddess is better than no goddess at all, for the sombre-suited masculine world of the 




admitted on special days” (260). The struggle with which one might accept Aprimi il cuore’s 
absurdity, is unlike the ease with which one might accept the just as fabricated religious narrative. 
Such divergence in trust, the film reveals, is a result of institutional power deployed via 
iconographic artistic saturation sold as evidence of its veracity. 
Returning momentarily to the painting, the Gothic rendition of L’Annunciazione is only 
partially represented in the film. The camera closes in on the central portion of what in actuality is a 
triptych whose lateral frames include two more saints, and whose whole frame resembles the 
silhouette of a church, so that Mary, the Archangel, and the saints are held within an ornate, regal, 
and more importantly, enclosed environment. Besides painting, the piece itself flaunts a variety of 
crafts like goldsmithing and sculpture, and the written words emanating from the archangel’s 
mouth could potentially be understood as the graphic novel’s distant precursor. In all such ways, 
the painting is obliquely self-referential, where the combination of materials and stylistic 
idiosyncrasy mirror the film’s intertextuality—a patchwork of visual art, literature, music, and 
dance. Furthermore, the triptych inevitably references the triangularity foundational to Christian 
dogma—The Father, The Son, and the Holy Ghost—in dialogue, of course, with the love/lust/power 
triangle ahead between Maria, Caterina, and Giovanni. Such a similarity is not merely illustrative; it 
is yet another reproduction of an enclosed system of kinship, and ideal structure inherited and 
replayed over time. L’Annunciazione is Aprimi il cuore’s first scaffolding device, the first brick in an 
edifice of intertextuality and juxtaposition. 
Lesson 1: “O muse, o alto ingeno, or m’aiutate”6 
“Intesi ch’a così fatto tormento / enno dannati i peccatori carnali, / che la ragion 
sommettono al talento” (“I understood that to such torment / the carnal sinners are condemned / 
they who make reason subject to desire” Commedia, V, 37-39. Translation by Robert Hollander), 
                                                           




reads Caterina aloud from her afternoon sun-lit dining room table, her customary study spot in the 
apartment. As its first curricular subject, Aprimi il cuore references one of the most commonly cited 
passages in the Inferno: the story of lovers Paolo and Francesca who are housed in the circle of lust. 
Francesca and her brother-in-law, Paolo, are caught inside a blustering wind tempest, symbolic of 
the passions that sweep us away. The moral kernel of the tercet concerns the failure to balance 
desire and reason, of allowing one’s intellect to be subject to sexual appetite. Lust in itself is not 
condemned; in fact, those damned for fornication are not punished by means of genital torture in 
Dante’s hell, as a traditional moralism would have it (Barolini, “Dante and Francesca da Rimini,” 8). 
Rather, the ethical lesson at the heart of Dante’s text as a whole is inspired by Aristotelian logic 
whereby misura, or equilibrium, between faculties of reason and desire must be maintained. Thus, 
it is not sex in itself that is transgressive, but rather, sexual incontinence. As Caterina reads, Maria 
accompanies a middle-aged man into the bedroom, walking by the dining room table; just moments 
later, the strident, rhythmic sound of the bedroom mattress fills the space. Caterina turns on her 
stereo to drown out the sound and stares longingly outside her window, her gaze caressing a 
landscape of unevenly stacked, terracotta-roofed buildings and searching beyond the confines of 
her home space.  
 After Maria’s clients leave the apartment, Maria soaks in the bathtub and sternly orders 
Caterina to scrub her back, a gesture that suggests her desire to wash away her last encounter, and 
therefore playing into the trope of washing away one’s sins. But this is part of the sisters’ routine, 
and in no way are they withholding of pleasure for themselves. Thus far, the film associates Maria 
with the sex act and Caterina with innocence, obedience, and studiousness. Therefore, when a 
medium close-up shot reveals a naked Maria lying in bed in a state of orgasmic ecstasy, we are led 
to assume she is having sex with one of her clients. To our surprise, Caterina makes her way into 
the static shot to kiss Maria, thereby revealing that she is the one to have brought her sister to 




sisters are also lovers. Therefore, when a carbon copy of the first sex scene between the sisters 
returns ten minutes later in reverse—where this time Caterina experiences sexual climax—it is not 
surprising, and by far less shocking, to find out that Maria has pleasured her sister. This is Aprimi il 
cuore’s sleight of hand. That which we spend time reacting to and interrogating in a first instance, 
quickly becomes routine. Within just ten minutes, the film has instituted a ritual through repetition, 
an act that Judith Butler claims is fundamental to the instantiation of norms. Part of the ways in 
which Butler justifies gender—the object of her study—as a performative act, is by claiming that 
“identity [is] instituted through a stylized repetition of acts” (“Performative Acts and Gender 
Constitution” 519). “This repetition,” she continues, “is at once a reenactment and re-experiencing 
of a set of meanings already socially established; it is the mundane and ritualized form of their 
legitimation” (526). Much like a petitio principii, an act exists because there is a ritual to sustain it, 
and there is a ritual because there is an act to be repeated. The replicated aesthetics of the sisters’ 
lovemaking scenes—the same camera angle, the same chromatic shade, the same compositional 
framing—epitomize Butler’s paradigm of repetition and reenactment. But Aprimi il cuore repeats 
acts that are not “socially established” as Butler describes; rather, they are idiosyncratic to the 
apartment space. In so doing, the film erodes the synonymity between conservatism and 
normativity and showcases the process of repetition as the mechanism by which even the most 




 As the sisters interlock in an erotic and passionate kiss, the film cuts to Vitale da Bologna’s 
1345 Madonna with child painting, the Madonna dei Denti (see Figure 4) and then returns to the 
sisters. On the one hand, Colagrande’s juxtaposition of the artwork and the film’s scene appears to 
be pinning two systems of sexual discourse against one another: a Christian one in which sex is 
limited to abstention and heterosexual procreative monogamy, and a secular one in which 
lesbianism is still, somewhat, socially transgressive. Such an episode might induce repulsion 
informed, potentially, by the representation of sapphism—so rare in Italian cinema—which, as E. 
Ann Kaplan claims, is “a violation of the heterosexual codes of mainstream cinema” (“Troubling 
Genre/Reconstructing Gender” 77), but also, if not more so, by its incestuous nature. Disrupting 
conservative and liberal perspectives alike, the incest taboo warrants a more or less unanimously 
negative response. That shared reflex is the film’s method of initiation for its viewers: we are given 
no time nor information to process or speculate as to why the sisters have a sexual relationship—
they simply do.   
But is incestuous lesbianism not playing directly into the nets of heteropatriarchal fears? 
Initially, one might consider the film to be presenting a negative and stigmatized construal of 
Figure 4. Vitale da Bologna, Madonna dei Denti. 1345, tempera and paint on 




lesbian desire—as a kind of pathological and detrimental female sexual behavior. In Sapphism on 
Screen, Lucille Cairns describes the ways in which “A lesbian is by definition an outlaw vis-à-vis the 
gendered structures of the phallocentric Symbolic Order; it is she who disrupts the logic of that 
order, indeed does violence to it” (38). Moreover, Cairns’s psychoanalytic study in French cinematic 
representations of lesbian desire finds that: “the second most prominent variant of the 
pathologising paradigm of lesbianism: the mother–daughter model, which posits lesbianism as an 
anaclitic quest for the lost mother” (52). Too many of Cairn’s rolodex of negative cinematic 
characterizations of lesbians align with Colagrande’s film, raising concerns about Aprimi il cuore’s 
potential reinforcement of lesbophobia. However, the Madonna dei Denti counterintuitively deflects 
pathology from lesbianism per se by weaving the dogmatic Christian grounds of Western thought 
into the conversation. Having a religious painting like one of a multitude of reproductions of 
“Madonnas with child” spliced into the scene of the sisters’ kiss, might read as a vehement critique 
of the acts in themselves. As viewers, we might more instinctively trust the paintings, as their more 
established moral gravitas has been ratified by art historians, and, of course, the Church and society 
at large. But given that the film’s commitment is not to subvert a hierarchy but to interrogate such 
structures in themselves—to question the moral validity of any dogma—I would suggest that in 
addition to using the paintings to read the film, we should also use the film to reinterpret the 
paintings. Exploiting the trust in institutional forces whose authenticity is verified via repetition 
over time, by including the paintings, Aprimi il cuore teaches us to reinterpret normative, 
conservative dogmas outside the world of the film. 
 Cairns argues that “any excess of sameness appears threatening; the fear is that complete 
indifferentiation leads to lack of friction, supposedly the first principle of movement, activity, and 
life, and thus ends in inertia and death’” (Lesbian Desire 160). This explains the effectiveness of the 
incest taboo in Aprimi il cuore as a provocation. To unpack the negative cultural significance 




indoctrination into the law and order of the apartment, I turn to early psychoanalysis, namely 
Sigmund Freud’s hypotheses on the incest taboo, and to the field of anthropology from which he 
drew material for his theories.7 In Totem and Taboo, a formalized interpretation of incest and taboo 
based on imperialist anthropological research papers, Freud explains the double meaning of the 
term “taboo”: “On the one hand it means to us sacred, consecrated: but on the other hand it means, 
uncanny, dangerous, forbidden, and unclean” (12). Although Freud is able to identify the binary and 
oppositional framework that comes to define taboo, he is unable to explain where prohibitions in 
themselves originate: “Though incomprehensible to us they are taken as a matter of course by those 
who are under their dominance” (12). Taboos, he further clarifies, “are ancient prohibitions which 
at one time were forced upon a generation of primitive people from without, that is, they probably 
were forcibly impressed upon them by an earlier generation” (18). Obtuse and biased Western 
superiority aside, what Freud means by “ancient” is that prohibitions are made etiologically 
obscure by the system of inheritance that relays them from one generation to the next.  
 Contemporary generations, then, work within the bounds of an inheritance turned tradition, 
whose violation results in acts of punishment that continue to naturalize the taboo and ultimately 
reinforce a system that goes unquestioned. “Whether there are such ‘innate ideas’ or whether these 
have brought about the fixation of the taboo by themselves or by co-operating with education no 
one could decide in the particular case in question,” Freud explains, underscoring the taboo as a 
process of acculturation and outcome of a disciplinary force. The pleasure of the forbidden becomes 
restrained by the fear to transgress, a fear informed by the knowledge of punishment. But the 
impulse and pleasure to violate in itself can be understood as a by-product of prohibition, thus 
creating an obscure and circular system of behaviors. “The oldest and most important taboo 
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and even feminisms, sororal incest registers low on the research totem pole, where scholars almost 
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prohibitions,” Freud specifies, “are the two basic laws of totemism: namely not to kill the totem 
animal, and to avoid sexual intercourse with totem companions of the other sex” (18). And so, 
whether an act is taboo is contingent upon the conditions, social, cultural, or political that they may 
be, and the needs of a particular group, in a particular time and place. Aprimi il cuore relies on incest 
as one of these undiscussed taboos, and pushes it further by adding the same-sex dimension, still 
taboo for some albeit progressively losing its prohibitive traction. 
 Taking note of Freud’s specification—that of avoiding intercourse with family members of 
the other sex—the incest taboo has historically been considered problematic in the event of 
reproduction. Offering a feminist critique of Freud’s incest taboo, contemporary anthropologist 
Nancy Fischer suggests that there is a lag between feminist constructions of incest as child abuse 
and how incest has been framed in popular culture (“Oedipus Wrecked: The Moral Boundaries of 
Incest” 94). While blood ties continue to inform a generally negative perception of incest, Fischer 
argues that these are becoming less relevant than the exploitative power relations both between 
minors and adults, and between adults only. Aprimi il cuore takes the heteronormative, 
reproductive assumptions of fields like anthropology and sociology that investigate incest, and begs 
the question: how negatively can we view incest when it has no reproductive ends? The film 
rethinks sexual acts as taboo in so far as they are capable of disrupting cemented power dynamics. 
In fact, Aprimi il cuore collapses a number of taboos: it dares to represent female pleasure in the 
form of lesbian sexual gratification, nearly nonexistent in the annals of Italian cinema; it makes this 
relation incestuous, and therefore an affront to family values, to marriage, to sex as a heterosexual 
monogamous act; and it underscores men’s superfluity in the achievement of female sexual 
pleasure. By challenging the epistemological groundwork done on incest, the film, then, 
interrogates systems of absolute knowledge—religion, patriarchy, economic systems—that shape 
our assumptions and preconceptions, and showcases the mechanisms that retain systems like the 




 In light of discourses on incest, we can read the Madonna dei Denti, as an allegory for the 
solipsistic, self-referential, and ultimately claustrophobia-inducing systems of knowledge and 
power that institutions like the family uphold. The painting is in the service of materializing the 
smothering effects of prohibition and fear of change. Out of the plethora of “Madonna with child” 
portraits in Italian art, Colagrande chooses a medieval depiction that, for its time, subtly broke new 
artistic ground. Vitale presents a smiling Madonna whose child is affectionately caressing her cheek, 
demonstrating an unprecedented attention to emotional expression in a Giotto-influenced school of 
art where figures are generally lackluster. In this case, Mary’s smile exudes a warmth that 
humanizes her and her bond with the child, making her slightly more relatable than Gothic art 
would otherwise. In what may initially appear to be a sacrilegious adjacency, the pictorial Mary 
seems to be sympathetically smiling upon the sisters, almost blessing their romantic connection 
and thereby dampening the blaring moral alarm bells that may be deafening the film’s audience. 
The Madonna dei Denti underscores the kinship connection between the women in the film, where 
the mother-child relationship signifies hierarchical roles: caregiver and dependent. At the same 
time, the sisters' lovemaking breaches the verticality of such hierarchy, and places baby Jesus and 
Mary both as products of the Church’s creation: both born without sin, both exceptional in their 
mystical, superhuman qualities. And, as previously explained, Mary herself was instituted arriere-
pensee: her figure heterosexualizes what started as a masculine trinity of the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Ghost. And so, the sisters of Aprimi il cuore make light of the incestuous, homoerotic 
relations that constitute the mystical grounds of the “purity” of the Church. 
But in the context of the film, the Madonna dei Denti, critiques more than the religious 
status quo that can too easily be turned anathema. It also critiques late 20th century Italian feminist 
movements who, in attempting to detoxify women from patriarchal social and psychological 
structures, often reproduced equivalent forms of subjugation. The interpersonal structures set up 




replicated the mother-daughter bond, and forged a mentorship between younger women who were 
dedicated to the advancement of the feminist project, with older, more experienced women to 
educate and counsel. Modeled on the romantic relationship between Virginia Woolf and Vita 
Sackville-West (Woolf being 10 years her senior), affidamento was meant to: “trovare fra sé e il 
mondo una mediazione fedele: un’altra simile a sé che faccia da specchio e termine di confronto, da 
interprete.”8 While this practice problematically maintained and honored hierarchical disparities 
rather than challenged them, its objective was to produce a progressive, all-female, personal and 
pedagogical paradigm grounded in women’s experiences. Aprimi il cuore’s incestuous plot point 
alludes to the unproductive outcomes of affidamento. 
Following the philosophical footprints of Julia Kristeva’s semiotic maternal language, Italian 
feminist Luisa Muraro argued that everything in life comes after the mother. Muraro, who was one 
of the first women to bring French feminist thought into Italy, centralized her theory of sexual 
difference on the mother-daughter relationship. According to her, the status quo cultivates a 
conflictual bond between mothers and daughters in order to ratify paternal authority and 
perpetuate the lexical despotism of the patriarchal symbolic order. Moreover, patriarchal 
structures annul all social and sexual differences to cement the re-inscription of the symbolic 
order’s self-sufficiency. In her most renowned text, L’ordine simbolico della madre, Muraro asks if it 
is possible for a woman to become a woman within a masculine symbolic order, which she answers 
by propounding a journey back to the mother, to the state in which we accept our dependence on 
her, to embrace a sense of gratitude, and to let her guide us toward a sense of self-authenticity, 
echoed in Cairns’s “anaclitic quest for the lost mother.” 
Aprimi il cuore seems to be experimenting with but ultimately pushing against Muraro’s 
ideology as Maria’s authoritarianism, and Caterina’s subservience, enact a failure of the ideal, 
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uncontaminated mother-daughter bond. First of all, Maria may be a surrogate for their lost mother, 
but Maria is not actually Caterina’s mother. Second, while Maria’s choice to alienate Caterina may 
be interpreted as the intent to protect Caterina from the toxicity of the outside world, her intentions 
are more selfish than selflessly political; in fact, the result of her own potential traumas—as I will 
later discuss—for which their mother is responsible. If she truly wished to raise Caterina in a 
separatist context, then she would not allow her to frequent dance class, and, more importantly, she 
would be more reluctant to allowing men into household, let alone into their bedroom! Aprimi il 
cuore may be attesting to the impossibility of an entirely separatist universe—as Symbolic law will 
always find its way in somehow—where family cannot be everything to any single person.  
As Woolf and Sackville-West’s relationship subtended romance and mentorship, Aprimi il 
cuore’s sisters reflect a similar kind of multi-layered dynamic, where this contemporary shadow of 
affidamento spans motherly, teacherly, familial, and sexual dimensions (see Figure 5) illustrating a 
recurrent image of their hierarchical relationship). The sisters’ isolation from a social life—one in 
which even Maria’s is limited to her sister and to her male clients—also echoes Italian feminist 
practices of lesbian separatism known as lesbofemminismo (discussed at length in Chapter 1). If 
only theoretically, the film’s connections to Italy’s herstory and feminist ideologies reveal an 











Lesson 2: “Che le cose di Dio, che di bontate / deon essere spose, e voi rapaci / per oro e per argento 
avolterate”9  
 The first half of the film distinguishes between sexual activity as work and as pleasure. Sex 
with men—fundamentally between Maria and her clients—is not only transactional but also stays 
behind closed doors for Aprimi il cuore’s audience, at least until midway through the film. As Maria 
picks Caterina up from dance class—a space off-limits to viewers—Maria and Giovanni schedule a 
rendezvous. With a familiar man in the apartment, Caterina seems even more shy and embarrassed 
than usual. Sensing Caterina’s chagrin, Maria invites her to join them in the bedroom. In a still-
frame, wide-angle long-shot, Maria undresses Caterina, lays her on the bed and carefully sets her 
body up, limb for limb, to passively receive Giovanni. Avoiding dramatic shot-reverse-shots, close-
up shots, or point-of-view shots, the long-take draws out the event like a quiet and tense 
procession, making the moment feel pivotal. This is the first time the film includes a visual 
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them fornicate for gold and silver!” (Inferno 19.2-4; Translation by Mandelbaum). 
Figure 5. Caterina at the table studying before dinner and Maria standing by her serving 




representation of intercourse, and thus highlights it as a moment of maturation for Caterina and a 
turning point in the narrative. 
 Living a sexually active relationship with her sister, Caterina is indeed no virgin. Yet, 
heteronormative discourses are yoked with the Western cultural ennoblement of a man’s agency in 
taking a woman’s virginity via penetration. At a photographic distance (as though, we as viewers 
were standing by the bedroom door), Caterina’s first experience with intercourse is austere and 
mechanical, yet another assignment. She is rigid, almost petrified, emitting groans of discomfort, 
while Maria sits at the edge of the bed, now massaging her sister’s breasts and her abdomen, now 
kissing Giovanni, and completing, if momentarily, an anatomical love triangle. Maria grants the two 
some privacy only after initial penetration—which, as evident, she wanted to witness as well as 
facilitate—and takes Caterina’s habitual seat at the dining room table; this time it is she who must 
endure the strident sounds of the mattress: the “tables have turned.”  
 Appropriately, Aprimi il cuore utilizes female sexuality as its case study, for who more than 
women have suffered a genealogy of physical, intellectual, psychological “captivity?” The film 
reveals such a genealogy not as a safely archived thing of the past, but one whose suffering has been 
buried beneath minimal political reparations. But emancipation—fought for in its multiple “waves” 
over the course of the 20th century—was never truly effectuated, in part because many of the 
structures upholding misogyny underwent revision rather than eradication. Thereby, a trauma 
lingers: a wound remains open because systems of oppression and hardship have been normalized 
to the point of invisibility. As Michel Foucault writes, power’s “success is proportional to its ability 
to hide its own mechanisms” (History of Sexuality 1.86). By naturalizing female (or, insert 
marginalized group here) antagonism including envy, jealousy, and possessiveness, misogynist 
regimes have sustained themselves through the very subjects they repress. Thus, as dynamics of 




 Aprimi il cuore represents such mechanisms of normalization. One of the most striking, if 
subtle, moments in the film takes place just after Caterina’s “deflowering,” where Maria shares her 
displeasure for the mattress’s audibility: “MARIA. È tremendo quel rumore, eh? CATERINA. Beh, un 
po.’ M. Pensa che ho sempre insistito con mamma perché cambiasse quel letto, e poi non l’ho fatto 
neanch’io. Erano quindici anni che non lo sentivo da qui. C. Ci si abitua. M. Non è vero. Lo 
cambieremo” (00:39:30-00:39:48).10 When Caterina’s defeated “you get used to it” is returned by 
Maria’s determination to change the mattress rather than remove or use it differently, the status 
quo is to remain unaffected: Maria prefers to make adjustments to rectify the circumstances, rather 
than reconsidering sex work. The dialogue is paradigmatic of an unchanging political order: to 
change the mattress rather than to reconsider prostitution, is to not see the forest for the trees. In 
other words, one gets used to, grows into, learns to re-enact pre-existing scenarios whose very 
normalization has rendered them morally sound. The issue at hand, then, is not that of 
relinquishing prostitution per se, but that of changing the course of action in order to sustain it. 
That prostitution is the subject under discussion is indicative of a pattern of sexually-related 
behaviors and expressions that make for one of the tassels in a mosaic of female sexuality whose 
rearrangement is far more preferable than its subversion. Aprimi il cuore strategically deploys 
something as disputed and debated as prostitution to tune viewers into a morality clause not to 
wrangle with prostitution, but to showcase the interrelationship between normality and morality: 
what has become normalized tends to be reputed as morally virtuous. 
  Maria’s remark suggests that her own adolescence was characterized by getting used to it, 
by learning to tolerate the awful acoustics that connoted her mother’s involvement with a client in 
the family home. Maria’s mnemonic connection provides a morsel of a family history in which sex 
work seems to be a family trade but the way it is presented also alludes to intergenerational 
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trauma. Trauma theory pioneer, Cathy Caruth argues that representation and psychoanalytic 
theory of trauma intersect at the site of “knowing and not knowing” (Unclaimed Experience 3). More 
than a pathology or a wound to the psyche (trauma from the Greek “wound”), trauma is the story of 
a wound that attempts to share a reality of truth that cannot only be explained through what is 
known but also to what remains unknown, and manifests in our actions and language. Thus, trauma 
theory participates in the poststructural discourse of an event’s, experience’s, or object’s 
unrepresentability, while simultaneously demanding its own vocabulary and syntax. Moreover, as it 
first occurs, Caruth deems trauma to be incomprehensible:  “the impact of the traumatic event lies 
precisely in its belatedness, in its refusal to be simply located” (8). Aprimi il cuore compresses the 
experience of trauma not as a representation of trauma in itself, but rather, as a tactic meant to 
place the viewer in the position of the traumatized, perhaps, to allow the film to express itself in 
viewers belatedly, after the final credits have rolled. In other words, we don’t (only) surmise the 
existence of a traumatic past and present merely based on the events incurred by the characters,  




Interrupting the film’s moment of perfunctory sexual intimacy, Michelino da Besozzo’s Lo 
Sposalizio mistico di Santa Caterina (see Figure 6) represents baby Jesus, the Virgin Mary, and Saint 
Catherine partaking in a liturgy in which Saint Catherine consecrates herself and her virginity, and 
enters into an intimate relationship with Christ. The golden backdrop and Mary’s regality is 
counterbalanced by the two figures witnessing the union on each side of Mary’s throne: Saint John 
the Baptist, and Saint Anthony the Great whose gazes are fixed longingly on the ceremony and 
whose appearances add a humble tenor to the painting as a whole. By appearing during the scene, it 
might come naturally to draw comparisons. The bedroom’s ménage-à-trois could easily disfigure 
the holy painting into a sexually perverse and sardonic audio-visual rendition. And the arrangement 
Figure 6. Michelino da Besozzo. Lo sposalizio mistico di Santa 




of the painting’s beatific figures furthers this comparative impulse as each of them corresponds 
eponymously to the film’s characters. In comparative terms, then, the mystical marriage finds its 
correlative in the penetrative act: both Catherines are captured in a moment of transformation, and 
both Marys endorse these metaphysical milestones. Scene and painting are so directly comparable 
that the hierarchical reading mode privileging the painting’s authority over the film’s scene is no 
longer as automatic. Rather, scene and painting exist in a dialogical relationship out of which 
meaning is produced.  
 Whether spiritual commitment or sexual initiation, both Catherines are involved in a 
performance: loss of purity and attainment of purity are staged for their respective audiences. 
Viewers are in a position akin to the saints in the painting: voyeurs of differently sacralized 
moments in a woman’s life. Catherine’s moment of consecration is awesome in the eyes of the 
depicted male onlookers whose gazes suggest epistemological desire to witness its magic and 
mystery. The modern-day romanticized moment of a woman’s loss of virginity is represented as 
wholly unromantic and potentially repulsive, where viewers of Aprimi il cuore are left to negotiate 
the magic and mystery of the deflowering myth in itself. The juxtaposition of sexuality and chastity 
here, further enfolds women in the age-old Madonna/whore dialectic: their bodies are perpetually 
marked by male ownership. Captured within canvas frames or camera frames, both women are 
allegorically trapped in the inculcated myths reserved for womanhood whose gravity is advanced 
by the overbearing scrutiny of other gazes: as the male saints look upon Saint Catherine, Aprimi il 
cuore’s viewers indulge in the grotesque consummation.  
Lesson 3: “De l’ipocriti tristi se’ venuto” 11 
The result of Caterina and Giovanni’s first sexual encounter is a longer-term covert affair 
kept from Maria. Regardless its numerous potential issues—the wide age gap and imbalanced 
                                                           




power dynamic, for one—their affair alleviates some of the film’s overall esoterism. The 
heterosexual romance is a familiar formula, especially when it doubles as a “Prince Charming” 
narrative; second, it creates an auspicious change in trajectory from the household dynamics; third, 
the screenplay anticipates questions the audience might have, and has Giovanni ventriloquizing 
them. In a sense, he is the viewers’ Prince Charming, come to save us from a disturbing plot. After 
having had intercourse on the living room couch, Giovanni cradles Caterina in his lap and asks:  
GIOVANNI “Quando hai smesso di andare a scuola?”  
CATERINA. “Non ci sono mai andata.”  
GIOVANNI. “Come non ci sei mai andata?”  
CATERINA. “No ma ho studiato lo stesso. Guarda che io studio un sacco. Maria mi compra i libri e io 
li ripeto tutti i giorni. Dice che sono molto più avanti io di tutti quelli che vanno a scuola.”  
GIOVANNI. “Ma stai scherzando? Perché? Ti vuole tenere chiusa in casa?”  
CATERINA. “No, ma a me non me ne frega niente di uscire. Maria dice che quelli che escono sono dei 
perdi tempo.”  
GIOVANNI. “La vuoi smettere di dire quello che dice Maria?! Io voglio sapere cosa pensi tu. Cazzo, 
questa è una situazione assurda, te ne rendi conto? Tua sorella fa la puttana e dice a te di non uscire 
di casa?!” (Aprimi il cuore).12 
It is difficult not to empathize with Giovanni’s consternation; his questions epitomize the anxiety 
that the film elicits and never assuages. In this moment, it is easier to identify with him rather than 
with Caterina. His intervention renews awareness in the audience as outsiders who have resigned 
to the mindset of the home space and have suspended the kind of inquisitive stance he dramatizes. 
And while on the level of narrative he might represent an object of desire for Caterina, he also 
embodies the audience’s desire, their yearning for epistemological clarity, an auspicious evasion 
out of enigma. Although the dialogue rectifies a set of presuppositions including the fact that 
Caterina has always been homeschooled, that there is a some kind of agoraphobic sense of 
                                                           
12 “When did you stop going to school?” CATERINA. “I’ve never gone to school” GIOVANNI. “What do you 
mean you’ve never gone to school?” C. “I didn’t, but I still studied. Look, I actually study a lot. Maria buys me 
books and I repeat them to her every day. She says I’m much farther ahead than those who go to school.” G. 
“Are you kidding? Why? She wants to keep you locked in the house?” C. “I don’t care at all about going out. 
Maria says that those who go out are time-wasters.” G. “Would you stop saying what Maria says?! I want to 
know what you think. Fuck, this situation is absurd, do you realize? Your sister is a whore and she tells you 




superiority behind the lockdown, and that Caterina is profoundly influenced and controlled by her 
older sister, the film never quite addresses the motivation behind the household dynamics: neither 
prostitution, nor the sisters’ intimacy are ever broached. Once again, Aprimi il cuore buoys in 
aporia: it creates the conditions for identification and then stops short of definitive answers to 
frustrate intelligibility not for the sake of absurdity, but to dramatize the absurdity of moral 
signification in itself.  
 Giovanni’s questions hide a series of socio-cultural and moral warrants that deserve further 
attention; the quid pro quo he draws between Caterina’s cruel confinement and her sister’s 
professional freedom is a fair place to start. He finds the sisters’ arrangement to be a hypocritical, 
unfairly balanced system in which Maria has the privilege of existing in public space (although, as 
far as we know, she only goes out to other men’s homes and to the grocery store), whereas Caterina 
is restricted to the apartment like a prisoner. Giovanni’s hypocrisy here is remarkable, a 
quintessentially masculinist double standard position, that allows him the privilege to stigmatize 
prostitution without ever considering his own position in sustaining sex work as a client himself. 
Italian historian Mary Gibson aptly reminds us that the prostitute embodies the ambivalence of 
being both subversive and necessary: “necessary to meet male sexual demands yet subversive to 
public order and morality” (Prostitution and the State 35). Gibson’s historical analysis of 
prostitution in Italy underscores the persistence of masculinist underpinnings in matters both 
private and public, here embodied by Giovanni.   
 In Playing the Whore: The Work of Sex Work, a recent work on the state of prostitution in the 
North American context, Melissa Gira Grant critiques liberal feminist strands that consider sex 
workers to be in need of rescue, and who posit that sex work is, invariably, a form of violence. From 
a sex-radical perspective, Gira Grant analyzes the socio-political forces that produce what she calls 
the “prostitute imaginary,” a moral standpoint that, from policing to stigmatizing to rescuing, 




entirely subsumed by her profession. Unveiling the core of the prostitution debates as being about 
power rather than stances of genuine concerns over sexual exploitation, she asks: “Is this the real 
fear then: not that more people are becoming prostitutes but that the conventional ways we’d 
distinguish a prostitute from a nonprostitute woman are no longer as functional?” (45). Both Gira 
Grant and Gibson diagnose a profound social anxiety concerning the erosion of those rigid 
boundaries that neatly separate “prostitutes” from “women,” reminding us that the primary 
function of anti-prostitution laws is to force reliance on a system upon which a society can clearly 
determine who can justifiably be excluded and banished and who is a respectable—obedient, 
chaste, modest, docile—woman. Aprimi il cuore, I argue, draws upon these anxieties by making the 
household not only a matriarchy but a matriarchy whose ruler is a someone whose multiple roles 
trouble the “sex worker” versus “woman” question. The juxtaposition of scene and painting may 
most readily make reference to the “Madonna/whore” paradigm within which women are 
persistently judged on a broader scale, but the film complicates such a reductivist schema by 
conflating a series of roles in Maria and between the sisters that ultimately lead to their own 
implosion. Maria is not merely the “whore” in the “Madonna/whore” paradigm that Italian Catholic 
moralism has perfected over history, but also the incarnation of patriarchal despotism. In other 
words, both paradigms become noticeable because they are displaced onto and performed by 
bodies that are not associated with those specific roles. In so doing, the film provides the distance 
from which to see how normativity—and more specifically, heteronormativity—is so easily 
conflated with morality. 
 As the nature of Giovanni’s questions demonstrate: “Sex workers, more than any other, are 
expected to justify their labor as a choice, as if the choice to engage in a form of labor is what makes 
that labor legitimate” (Gira Grant 94). In terms of labor, the hypocrisy circles back onto him. 
Giovanni is a janitor, a socio-economic position thereabout equal to that of the sisters: his job is no 




high-ground and legitimizes his acrimony. And viewers identify with his position because the logic 
within which he operates reflects a standardized moral perspective: prostitutes are acceptable in so 
far as my (male) needs are met, but they (sex workers) are justifiably socially anathema. Mary 
Gibson’s genealogy—from Italy’s unification to the Merlin law—outlines the divisive politics of 
prohibitionists, abolitionists, and regulationists, over the course two centuries, whose debates 
essentially distilled the figure of the prostitute as the antithesis of the family woman: the mother, 
the housewife. The regulation system, for example, operated on society’s allegiance and loyalty to 
the institutional over the personal, making prostitution acceptable but individual prostitutes 
dispensable (Prostitution and the State 35).  
Echoing a similar perspective, Gira Grant reminds us, “Hookers and housewives are too 
often considered rivals…occupying opposite sides of one economic circle, two classes of women 
who earn their living from men’s waged work… They are both diminished and confined by the same 
system that would keep women dependent on men for survival” (Emphasis mine; Playing the 
Whore 112). Marxist feminists like Maria Rosa Dalla Costa, Selma James, and Silvia Federici have 
argued in favor of wages for housework for decades, and Gira Grant’s considerations on sex work 
only help to amplify their voices by calling further attention to a system that attempts to moralize 
one way of being woman over another, all in the service of keeping women hostage to male-
designed systems of confinement. I suggest, then, that both prostitution and confinement in Aprimi 
il cuore, are allegories of systems of coercion not only of women in themselves as social bodies but 
also of their commodified perception as social bodies.  
 Amongst all these variables, the constant is that sexuality is continually deployed as an 
instrument of power. As both Foucault and Butler explain, sexuality is not a given whose nature is 
“free and wild” (Butler, Undoing Gender 15) and in need of liberation but a “dense transfer point for 
relations of power: between men and women, young people and old people, parents and offspring, 




unmasks sexuality as a power ploy specifically for the taming of women. Accordingly, that the 
person who enters the home and begins a secret affair with Caterina is a middle-aged man is far 
from accidental: he epitomizes the median standpoint of the Italian social body, or certainly, in 
Audre Lorde’s terms, its mythical norm. Although reasonably one could ask Giovanni what morals 
he ascribes to that absolve him as a consumer of prostitution but do not absolve prostitutes and, 
why is it acceptable for a much older man to have an affair with an underage girl. Giovanni, thus, 
lives up to a masculinity that endorses (hetero)sexual predation and ignores, in fact, fetishizes 
generational gaps. Such behaviors have become archetypical, reinforced by media throughout 
history in cultural discourses and especially artistic representations.  
 Surprisingly, Giovanni asks Caterina if she is sure she wishes to be with someone who could 
be her father. Caterina quickly relieves him of any potential concerns by sharing some of 19th 
century German composer Robert Schumann’s biography. Schumann fell in love with his piano 
instructor’s daughter, Clara, a relationship her father initially did not accept, but that eventually led 
to a happy marriage and several children. During their initially secretive relationship, the Romantic 
composer, wrote a piece called “Chiarina” (a slight echo of Caterina) that Caterina plays for 
Giovanni. Is Caterina’s biographical reference meant to justify their affair? Or is this one more 
metanarrative device by which referenced art reflects the events of the film? While both might be 
viable, the intertextual bind here deliberately illustrates how female sexuality is a learned 
endeavor, a record to be played over and again. 
 Questioning age difference, as questioning prostitution, or incest as examined thus far, 
would mean falling into conventions. My contention is not to say that the sisters’ situation is any 
more or less morally appropriate than Giovanni’s interest in prostitutes or in an adolescent girl. 
Neither do I believe the film is out to convince us to take any one side, if, indeed, there are sides. 
Aprimi il cuore creates the conditions for circularity—most observable in its intertextual 




narrowness, and recursiveness so that while viewers may impulsively invest in deciphering it, it 
simultaneously deciphers its audience, specifically the forces that condition its heuristics. The 
conditions within which the sisters live are conspicuously far from ordinary—at least in the 
representational world—difficult to understand, let alone to believe, and thus easy to pathologize. 
Such a space is constructed precisely to create a sovereignty made of foreign—yet familiar 
enough—narratives to be able to realize (or remember) that it is not what is true that we believe in, 
but that what we believe in that we deem true. The film gestures toward the problems of such 
axiomatic traps. 
Lesson 4: “Né dolcezza di figlio, né la pieta … vincer potero dentro a me l’ardore / ch’i’ ebbi a divenir 
del mondo esperto /e de li vizi umani e del valore”13 
Because rituals are stabilizing, breaking them allows entropy to ensue—the ultimate threat 
that taboo seeks to harness. Giovanni’s and other men’s presence in the apartment remains non-
threatening so long as emotional boundaries are not crossed, so long as Maria’s commands are 
obeyed. When Maria discovers that Giovanni has been furtively visiting Caterina—that she, 
therefore, has been experimenting with sexuality independently and in her absence—she becomes 
destructive. Rather than erupting in a temper tantrum, however, Maria composedly awaits them at 
the dining table as the two are in bed. Caterina emerges from the bedroom mortified and 
frightened, her shoulders shrugged in apprehension. Maria offers Giovanni a glass of wine and 
toasts “a voi due,” to the two of them; shortly thereafter, Giovanni writhes on the floor, and is dead 
within seconds. Caterina flings herself onto his body and weeps desperately—the only moment in 
the film in which strong emotional reactions transpire. From the same angle, the sisters are now on 
their hands and knees, impassive as always, wrapping up the corpse in a black plastic bag and 
storing it in a back of the apartment—a room the camera (and therefore the audience) never enters. 
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As punishment for breaching her boundaries, Maria not only crowns Caterina chief sex worker but 
also establishes a new procedure within which each john will be eliminated after their rendezvous, 
one after the next, in the same manner as Giovanni. A new pattern ensues; order is restored. 
The aesthetic compositions with which Aprimi il cuore presents its sex scenes provide a 
significant hermeneutical cue into its desired reception. Viewers are placed in film theory’s most 
classically discussed position: as voyeurs. Scopophilia, or the pleasure in looking, has been 
theorized extensively by film scholars like Laura Mulvey, Judith Mayne, E. Ann Kaplan, Kaja 
Silverman, Teresa De Lauretis, Christian Metz, Linda Williams, to name a handful, examining the 
ways in which film viewing creates “the impression of looking in on a private world unaware of the 
spectator’s own existence” (Williams, “When the Woman Looks” 61). Feminist debates over the 
“male gaze,” and cinema’s biases centralizing a masculine point of view, have been deliberated ad 
nauseam, and I do not intend to engage with them here. However, it is worth noting that Aprimi il 
cuore’s bedroom scenes do raise questions about visibility and sexuality: about the role of sex in 
film and about film’s role in representing sexuality, a subject whose consistent centrality in 
censorship debates evinces its clout in moral jurisdiction and makes cinema’s own instrumentality 
evident.  
 Aprimi il cuore’s montage of Caterina’s hustling, presents consecutive scenes of different 
men entering the bedroom to have their time with her. The camera remains distant, capturing 
whole bodies, usually from a single angle that either hides or frames her lackluster face, all in a 
configuration in which even the men’s rhythmic thrusts underscore monotony (see Figure 7). 
Giving viewers the impression of standing in the room as invisible witnesses, the framing  
implicates viewers as more than mere on-lookers or voyeurs; it makes them intruders overstepping 
the bounds that have not, to this point, been crossed. And the mere fact of entering the forbidden 




It might, at first glance, appear as though representations of such an unusual spectrum of 
sexual acts and relations like sex work, lesbian incest, and intergenerational love affairs are 
unquestionably bold; but what are the stakes of such value judgment? Aprimi il cuore is not out to 
glorify unorthodox sexuality as it is of positing that orthodox and unorthodox in themselves are 
products of conservative sexual politics  governing Italy. Not only is such a binary framework 
problematically myopic—for it presumes a clean separation between normal and abnormal that is, 
in reality, a predictable ideological construction by ruling forces—it is also the trap par excellence 
set out by normative orders that make sex itself appear intrinsically subversive. But, as Jack 
Halberstam remarks, “sexual expression” is not in itself a “revolutionary act” (Queer Art of Failure 
150) rather, the ways in which it is presented to us can be. I am arguing, then, that transgression is 
not (solely) located in the sex act on screen, but in the form in which sexuality is audio-visually 
delivered.  
 




In 2001, just one year shy of Aprimi il cuore’s release, Linda Williams noted a trend in 
European cinema in which traditionally distinct genres, like drama and pornography, merged more 
frequently and fluidly—a generally unthinkable mélange for American cinema. Enervated by the 
U.S. film industry’s critics’ denunciation of graphic sexuality as sheer pretension, Williams asks: 
“what kind of moving-image art do we condemn ourselves to if sex must be so compartmentalized?” 
Sex is never a purely carnal, mindless experience, but a set of “complex negotiations.” Participating 
in the early millennial trend, Aprimi il cuore showcases “the circumscribed circumstances in which 
sexual pleasures are negotiated” (25), and the damage of female sexual initiation to a young girl like 
Caterina who has no real power over her sexual fate (24; Here I use Williams’ analysis of Fat Girl 
since both films center on sisters and sexuality). Yet, if the film has thus far established Caterina as 
the protagonist with whom viewers are to identify, and Giovanni as the stand-in for Aprimi il cuore’s 
frustrated audience, they have already been implicated into the film, made participants in their 
carnal relationship, enfolded into a pattern of complicit viewership, beyond being mere 
witnesses—as actors. By the time the film enters the brothel/bedroom, then, we are not merely 
observing Caterina and the men, we are the men; we are Caterina.  
Cinema is inculcated in a taxonomical system that insists upon separating explicit and 
therefore risqué, from inexplicit and therefore “appropriate,” that makes graphic sexuality the 
unconditional qualifier of a film’s overall value. Williams claims that in the U.S. (though I would 
argue in Italy as well) “we have grown so used to the separation of pornography from art that we 
tend to assume—sometimes rather hypocritically—that any arousal response is antithetical to art 
and any emotionally complex art antithetical to arousal” (22). Rightfully, Williams acknowledges 
the double standards set between life and film: moral standards deem that the “right” condition 
under which to have sex is love, but in film these standards are easily tabled if not forgone. Aprimi il 
cuore’s negative Italian festival history proves the automated response Williams outlines, a mindset 




pornography with drama. Although Aprimi il cuore’s sex scenes are only debatably pornographic (a 
debate well worth having that, however, exceeds the scope of this chapter), my point is that this 
film would not be considered nearly as transgressive without its visually indulging sex scenes. Such 
a method, I argue, designates sexuality as an alibi for discourses on power relations: Caterina’s lack 
of agency is comparable to the viewer’s vulnerability.  
And in terms of vulnerability, Aprimi il cuore’s johns, in the end, take the cake. Drawing on 
dramatic irony, Maria invites each of Caterina’s clients to join her for a glass of wine. Within 
seconds the men convulse off the chair and fall to their deaths. The sisters have entered into a new 
vicious pattern: identical scenes of sex, murder, and a clean-up routine made of black plastic 
garbage bags and duct tape, are distinct only in the appearances of the victim himself. Just after the 
second to last murder takes places, as the sisters drag another wrapped up corpse through the 
hallway and into the back room, the scene cuts to the film’s fourth painting, the Madonna della 
misericordia, by Piero della Francesca (see Figure 8). Of this polyptych, Colagrande zooms in on the 
central figure of Mary who is donning a red dress and a green mantle, and is remarkably larger in 
size than those beneath her; majestic and severe, towering over the masses, Mary holds her mantle 
wide open as men and women huddle at her feet in prayer and adoration. The piece is about 
consecration—Mary’s sanctification and direct association with the sacred—and of the faithfuls’ 
entrustment to the Virgin who promises protection and mercy. Might this be a spiritual metaphor 
for God’s act of forgiveness toward the sisters? Or, is it Aprimi il cuore’s audience that is in need of 
forgiveness? The film both creates the problem and offers the solution. 
The Madonna della misericordia comes in at a moment of change, when the cycle of 
invitation, sexual consummation, and murderous retribution, finally come to an end. Caterina’s 
decision to end the serial killings is catalyzed by an impromptu meeting with one of the victim’s 
wives who shows up in search of her lost husband. With Maria out of the house, Caterina lets the 




after Giovanni’s death. Caterina’s empathy for the woman is not unlike our empathy for Caterina 
during her loss, and in both cases, neither man was virtuous in terms of traditional sexual 
arrangements: Giovanni was a john and taking advantage of Caterina’s innocence; the other john 
was frequenting sex workers and thus committing adultery. What meeting the unsuspecting widow 
provides is an image of what being a woman outside the bounds of the apartment might look like. 
Caterina’s emotional and sexual apprenticeship exposes her to prescribed articulations that do not 
include marriage nor subordination to a man, making this meeting an unaccounted, unplanned part 
of her curriculum, and thus, another betrayal to Maria’s pedagogical design and power. 
 
Figure 8.Piero della Francesca. Madonna della 
Misericordia (parte del Pollittico della 
Misericordia). 1445, oil and tempera on panel, 




One pressing question concerns the real motivation behind Maria’s serial murders. Most 
readily, Maria wants to punish Caterina for committing a familial infraction—namely, having sex 
with someone other than her—but the men represent that outside and public realm that she so 
diligently controls, filtering what enters the home, when, and in what capacity. As evident, this 
system is not airtight, not merely because there are men—figures from the outside world—moving 
in and out of the home, but because all that fills Caterina’s intellectual and moral world are objects 
of public knowledge. In addition to Dante, Caterina studies Kepler, Tycho, Copernicus, Galileo, all 
the male protagonists who were executed or were exiled for defending their discoveries against the 
status quo of unyielding leaders. Maria supplies Caterina with the scholarship of men who have in 
one way or another transgressed and been punished, and whose memory is preserved precisely 
because of their disobedience. Confined to her apartment, Caterina is given the “freedom” to idolize 
the theoretical worlds outlined by these figures, made to memorize and metabolize their 
unquestionable “truths,” but not to take these figures as behavioral models.  
The perpetual examination under which Caterina is placed—from her studies to her 
obedience—raises doubts about the spontaneity of her affair with Giovanni, for, if fabrication 
undergirds her life at a granular level, it would not be implausible, that Maria might have 
orchestrated their involvement. Regardless her intent, when Maria specifically warns Giovanni 
“dimentica quello che è successo” (“forget about what happened”) with Caterina, and not to come 
back to the apartment unless it is to see her, it becomes clear that, at the very least, Maria 
acknowledges the potential of an affair, and her intention is to forestall a force that might corrupt 
her managing power over Caterina. Thus, when Maria decides to eliminate Giovanni, it becomes a 
punishment for Caterina and a means to enforce her authority. But seen that Maria’s very unusual 
weapon of choice—poison, rather than a more accessible and commonplace instrument like a 
knife—was already in the apartment at her disposal, the murder does not come across as 




To speak of discipline and surveillance as the mechanisms that constitute economies of 
power, one cannot but consult the work of Michel Foucault. In Discipline and Punish, a historical 
account of the ways in which the exercise of power has transitioned from corporal punishment to 
invisible coercive forces operating on psychological, interiorized surveillance, the prison, for 
Foucault is an excellent case study. With its multiple disciplining and corrective operations, the 
sisters’ apartment operates analogously to a prison, a school, and a workplace, whose “disciplinary 
power derives no doubt from the use of simple instruments; hierarchical observation, normalizing 
judgment and their combination in a procedure specific to it, the examination” (170). The 
apartment showcases a “multiple network of diverse elements—walls, space, institutions, rules, 
discourse” that ultimately undo the illusion of a center of power, as for Foucault, power is not 
concentrated in the hands of a sovereign to be deployed over the masses, but a ubiquitous condition 
that each of us exercises in varying ways over ourselves and others. Moreover, power produces 
“reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth” (194), and while Maria is certainly an 
architect of Caterina’s reality, the blueprints are not her originals but a product of the circuitry of 
existing societal structures.  
One of the greatest ironies in the film is that amidst lesbianism, incest, prostitution, and now 
murder, in the context of the apartment, the heterosexual romance turns out to be the transgressive 
act. But it isn’t (necessarily) the orientation of the affair that is transgressive, it is the affair in itself 
that offends Maria’s monopoly. Sexuality, once again, is the launching pad from which delinquency 
is adjudicated not as a set of immoral acts in themselves, but as the economy within which the film’s 
reality operates. As Thomas Laqueur reminds us, “The social context, not the act, determines 
acceptability” (Making Sex 233). Aprimi il cuore exploits the systemic social conservatism that has 
sensitized audiences to representations of graphic sex as well as the normalization of its 
censorship, not to caricaturize graphic sex scenes, but to call into question the very systems that 




power, but the expression of power itself. This is not to reduce sex to a nexus of controlling forces, 
but rather to illustrate its gravity in the construction of norms, and therefore, of morality. 
Lesson 5: “Qui vive la pietà quand’è ben morta”14 
 First impressions shape all encounters, whether personal or cinematic. And a film’s opening 
scene is the most vulnerable moment not only for the film itself, which must persuade the audience 
to continue watching, but also for the audience who enters into an unknown haptic experience. As 
an initial scene, the sisters’ nocturnal embrace that I discussed previously is non-threatening and 
conventionally peaceful; a whisper like “Maria,” a commonplace name loaded with religious 
significance carried by the softness of a young girl’s voice, promises a narrative of intimacy, docility, 
and ordinariness. In light of my analysis, the scene—including both the whisper and the painting of 
the Annunciation—functions as a decoy to win the audience’s engagement and trust, much like the 
film’s title. In fact, the title’s sentimental veneer—usually, an encounter that precedes the filmic 
experience itself—is a wolf in sheep’s clothing. Aprimi il cuore rhymes with a great number of 
Italian film titles whose narratives consistently exploit the saccharine, hetero-romance-plot. The 
landscape of Italian mainstream films with titles like L’ultimo bacio and Baciami ancora (Gabriele 
Muccino 2001, 2010), Le conseguenze dell’amore (Paolo Sorrentino 2004), Ti amo in tutte le lingue 
del mondo (Leonardo Pieraccioni 2005)—to mention a mere few—share an analogous adulation for 
heteronormative kinship structures, and the narratives themselves mirror that ideology by creating 
the conditions necessary to both grieve the loss or failure of the conventional, amiable family unit, 
and rejoice at its recuperation by the closing of the film. These titles promise a kind of moral 
redemption inside a controlled and legible master narrative whose nostalgic pangs will eventually 
be quelled by a “happily ever after.” As a title, then, Aprimi il cuore capitalizes on the audience’s 
                                                           




anticipation of a familiar narrative to interrupt the lull of formulaic meanings and draw the viewer 
into an unpredictable, slow to unfold, wicked noir.  
 Equally as critical as its introduction is a film’s conclusion. Aprimi il cuore’s generous 
deployment of perplexing scenarios may not be novel after 92 bewildering minutes; but beyond the 
level of the plot, the film’s mise-en-scène also evokes a sense of disquiet. Aprimi il cuore’s final scene 
spirals back into the bedroom where the sisters are physically positioned opposite the film’s 
opening shot. Where in the opening scene, Caterina’s whisper guides the viewer’s eye left to right—
mimicking the Latin-based reading direction—it creates, subconsciously, the expectation for an 
unambiguous premise. Investigating the psychological effects of staging, film theorists and scholars 
of photography have concluded that “in Western culture, the eye starts at the upper left and 
proceeds to the lower right and comes to rest there” (Musburger and Ogden). Aprimi il cuore’s 
initial scene, then, suggests forward movement and legibility. Conversely, the mirrored final 
sequence has the head of the bed and Caterina placed on frame right (see Figure 9), and the overall 
trajectory has been inverted from right to left, forcing the eye to move against the direction 
established in the opening that “signifies returning or backing up” (Musburger and Ogden), and 
generally signals danger—affectively appropriate in this circumstance.  
 Another inversion occurs chromatically. Dark blues, according to Musburger and Ogden 
“recede from the viewer [and]…tend to appear lighter in graphic weight,” whereas reds “extend 
toward the viewer [and] appear to be heavier in graphic weight” (Musburger and Ogden). 
Comparable to a personal encounter, then, Aprimi il cuore’s opening shot introduces itself as a self-
contained environment at a safe distance whereas the last shot has its limbs stretched out. In the 
final scenes, Caterina wears a provocative red top and matching mini-skirt. As Maria returns home, 
she slips into a modest white nightgown and settles into bed. Perched next to her on the edge of the 
bed, Caterina offers her an herbal tea: Maria sips from her cup, concern washes over her face; she 




writhes under the sheets, and lets out her last breath in an unquestionable petit mort, an end to the 
killings, a truncation of the family lineage, and a closing of the film. The camera lifts into an 
overhead shot in an angelic motion from the bed floating upwards (see Figure 9). Occurring 
nowhere else in the film, extra-diegetic music undergirds the scene: a sixteenth century Italian slow 
procession couple’s dance score known as “Pavana” played on guitar; such majestic melody was 
popular amongst nobility as a form of courtship. While its allusions may be far-reaching for the 
narratological lexicon of the film—perhaps the sisters’, if not our, final dance—it is aesthetically 
consistent with the film’s other ekphrastic inferences. But because it is unprecedented as a musical 
score—Schumann, for instance, was woven into diegesis—the final transition here suggests a turn 
of events whose outcomes will leave the audience with questions rather than answers. 
Epilogue: “Caina attende chi vita ci spense”15 
 In the final scene, murder—the ultimate taboo—is not experienced with the same grief as it 
might have been if this scene had opened the film, for, the customary satisfaction that narratives 
cultivate in light of the death of the perpetrator, is germane to the loss of Maria. Maria’s death 
denotes the cessation of serial murders, making fatal retribution appear justifiable or even desired. 
Much like the opening scene, Maria’s last breath forges peacefulness: we are almost proud that 
Caterina mustered up the courage to poison her own sister for “the greater good.” And, informing 
our experience, the musical procession sounds like a noble celebration. Thus, our understanding of 
the “greater good” is muddied by conflicting emotional responses: Maria’s death translates as 
Caterina’s claim to independence gained by an unprecedented degree of agency whose absence the 
film has made tantalizing—regardless of murder’s gravity, she finally takes a stand of some kind. 
Simultaneously, feeling placated by assassination—a sororicide especially—surely disturbs the 
conditions of its taboo. Had the film been structured as a conventional narrative, the murder would 
                                                           




be much less acceptable, as we would be adjudicating it in accordance with traditional moral 
standards that invariably classify it as unwarranted conduct.  
 Most disconcerting about Maria’s death is her unwavering acceptance of her own demise. 
Having established Maria’s authoritarianism, her surrender is surprising, for why would an 
autocrat admit defeat to a serf? Having properly obeyed and learned from the curriculum, 
Caterina’s recourse to poison—the female coded murder device par excellence—for the removal of 
a troubling situation, should come as no surprise. Poisoning Maria is the by-product of Caterina’s 
learned behavior (poison was, after all, Maria’s remedy of choice) and of the emotional mobilization 
inspired by the spontaneous encounter with the dead john’s wife. Maria has, indeed, created a 
monster and a master.  
 In conversation with Maria’s death, and adding to Aprimi il cuore’s hermeneutical 
substratum, the film’s final extra-diegetic pictorial affixing is Caravaggio’s 1606 dramatic Morte 
della Vergine (Death of the Virgin) (see Figure 10). Commissioned by the Carmelitani Scalzi, the 




painting was meant to decorate the Cherubini’s private Chapel inside Santa Maria della Scala in 
Rome. Caravaggio abstained from the inclusion of mystical elements and opted to portray a very 
dismantled human Mary in rigor mortis, against a destitute, dark background. Art historians 
speculate that Caravaggio used a prostitute’s corpse found on the banks of the Tiber river in Rome 
as his model for Mary. Such a breach of decorum led to the painting’s rejection by the parish of 
Santa Maria della Scala, and was thus replaced with Carlo Saraceni’s more sober, more mystical 
rendition of the Virgin Mary’s assumption into heaven alive. Aware that a barefoot, barelegged, 
swollen-abdomened Madonna would be derogatory and slanderous to a Counter-Reformative 
society, Caravaggio boldly disregarded the iconography’s commissioned directive and risked his 
compensation out of respect for his own tenets and commitment to realist representations. 
 
 The painting was commissioned nearly four centuries prior to the Church’s formal 
recognition of the Virgin Mary’s assumption into heaven. The sequence of events regarding Mary’s 
death underwent numerous revisions: the New Testament makes no mention of her death; during 
the 17th century, Catholic dogma professed her assumption into heaven alive; Pope Pious XII’s 




Apostolic constitution in 1950 prolonged the ambiguity surrounding her death alluding to its 
possibility but never confirming it; in 1997, Pope John Paul II averred Mary’s natural death and 
subsequent assumption into heaven. Such an erratic and wavering timeline further attests to Mary’s 
function as an instrument of opportunistic institutional forces, who orchestrated her life (and 
death) as a means to inject mysticism into Jesus’s narrative—an extraordinary man could not have 
been born in ordinary ways from an ordinary woman. And it is not coincidental that a female figure 
is the one to be subjected to such artful chicanery. This kind of extra-textual reading of the 
paintings is the very interpretive move that the film teaches us to make. For such a closet drama 
like Aprimi il cuore to teach viewers to read outward, beyond its very bounds, is ironic. 
 The enigma of the Virgin Mary’s life is perpetuated by its multitude and contradicting 
representations, whereas the uniformity of Aprimi il cuore as a singular cinematic representation, 
minimizes the interpretive labor on Caravaggio’s and the other works. As Maria lies on her 
deathbed so does Mary in the painting, as Caterina weeps for Maria’s loss, so does Magdalene in the 
painting weep for Mary’s loss, and antithetically, the empty space around Maria’s deathbed is filled 
in the painting by men surrounding and gaping at Mary’s body. Chromatically, however, Caterina is 
the Virgin Mary’s double, both wearing blood red dresses—are the women connected by their 
corrupted innocence? In a film like Aprimi il cuore, where Caterina’s coming of age plays out as an 
apprenticeship into female sexuality, a painting like The Death of the Virgin—potentially, “the end of 
purity”—signposts the completion of such a project. Caterina’s future is unknown, unlike her 
options which the film has narrowed down to becoming Maria’s replacement or becoming a public 
citizen whose fate might only be marriage, like the murdered john’s widow.  
 Experiencing empathy for someone outside her family orbit—namely, meeting the dead 
john’s wife—marks a moment of emotional growth for Caterina that sadly culminates in the 
assassination of her sister. But this meeting also bears another lesson: in the public world, women 




shamelessly unfaithful. Separated from one another’s realities and thereby kept in antagonistic 
tension, women inhabit a space they ingenuously believe they own: as wife I own my husband, as 
prostitute I can own any man, as an older sibling I own my younger sibling, yet, in fact, all are 
owned by a systemic heteronormative and capitalistic order that organizes gendered subjects as 
owners and owned, perpetrator and victim, and whose hierarchy protects the rights of men over 
those of women. The sisters, in fact, reproduce these authoritarian dynamics, and no matter how 
many men they eliminate, the structures that uphold male dominance is solidly in place: does the 
oblivious and desperate wife not come searching for her husband? If the conditions in which the 
sisters live appear to be dysfunctional, the film reminds us that the world beyond the apartment is 
no better.  
Conclusion: “E quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle”16 
 Although at face value, Aprimi il cuore sets up a series of common dialectics: virgin/whore, 
sacred/profane, public/private, authority/subservience, the real bewilderment of Colagrande’s film 
is that it is not merely a study in physical confinement and psychological, ritualized control in a 
single isolated case, but a blueprint of female sexuality in contemporary Italy. By virtue of 
remaining diegetically unexamined, and therefore never exploited as melodramatic plot devices, 
incest, sapphic sex, prostitution, and murder eschew the (un)ethical gravitas they might otherwise 
be attributed. In so doing, the absence of conversation to explain the household conditions, 
normalizes the sisters’ dynamics, where the unsaid takes the limelight rather than the transgressive 
acts in themselves. Moreover, the absence of a dramatic musical score to guide the audience’s 
empathic response, the frequent use of static shots (wide-screen and close-up), of chiaroscuro, and 
of long takes add to the chilling indifference that constitutes the normal. But Aprimi il cuore leaves 
its viewers by inviting them to dance to a song of courtship. The final Pavana invites the audience to 
                                                           





partake in the film’s reality by harnessing the instructional experience as a lens from which to view 
their own; thus, pedagogy and courtship merge at the site of power. The film deviates from 
mainstream Italian cinema’s agenda to elevate the heteronormative couple as a transcendental 
ideal, where the value of sexuality is relative to its correlation to love. In Aprimi il cuore, sexuality 
functions as bait to get viewers out of the instant gratification comfort zone of Italian 
heteronormative cinema, to draw our attention to the cached parts of the Italian social fabric, 
namely, its profound reliance, trust and adulation of normativity in itself. 
 Within the walls of the apartment, the sisters operate in a logic whose semiotic surface 
viewers must learn to navigate as the film unfolds. This adjustment is facilitated by the inclusion of 
extra-diegectic paintings. While the paintings exist in the film’s extra-diegetic dimension, dance, 
musical, literary, and cinematic ekphrases are woven into the narrative proper, each of these 
functioning as windows into Caterina’s interior world. She reads from Dante’s Divine Comedy, she 
listens to Schumann, she reads philosophy and astronomy, she dances, all of which has been spoon-
fed by Maria’s homeschooling, and all of which, more or less, constitutes the backbone of Italian 
secondary education. And while Caterina’s knowledge makes us privy to the building blocks that 
make her who she is, the film presents Caterina as a kind of epistemic receptacle and punctuates 
just how her house-bound life dictates her curiosities and her desires. Concurrently, these same 
building blocks are integral to the film, and so, Aprimi il cuore reveals itself to be an intertextual 
aesthetic object, ontologically contingent upon the dialogical tapestry the artworks produce. This 
last piece, The Death of the Virgin, reflects the artist’s independent spirit, as it does the forces 
soliciting his work. Caravaggio’s biography, specifically his reticence to conform to the paerish’s 
requests, and the subsequent rejection of the commissioned work, is not unlike Colagrande’s 





Film del cuore 
 Aprimi il cuore’s negative critical reception colored its creative worth. In 2015, I served as 
one of five selection committee members for the “Festa del Cinema di Roma” (Rome Film Festival). 
In addition to selecting new works to showcase formally at the Festival, the Artistic Director 
decided to dedicate a section—named “Film del cuore” (“Favorite films”)17 of all titles—to screening 
selection committee members’ personal favorites. Free to choose from cinema internationally and 
open to any time period, I chose Aprimi il cuore and had the privilege of inviting director Giada 
Colagrande to speak on the evening of the screening. After sharing my choice with the Artistic 
Director via written correspondence, I received a phone call in which he initially expressed his 
enthusiasm, and a second phone call reiterating his respect and appreciation for Colagrande’s work, 
followed by a suggestion to “reconsider” my choice: Aprimi il cuore, after all, has a “negative festival 
history.” Respecting both my choice and believing in the film’s artistic worth in spite of its critical 
reception, the seats of Rome’s Casa del Cinema at Villa Borghese were filled for Aprimi il cuore and 
its post-screening question/answer session with Colagrande.  
 Shot with a modest budget, Aprimi il cuore is an unusually graphic, uncommonly disturbing, 
norm-bending work compared to mainstream and even independent Italian cinema. Through the 
female subject—historically the most manipulated—Aprimi il cuore is a diorama of Italian sexual 
moralisms that set women up for failure in their inability to ever satisfy such circumscribed 
unrealistic ideals. The question is not what the function of power is in these logics of sexuality, but 
rather, what is the function of sexuality in these logics of power? Judith Butler states: “Desire and its 
repression are an occasion for the consolidation of juridical structures; desire is manufactured and 
forbidden as a ritual symbolic gesture whereby the juridical model exercises and consolidates its 
own power” (Gender Trouble 103). With a Butlerian sensibility in mind, where “authoring” hinges 
on the perception of agency, I argue that Aprimi il cuore dramatizes the process of indoctrination 
                                                           




into female sexuality, where the restricted space of the apartment—in itself symbolic of domesticity 
and thus domestication—is an allegory for the heteronormative straightjacket that specifically 
tames female desire. As a person born in captivity, Caterina then embodies the very “I” that Butler’s 
argues is “always constituted by norms that are not of my making” (“Acting in Concert” 15). She is a 
stand-in for the ways in which sexual education looks much like an unelected apprenticeship whose 
rules are, therefore, much more difficult to identify and resist.  The film helps us re-read our own 
reality—the anatomy of the world18—to reconsider our individual authority over ourselves, our 
choices, and others. 
Locked, quite literally, inside the home—the space where normalization becomes ratified—
it is through the film’s unconventional dynamics of intimacy that we can begin to interrogate the 
very process of normalization. By creating a universe in which norms exist but do not correspond to 
the design to which we are accustomed (outside the film), we are better able to discern the ways in 
which they are executed, and we are thereby cognizant of the function of taboo as that which 
facilitates the deceptively organic conflation between social norms and morals. As I have argued, 
the film’s ability to acclimatize its viewers to the sisters’ relationship distracts us from morally 
assessing the “transgressive” sex acts. What counts as taboo—that marker of distinctions between 
what is and is not acceptable that justifies policing—is manifestly arbitrary. Normativity capitalizes 
on the affective purchase of morality, for what is normative is coded as moral, and therefore may 
operate as a method of control. As a pedagogical project, whereby the narrative proper dramatizes 
the conflation of social norms and morals, Aprimi il cuore teaches us the ultimate transgression: to 




                                                           





Chapter 3.  
Driving Under the Influence:  
Queering Genre, Queering Space in Benzina 
 
If Ridley Scott’s Thelma and Louise were queer and Italian, it would look like Monica 
Stambrini’s film, Benzina (Gasoline 2001). Based on the homonymous novel by Elena Stancanelli, 
Benzina tells the story of two women in love, Eleonora, known as Lenni (Regina Orioli) and Stella 
(Maya Sansa), who run a gas station with a bar off of Rome’s GRA (Grande Raccordo Anulare; ring 
road). For the couple, the gas station is more than a means of sustenance, it is their home and safe 
haven. But tension ensues when Lenni’s uptight and conservative mother, Giovanna (Mariella 
Valentini), comes for a visit. As their conflict evolves from verbal to physical, Stella intervenes and 
shoves Giovanna, who hits her head on the edge of the bar and dies. This accidental matricide 
mobilizes the plot into an anxiety-ridden getting-out-of-trouble chronicle. Not only will the couple 
and their dog Clio have to devise ways to hide Giovanna’s body, but they will also have to deal with 
the people they encounter along the way: bearing the rants of a depressed priest and struggling 
with harassment and violence from a reckless trio that shows up at their gas station that same 
evening. While both Benzina and Thelma and Louise conclude with vehicular double suicides, Lenni 
and Stella’s escape narrative has them circling back to the crime scene; but its conclusion, though 
also deathly, remains ambiguous. 
By taking place entirely outside the domestic realm, Benzina inverts the cloistered spatial 
dynamics of Aprimi il cuore. In my previous chapter, I discussed the ways in which the 
claustrophobia-inducing walls of a single apartment reframe the parameters within which to make 
sense of normativity. Although Benzina announces itself as a road movie, a genre defined by travel, 
escape, freedom, and potential, Benzina’s slow pace and its inconclusive flight ultimately create 
equally claustrophobia-inducing outcomes as the cloistered, domestic premise. Benzina’s circular, 




ambiguity to its own classification. Although the “sense of going nowhere” (Morris, Reflexivity of the 
Road Film 28) can be considered a narratological feature of the road movie, the genre unfolds in 
open-space settings largely associated with forward-movement, liberation, and adventure. Thelma 
and Louise, for example, drive through a stretch of highway that covers the expanse of five states. 
Lenni and Stella, on the other hand, live off a ring road, the circular highway hugging the Eternal 
City.1 If the genre’s template is one of getting away, of discovery, of freedom, why does Benzina 
stage the impossibility of escape? Why draw on the road movie when circularity, restraint, and 
entrapment directly oppose the freedom of the open road? Responding to theories of scholars who 
have either written about the novel, the film, or both, my intervention seeks to understand the 
purpose of what I will refer to as a “claustrophobic road movie,” of a narrative that seems to both 
revere lesbian relationships and dourly condemn them to circumscribed spaces, to entrapment, and 
death.  
The majority of the scholarship done on Benzina either focuses on the novel or examines the 
novel and its cinematic adaptation comparatively. In “Queering the Habitus: Lesbian Identity in 
Stancanelli’s Benzina,” Charlotte Ross performs a comparative study between Stancanelli’s original 
novel, Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of the habitus, and Adrienne Rich’s concept of “compulsory 
heterosexuality.” She examines the degree of agency the lead lesbian characters have with regards 
to owning their spaces and the degree of resistance encountered within those spaces. As a 
“framework of disciplining ‘structuring structures,’” Bordieu’s habitus offers a theoretical example 
of “the slippage between descriptive and prescriptive engagements with cultural identity” (237). 
Just as existing spaces structure our behavior and therefore influence our sense of self, so do 
subjectivities shape the ontological orientations of space. Benzina dramatizes the very tensions 
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between the limits imposed upon subjectivity by spaces and the possibility for the emergence of 
new subjectivities that, in turn, broaden those spaces. While extending Ross’s project of 
investigating Benzina’s array of different but interconnected habitats (242), I am further compelled 
to examine the film’s diegetic experimentation with the elasticity of space. Benzina announces a 
dynamic advancing and retreating that both corresponds to the life of the film’s materiality—
making space for itself as a revisionist hybrid amidst established genres—and to the socio-political 
efforts of lesbian communities’ presence outside the film. 
Although Ross’s observations are specific to the novel, most of her theoretical observations, 
I would say, are also relevant to the film. And yet, Ross’s own reading of Stambrini’s adaptation is 
largely skeptical given its radical alterations: Lenni and Stella’s cinematically more appealing 
physiques please and appease the homophobic viewer, the intentional and vengeful murder of the 
mother in the novel is softened to become an accident in the film, and the novel’s all-male trio 
instead includes a woman in the cinematic adaptation, a choice that more cautiously avoids unfair 
gender-based generalizations that would make men universal perpetrators. But the differences 
between literary and cinematic Benzinas open even wider theoretical terrain as the formal 
affordances of cinema allow for deeper exploration in areas relative to spatiality and visibility 
precisely because it is a visual medium whose primary instrument is space.  
Much like Ross, Patrizia Sambuco (“Women, Relationships, and Space in Stancanelli’s 
Benzina”) and Claudia Karagoz (“Gazing Women: Elena Stancanelli’s ‘Benzina’”) also delve into the 
novel, but focus further on its representation of the mother-daughter relationship. In the novel, the 
course of events is described from three different perspectives—Lenni’s, Stella’s, and Giovanna’s—
thereby investing one third of the narrative to the mother’s character development. The mother’s 
narrative arc reflects her emotional growth: from critical and hostile, to loving and accepting of her 
daughter. It also includes moments of divine intervention in the couple’s defense. Karagoz 




posthumously: she recounts the events as they unfold, shares her memories, grows to be more 
forgiving towards her daughter, and exploits her otherworldly powers to intervene to protect 
Lenni. This pivotal role in the novel finds a much weaker match in the film, which conserves the 
mother’s posthumous presence through voice-over and focuses more intensely on the couple’s 
misadventures. Much reduced, the mother’s vocal presence in the film becomes more of a gimmick 
than a fundamental piece of the narrative: it adds a supernatural or at least fantastical layer that 
prepares the viewer to accept other moments of metaphysical or interior monologue, but it does 
not earn her the same level of sympathy as it does the younger pair. 
Benzina’s final moments are tragic: the couple set the gas station and themselves on fire. 
While also considering its “liberating effect,” Lucamante reads the final explosion as a sign that 
“lesbian love—and kinship for that matter—cannot actually go anywhere but toward death, in a 
gigantic purifying pyre” (132). Interpreting the explosion as either cathartic or as damning would 
make sense if the film, indeed, were to close with the explosion alone. But, while the novel explicitly 
concludes with the women’s death amidst the flames, the film presents a coda that supplements an 
auspicious alternative: a fantastical successful escape and the start of a new journey. Just after the 
explosion sequence, the next shot is a close-up of the couple kissing at one of the bars they stop in 
earlier in the film. So, Stambrini’s Benzina closes on a sentimental, more hopeful note that not only 
revises the original narrative but also the experience of the film as not mere tragedy.  
Curiously, while Benzina has stirred rich critical analyses on its deployment of space, on 
lesbian representation, and on mother-daughter dynamics, neither Lucamante, nor the above-
mentioned critics have discussed the film’s concluding addendum. Also missing from the 
conversation is an engagement with the film’s revisionist value, primarily observable through an 
analysis of its deviations from the novel, and its re-writing of both the road movie and feminist road 




piece of cinematic social commentary whose deviations from Benzina, the novel, yield insights both 
into the narrative itself and into the affordances of cinema as a medium.  
First, I want to acknowledge the character interventions that differentiate the cinematic 
from the literary version. As previously mentioned, the film is less invested in the mother figure and 
removes Stella’s conspicuous homicidal intent that the novel describes. The trio of troublemakers in 
the novel are all young men, whereas the film’s triad is composed of two young men and one young 
woman, shifting the focus from a gender-specific denouncement of toxic masculinity to a sexuality-
specific denouncement of heterosexual assailment. Lastly, a character who is not at all part of the 
novel, the priest, adds a level of social commentary—as I will later point out—that reflects (on) the 
evolution of millennial Italy’s postures toward the LGBTQ community. In addition to diegetic and 
character alterations, the film’s more conservative representation of the women’s sexual intimacy 
compared to the novel’s salacious detail is notable, especially given the visual affordances of 
cinema.  
 This chapter explores the ways in which each spatial setting—the gas station, the car, the 
junkyard, the bathroom—idiosyncratically contributes to the film’s sense of claustrophobia, 
specifically by eroding the boundary between public and private. I argue that Benzina’s circular 
motion troubles a conventional reading of public and private spaces and asks us to put on a set of 
“queer goggles” to rethink the road film, the feminist road film, and the original novel. I further 
contend that the film’s forked conclusion reflects Stambrini’s desire to move past the vexations of a 
cinematic lesbian tragedy that so frequently define the parameters of LGBTQ cinema.  
The Gas Station: Queering the Home  
Troubling and interrogating gender dynamics, Benzina queers the socially masculine-coded 
gas station foremost by making its owner, Stella, a woman. This particular gender inversion is not 
especially cutting-edge, but it suffices to illustrate just how much spaces are invested with gendered 




of transit, a gas station off the highway is archetypical of what anthropologist Marc Augé describes 
as a “non-place,” a location that “cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned with 
identity” (Non-Places 78). “Non-places,” he further explains, “mediate a whole mass of relations, 
with the self and with others, which are only indirectly connected with their purposes” (94). Augé’s 
theory develops from his meditations on the proliferation of transient spaces like airports, 
highways, hotels, and supermarkets as a consequence of globalization in the latter half of the 
twentieth century, which he refers to as “supermodernity.” He argues that these spaces of 
temporary, transitional, transactional activity through which masses move for their own needs 
rather than conglomerate to interact with one another,2 both reflect and enforce contemporary 
individualism. Non-places normalize fleeting, transactional, social engagement which begins to feel 
like more of a burden than an enrichment. And increased transit in supermodernity has deeply 
altered our experience of time as it has of space, where the former’s transience has normalized the 
latter’s precarity. Non-spatiality has, thus, formed a spatio-temporal vocabulary that revises both 
our understanding and experience of the domestic space.  
Augé’s non-places are not only relevant to Benzina because the locations traversed in the 
film coincide with those from which he develops his theory, but more importantly because the film 
dramatizes the kinds of effects these have on spatial and temporal experience. First of all, travel and 
movement are the fabric of the road movie—as I will discuss later in more detail—and road movies, 
generally, move through a series of non-places, momentary stopping points, with restless fast-
paced energy. Benzina, however, inverts this experience: it depicts a constellation of stopping 
points at which characters dwell between hiccuped travel; movement is staccato, 
counterintuitively, a pause between all other moments of stasis.  
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Second, the film makes a gas station—a non-place defined by transit—into a home and its 
narrative unfolds sequentially from an afternoon, to dusk, to dawn. And by virtue of being a feature 
film, time is compressed, delivering the illusion of moving linearly through the course of a night. 
Considering Benzina’s spatial and temporal choices here, I turn to Augé who explains that non-
places are the materialization of the collapse between time and space. “Since non-places are there 
to be passed through,” Augé claims, “they are measured in units of time” (104), whereby they are 
experienced fleetingly and are defined and redefined as frequently as each subject moves through 
them. And so, it is not just the space (the place of non-place) in itself that produces a claustrophobic 
effect but the temporal compression specific to the types of spaces showcased. Benzina pushes 
against the freedom in space and movement that constitute the underpinnings of the road movie, to 
emphasize instead that the road, the car, and linear movement do not guarantee a narrative of 
redemption. When the protagonists are female and, furthermore, lesbians, space does not obey the 
same standards; it is not, indeed, “on one’s side.” 
Third, the film’s plot is launched from the gas station and boomerangs back to it to close the 
storyline; the “home” the gas station initially was, no longer carries that same affective gravitas. 
Augé explains that: “Place and non-place are rather like opposite polarities: the first is never 
completely erased, the second never totally completed; they are like palimpsests on which the 
scrambled game of identity and relations is ceaselessly rewritten” (79). In other words, non-places 
emerge as variations and revisions of pre-existing geographies—of places—whose meaning evolves 
over time but do not relinquish its past nuances.  Benzina’s gas station is also skin to a palimpsest: a 
conglomerate of overlapping identities that morph from home/fueling station, to scene of the 
crime, to a danger zone to be escaped, to a restaged scene of the crime, to a completely violated 
dwelling/inoperable post. The course of events turns the gas station from private public place/non-
place, to public private non-place/place.  And if we can consider the gas station a home to 




the gas station grounds with gasoline, turns the gas station’s affective life inside out. With its 
“viscera” spilled, the protected life it enabled for the lesbian couple is no longer protected nor 
viable. It would make sense for a substance like gasoline, both liquid and volatile, both productive 
and destructive, to dramatize transition and impermanence. 
As a non-place undergoing all kinds of metamorphoses, the gas station sets the stage, so to 
speak for Benzina to transmit an unexpected experience of claustrophobia. When Augé argues that 
“In the world of supermodernity people are always, and never, at home” (109), “home” is not only a 
noun indexical of a singular private place but also an adjective synonymous with comfort that 
permanently hangs in the impermanent balance between “always” and “never,” always at risk of no 
longer being a home, never quite distinct from a home. The following subsections discuss the ways 
in which those traversing the gas station are active architects of its identities and how such a 
process disallows for stability, or perhaps, proves that stability was never quite a reality. Certainly, 
with reference to the lesbian community, the gas station alludes to the kind of cyclical persistence 
of being ousted and segregated; the gas station is, perhaps, a distant allegory for lesbian 
separatism—so deeply part of Italian feminist history—and its precarity.  
Mommy Dearest 
Benzina opens with a concatenation of out-of-sequence cut-scenes composed of an aerial 
shot of a body in a white dress lying on its side in a pool of blood, and close-ups of white and red 
stilettos marching through corridors and escalators at the Roman airport. The film presents her in 
pieces like a jigsaw puzzle; the viewer is left to put together long shots defining a curvy, inanimate 
feminine silhouette, with close-ups of isolated body parts like feet, hands, face, thighs. It soon 
becomes clear that the body is Lenni’s mother’s, Giovanna, a well-to-do Florentine woman who 
emblematizes upper-class squandering—in the first place by needlessly taking an airplane from 
Florence to Rome!—and sexist standards of femininity. During her taxi ride to the edge of the 




panorama—concrete bridges, guardrails, and highways—foretelling the gas station’s remoteness 
with a tinge of squalor. Attention to the intact infrastructural landscape foreshadows her future 
burial in a junkyard (I discuss this space later on). The male taxi driver adjusts his rearview mirror 
and gapes at Giovanna crossing and uncrossing her legs in the back seat and lighting up a Virginia 
Slims cigarette.3 
Such a succession of shots dramatizes the process of objectification all too familiar to female 
characters (and to female individuals generally). By the time she arrives at the gas station, 
Giovanna—who Benzina introduces as fragmented feminine elegance—shifts from being the 
objectified to the objectifier.4 She first disturbs the grease-stained paradise by peering through the 
bar’s blinds: a classical voyeuristic intrusion usually reserved for male characters in film. The 
mother’s high-class, high-femme presentation collides with the gas station’s lowliness; Lenni’s 
casual attire; and, most of all, her daughter’s hetero-non-conforming sexuality. Stereotypical, if not 
cliché, Giovanna represents the conservative elite mother whose priority is not her daughter’s 
happiness but rather the image she represents and reflects back to her. As such, Giovanna’s role 
might be the most predictable in the film: by incarnating intolerance she represents a typology of 
villain that is quintessential to LGBTQ cinema. 
Both by the way in which the mother’s body and presence launch the plot and by making 
her first encounter with Lenni a voyeuristic one, Benzina introduces the mother as a cinematic 
motif. In the film, Giovanna (whose name one can only know by reading the book) is not nearly as 
developed a character in the film as she is in the novel—a ghost recounting memories from her 
                                                           
3 Given the history of the Virginia Slims cigarette as the “cigarette for women,” Stambrini is deliberately 
crafting a character who is hyperfeminine. Also notable is the cigarette’s 1968 advertisement slogan: “You’ve 
come a long way, baby.” Feminist theory sheds light on the irony of the ad—meant to celebrate feminist 
strides since 1920s suffrage—and it is even more hermeneutically layered here considering the actual “long 
way” Giovanna has come, both geographically and emotionally, to meet with her daughter. 
 
4 Giovanna’s dual role—objectified and objectifier—seems also to lessen the burden on men who are more 
readily perceived as perpetrators. Such a choice parallels the replacement of one of the men in the literary 
trio with a woman, for which Ross argues. Perhaps the film is exploring the interiorization of sexism generally 




recently lost life—yet her presence remains instrumental to the cinematic adaptation. First, she is 
represented in what feminist cinema scholars in the strain of Laura Mulvey would deem 
scopophilic: she is both bearer of the look and objectified by the camera. For Stambrini’s version, 
then, the mother generates a metacinematic commentary that simultaneously echoes and resists 
the various genres into which Benzina might fit. Her act of spying on her daughter through the 
blinds is a nod to the intrusive gaze elemental to a number of genres including film noir, horror, and 
action in which (usually) a male character gains power, control, and ownership (usually) over 
women’s bodies. Her gaze is persistent throughout the film as her voice-over regularly comments 
on the course of events. But being a woman, Giovanna’s gaze and voice read less like a power stance 
and more like the trope of an irritating, oversimplified antagonist whose development in the film is 
minimal compared to the novel. She is a reminder of surveillance, of that Foucauldian internalized 
voice of authority that follows no matter how far one tries to run.  
LGBTQ cinema heavily relies on all-or-nothing characterizations rather than nuance. Such a 
simplified framework advances projects that have less to do with representing complex queer lives 
and experiences and more to do with representing queer lives in as relatable a way possible for 
heteronormative audiences. As Andrea Jelardi’s research on representations of homosexuality in 
Italian television and cinema reminds us,  
La produzione cinematografica omosessuale italiana quindi, a partire dagli anni Settanta, si divide 
in due distinti filoni: il primo, di grande presa sul pubblico, comprende pellicole leggere che 
affrontano le tematiche gay in chiave comica e parodistica, mentre il secondo, decisamente più 
elitario, analizza l’omosessualità in maniera introspettiva ed ha generalmente toni foschi e 
malinconici.5 (49) 
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Continuing well into the 1990s, Italian cinema, Jelardi continues,  “finisce inevitabilmente 
per porre ancora, sia pure in maniera leggera e godibile, l’omosessualità come problema da 
affrontare e discutere, anziché come schema di vita libero da pregiudizi, consolidato e sereno” 
(91).6 Metacinematically, the conflict between Lenni and Giovanna terminated by Stella—who 
screams, “adesso basta!”(enough, already!)—might be dramatizing Stambrini’s own struggle 
(“adesso basta!”) as a director with the limitations of genre and of funding. To make this film, she 
must negotiate between how a lesbian story is typically represented versus her desire to tell it 
differently. Assassinating the conservative mother in Benzina, then, reads like an act of murder 
against the cinematic conservatism that maintains LGBTQ cinema as either a “coming out spectacle” 
whose underlying political objective is to earn a heteronormative audience’s sympathy, or as a 
tragedy confirming the irreconcilable problematics of being queer and never fitting in. Stella is not 
just a savior figure killing—however accidentally—a bigot, but a potential stand-in for Stambrini 
who is symbolically eliminating the anticipated antagonistic figure that constitutes half of a quite 
prosaic cinematic dichotomy. But while the novel earns the status of revenge fantasy—in which the 
mother dies by the hand of a wrench-wielding Stella—the film’s accidental matricide infers 
Stambrini’s hesitance in ejecting familiar genre tropes or abandoning genre altogether. In other 
words, she kills the mother, but also apologizes for it. 
Such persistent cinematic commentary, with allusions to tropes, genres, and character 
archetypes, denotes a concern with the ethics of representing non-heteronormative characters. The 
mother-figure operates as a referent to the fraught relationship between cinema and its 
representation of women, as it does to the staleness of a predictable LGBTQ genre. “Killing the 
mother,” seems apt for a twenty-first century project aiming to turn the page, to let go of familiar 
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modes of cinematic storytelling. And yet, just as Stambrini’s Benzina communicates a desire for 
change, it also reveals that we might not be entirely ready to let go.7 
Events with the mother quickly bring change to the affect and dynamics of the gas station. 
Benzina’s diegesis is all about the couple hiding the body, about burying the figure that embodies 
every reason why they live apart from a prejudiced world. Giovanna’s death turns the women’s nest 
into a crime scene that needs to be cleaned and fled. But as their efforts to bury the mother fail, the 
couple circles back to the gas station to set the body back where it first fell. Thus, the mother 
prompts both flight and return to the gas station. Although the body’s position is virtually 
recreated, by the end of the film, the gas station is too corrupted, too altered to simply start over 
from ground zero. Like an Augean palimpsest, the stereotypically masculine space of the gas station 
was first re-written as a lesbian female-owned and operated non-place, written over again as a 
danger zone from which to get away, written over again as a magnet for trouble, and once again as 
non-place whose irredeemable first draft must be destroyed. On a larger scale, Benzina itself might 
be attempting to resist queer cinematic conventions, but still circling back to them. 
The Trio: Queering Heterosexuality 
Just as triangularity inaugurated problematic dynamics between the sisters and a john in 
Aprimi il cuore, Benzina also paints a negative picture of trios. Most of Benzina’s characters, in fact, 
engage in various triangular relationship formations: Lenni-Stella-Clio (the dog); Lenni-Stella-
mamma; Lenni-Stella-Gabriele (the priest); and finally, the trio of troublemakers, Sandro-Filippo-
Pippi, a triad of reckless youngsters. Sandro and Filippo are two young Italian men who find 
enjoyment in bullying women and looting, while Pippi is the quiet female sidekick obsessively video 
recording her friends’ latest destructive projects. Having killed the mother—the film’s first 
antagonist—and making no attempt to revive her nor call for medical assistance, Lenni and Stella 
                                                           




do not quite fit the heroic protagonist types. But once the trio enters the narrative, their senseless 
acts of verbal and physical violence make them so easily detestable that they quickly take on the 
role of the villains and perpetrators and distract us from the ethically questionable way in which 
the couple handles the accidental matricide.  
Stambrini’s male-female-male combination deviates from Stancanelli’s all-male triad. 
Charlotte Ross argues that “The inclusion of a woman in the trio of troublemakers breaks down the 
dialectic of attacking males versus victimized females which might be detected in the novel, thus 
disabling potential accusations of ‘male bashing’ through pejorative characterization” (246). 
Although swapping a male for a female character in the film might suggest, as Ross contends, that 
Stambrini was intent on softening the story’s potentially androphobic bent—already something to 
be avoided in lesbian narratives as they might reaffirm the attributed “man-hating” stereotype—
having two men instead of three in no way reduces their hostile and violent behavior. And Pippi’s 
role, in fact, plays a significant part in upholding her friends’ aggression. Out of the three, Pippi is 
most enigmatic: simultaneously passive and empowered, indifferent yet also intrigued. While 
Sandro and Filippo are more transparent references to male immaturity and insolence, 
convincingly performing toxic masculinity, the layers to Pippi’s role unfold over the course of the 
film where she reveals to be as much an allegory for the women who witness violence against other 
women and choose not to intervene, as she is of the camera-wielding cinema director.  
Camcorder Culture 
As a woman with a camera, Pippi’s recording is in conversation with Stambrini’s. While 
Sandro and Filippo behave like insatiably violent puerile punks, Pippi is mostly a quiet observer 
who experiences the world through her camcorder. Embodying archetypical femininity not only in 
her appearance but also in her demeanor, she seldom speaks and obeys most of the men’s 
commands, bringing to mind the values of femininity encouraged by the Berlusconi-owned 




their bodies to please (cis-heterosexual male) viewers. Pippi’s compliance with a sexist and 
heteronormative image and demeanor aligns with Giovanna’s character: both are the “outsiders” of 
their respective trios, where the male duo in one and the lesbian couple in the other constitute a 
more cohesive and active pair. Wielding the camera, however, makes Pippi much more than a 
vacuous sex object—the device gives her agency. Although holding a camcorder might appear to 
connote passivity in the context of the film, both her act of filming and her unquestioning 
acquiescence to her friends’ misogynist aggressions make her equally, if differently, culpable. Much 
like Stambrini, Pippi is accountable for both capturing the violent spectacle and enabling it. 
Pippi’s role as an “eye” in Benzina is made immediately transparent.8 Benzina’s audience is 
first introduced to the trio via scenes shot through her camera lens, as she video-documents from 
the back seat of the car while Sandro and Filippo take turns driving dangerously. Preparing us for 
more of these viewpoints ahead, shots from Pippi’s camcorder are low-grade quality, jumpy, 
imprecise, lacking the narrative and aesthetic density of a home-video. Stambrini’s metacinematic 
ploy here comments both on the ethics of cinema as a storytelling device and on the director’s own 
ambivalence in directing yet another lesbian tragedy. Because Pippi’s authorial role is synchronous 
with her role as a passive observer, she reminds us that holding a camera is not enough to upturn 
the engrained cinematic laws of male voyeurism nor does it denote advancement in female creative 
(and other) agency. Twenty-first century women might have a greater chance to tell stories, but 
whose stories and which narratives they tell are neither necessarily about women nor are they 
necessarily redemptive feminist plots. This is not to say that female artists and authors have a duty 
to represent their own or other female-centered narratives, but it does call attention to the kind of 
misogynist conditioning that might influence a female director’s creative perspectives and 
intentions.  
                                                           




While the two men exploit their physicality to intimidate Stella, Pippi contributes to 
Stambrini’s claustrophobia-inducing project via her camcorder. From the back seat of the vehicle, 
she leans outside the window and films a silently angry and resentful Stella pumping gas for the 
belligerent group. Getting Stella’s attention with a meek “Ehi!” Pippi turns the camcorder’s side-
screen, as if to say “smile you’re on camera,” and shows Stella the live digitized reproduction of 
herself. Stella is here “captured” on screen, mirrored back to herself within the confines of the 
recording device. Such a small gesture, in fact, makes bold metacinematic statements: it calls 
attention to cinema as a tool of confinement limited not only by the dimensions of the screen but 
also by the range of affects established by cinematic genre; it reflects the realities of cinema as an 
art whose third person camera use is losing credibility and appeal with the rise of home-video. 
Elaborating on this latter point, film historian Jon Dovey explains that the decade between 
1995-2005 is known as “camcorder culture,” due to the rise in the use of personal camcorders in 
the US and Europe which satiated the desire for subjective, first person, embodied narrative and 
“viscerally indexical representations” (Freakshow 64). Dovey expounds on what he calls “the 
grammar of this vernacular,” as one made of “affect, intimacy, desire and display” (“This Great 
Mapping” 367). Shifting from cinema’s third person to first person—an “‘us-ness’ rather than 
otherness,’” as Dovey describes—is the foundation of the camcorder’s appeal. And the camera itself 
is not outside of but rather integral to the filmic project, pushing directly against cinema’s 
structured orchestration. “The camera,” he says, “is inside the action, part of the flow, both 
provoking events and recording them” (Freakshow 65). In many ways, then, the camcorder offers 
an opportunity to capture, recreate, and replay the experience of the domestic and the private, to 
give it the density of cinematic representations that are made for a larger public.  
Dovey references the documentary—the genre to most persistently claim allegiance to 
reality—which “has traditionally operated by ‘othering’ and exoticising its subjects, in a cycle of 




filming of Stella as a gesture reproducing the contrasting affective charges of video documenting 
that Dovey observes. It is Pippi’s moment of Look at that! That is you, not me! Most poignantly, the 
moment in which Pippi flips the side screen makes Stella aware of her own staging and thus, on a 
larger theoretical level, debunks documentary cinema’s claim to representing the real: filmmaking 
is always a subjective project. Pippi’s gesture collapses the process of her private recording and its 
consumption, thus private filmmaking and public viewing temporally overlap and share space in 
Stambrini’s film. Much like the paintings in Aprimi il cuore blurred the boundaries between diegetic 
and extra-diegetic—between public and private—Benzina’s camcorder similarly makes these two 
realms indistinguishable. Thus, the tenets of spatiality that we live—that public and private are 
ontologically distinct—are further from fixed than we might think. 
Lesbians: Like Gasoline, Indiscernible, Volatile 
“Public” and “private” do not describe space ontologically but rather illustrate gendered 
experiences of space. In addition to reflecting back a reality of gender dynamics, through this and 
other scenes, Benzina reveals the co-existence of alternate gendered and sexual realities already 
present in any given place. When the trio arrives at the gas station to fill up their tank, they refuse 
to acknowledge Stella’s insistence that the gas station is closed for the evening. In an exchange that 
would never have occurred had Stella been a male gas station owner, Sandro derides her and 
invades her personal space for his own amusement, establishing the trio’s senseless destructive 
temperament. Close-up shots of Sandro inches away from Stella’s stoic face recreates a scene with 
which too many women might be acquainted. Such a moment exemplifies a recurring state for 
many women accustomed to the anxiety of having to justify their own existence, put in a persistent 
state of apologia as female-bodied people, especially those whose occupations and non-conforming 
disposition might challenge male authority. Might the men’s hostility be a response to the 




According to feminist theorist Gill Valentine, spaces not only reflect dominant gender 
dynamics but also sexual ones. She argues that assessing cultural dichotomies like private and 
public, for example, is premised on the false neutrality amongst sexualities. With heterosexuality 
dominating cultural discourse, the harassment that Stella and Lenni face from the men is thus 
doubly menacing. Patriarchal and heterosexist values shape the assumptions invested within 
certain spaces and also organize spaces, especially places of employment, to “reflect and reproduce 
asymmetrical sociosexual relations” (“(Hetero)sexing Space” 295). “Patriarchy,” Valentine claims, 
“also perpetuates the invisibility of lesbians in everyday spaces and pushes the expression of 
lesbian identities into gay-identified or self-created spaces” (297). Benzina’s gas station is that self-
created space as it is both functionally a workplace and personally a home. But it is not 
reconfigured as a lesbian-specific locale (as a lesbian-only bar might be, for example). It remains the 
transitional, transactional, Augean non-space that it already is, only owned and operated by a same-
sex female couple. The film suggests, then, that spaces need not necessarily reflect gender and 
sexual specificity architecturally to have or claim such specificity, but rather that a lesbian (or 
other) presence on any given premise is always already altering the affective meanings culturally 
associated with any space.  
Much like the gas station does not present itself as a lesbian-specific space—at least not 
recognizably so—the women’s sexual identity in Benzina does not bear the masculine-of-center 
appearances and demeanor that might otherwise make them legibly lesbian. Critics like Charlotte 
Ross who have compared Benzina the novel to its cinematic adaptation, note the marked difference 
between the text’s physical descriptions of Stella and Lenni and their cinematic counterparts. 
“Stambrini’s film,” Ross observes, “presents two women who arguably hold physical appeal for a 
more mainstream audience” (246). While the novel characterizes Lenni as being slightly 
overweight and inheritor of body image issues, and Stella is described as a butch with green hair, 




and, most importantly, slim blond whose thick glasses and awkward demeanor barely conceal her 
conventionally attractive figure. Sansa’s Stella is a dark-haired, olive-skinned tomboy who wears 
logo-bearing t-shirts, tight shorts with a tool belt, and combat boots and flaunts an assertive 
physical and emotional structure that only slightly distracts from her feminine features. While this 
aesthetic deviation is problematic—an attempt at “normalizing” lesbians by emphasizing that they 
look just like us9 as Ross points out—Stambrini’s film avoids stereotyping lesbians as butch and 
“mannish” and thus diffuses “the stigma of marginalized identity and show[s] it to be already 
located within recognized social typologies” (247).10 
Barbara Creed’s study of lesbian physical representations in “Lesbian Bodies: Tribades, 
Tomboys and Tarts” identifies three major stereotypes of the lesbian body: “the lesbian body as 
active and masculinized; the animalistic lesbian body; the narcissistic lesbian body” (112), each of 
which threaten or challenge the heteropatriarchal establishment in their own way. Creed’s work 
specifically discusses the predicament of the “femme lesbian”—a cis-gender, feminine-presenting 
woman—a figure often ignored within cultural discourse. Creed states: “In one sense, the femme 
lesbian is potentially as threatening—although not as immediately confronting—as the stereotyped 
butch because she signifies the possibility that all women are potential lesbians” (122). The femme 
lesbian is endowed with a kind of subversive power that, unlike the butch, threatens the ubiquity 
that feminine-presenting heterosexual women might be presumed to have. In this vein, Benzina 
radically destabilizes the neutrality of heterosexuality and dis-locates physical appearance from 
affective and sexual orientation. Space and sexuality—the gas station and lesbianism—mirror one 
another beyond their surface as marginal(ized) entities, as formulations of intrinsic hybridity.  
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10 While a majority of films stereotype lesbians as dangerous vamps like Ingrid (Giovanna Galletti) in Roma 
città aperta (Roberto Rossellini 1945), as laughable “dykes” like in the film Il ciclone (Leonardo Pieraccioni 
1995), or as butch/femme pairs that reify gender roles like in Viola di Mare (Donatella Maiorca 2009), 
Stambrini’s women are physically inconspicuous, paradoxically conforming to the ways in which many young 




One of the hallmarks of LGBT cinema is its underlying negativity: the onerous coming-out 
narrative, the endurance of homophobia, the impossible romances, and the deaths or suicides of 
one or more homosexual/gender non-conforming characters make homosexuality into an 
unappealing set of burdens. While Benzina breaks with many of these tropes, especially via Lenni 
and Stella’s unproblematically loving relationship (that is, neither of the two experiences a sexual 
identity crisis), it still centers on the ways in which lesbians are tirelessly faced with toxic and 
oppressive forces. The couple must still run and hide; such are Benzina’s ties to the taxonomy of 
LGBT cinema.  
The Junkyard: Queering Temporality 
As a heteronormative presence, it makes sense that the mother would end up buried in a 
cemetery of obsolescence like a junkyard. There is no room for her in the couple’s queer utopia. 
After keying the trio’s car—a slight unbeknownst to the boys who speed away after getting gas—
Stella and Lenni carry the mother’s body to the trunk of their car and drive to a nearby junkyard to 
dispose of it. At the margins of the city, this non-human graveyard is a mountainous maze of 
indeterminate car parts, metal, plastic, and other scrapped materials. Lenni camouflages the body 
amidst the rubbish with respectful and ceremonious delicateness; she “dresses” her mother’s 
corpse with found materials, caresses her cheek, stares into her yet-open eyes, which Stella gently 
palms shut.11 The couple dashes off at the sound of cars arriving and mistakenly leave their dog Clio 
behind.  
Juxtaposed with the gas station, a vehicle’s place of reconstruction, repair, and replenishing 
(like a hospital or a market), the junkyard is its opposite: it houses the irredeemably broken, the 
abandoned. In a sense, it is via this juxtaposition that the gas station becomes even more 
                                                           





convincingly a domestic utopia, a place of healing and relative peace.12 Much like the gas station, the 
junkyard is another space to which the outlaw couple returns. Where the first stop at the junkyard 
is to drop off the body, the couple’s second visit is to pick it back up in fear it might be found and 
traced back to them; they also retrieve their dog. And we are back to square one: back in the car 
with the body in the trunk and the dog in the back and all the same troubles over their shoulders. 
Since none of these plot points concretely adds to the narrative, the junkyard seems to be a rather 
pointless destination; so why include and circle back to this cemetery of forgotten debris? As one 
more non-place, I contend that the junkyard keeps Benzina’s spatial tensions taut. Specifically, as a 
space of accumulated fragments from once operating vehicles, each with their own histories of 
movement through space, now dismembered and static, a junkyard invites us to consider 
temporality. 
Much like the gas station and the junkyard, the public restroom is another place (or type of 
place) to which the women return. In so doing, Benzina draws a pattern of “befores” and “afters.” 
Rather than considering each place in relation to another, the couple’s spatial yo-yoing places 
emphasis on two distinct temporal experiences of the same place. The film mobilizes a tug of war 
between the gas station past and the gas station present, the junkyard past and the junkyard 
present. This road movie’s anxiety is not generated by the fear of getting caught but is rather the 
result of a tension between coexisting temporalities in space. It is part of Benzina’s design as a 
claustrophobia-inducing road movie.  
New Queer Cinema? 
In New Queer Cinema, B. Ruby Rich reflects on the development of queer cinema since the 
1970s, lamenting the ease with which queer audiences are gratified by mediocrity. While they are 
outraged by the predictability of queer scripts that rely on stereotypes like the death of the lesbian 
                                                           




and the “fag hag,” they are all too content with uninspiring film and video that merely mimic pre-
existing mainstream cinematic formulas. As a queer person and a scholar, Rich complains: “Not so 
long ago, the major problem was invisibility and its consequence: a sad vacuum of the imagination 
and the marketplace both. But I’m not sure I like this current moment, when we have the 
marketplace without the imagination” (40). Her work ultimately lays blame on the capitalist 
stranglehold on cinema dictating the parameters of appeal and regurgitating formulas that secure 
sales. Queer stories have become far more pervasive in film and television since 2000, but these are 
stories of a palatable, uncomplicated LGBTQ (and not queer) cinema. 
Rich, like many others, is nostalgic for radical, independent, cutting-edge, risk-taking queer 
cinema that truly experimented with genre like Go Fish (Rose Troche 1994), The Watermelon 
Woman (Cheryl Dunye 1996), Happy Together (Wong Kar-Wai 1997), and High Art (Lisa 
Cholodenko 1998). But she also acknowledges the fine line between homage and restriction: 
“Today queer film and video still bear a birthright linked to the umbilical cord of post-Stonewall 
gestation. There’s a generation of elders that expects film and video to toe an eternally prescribed 
line of righteousness and legitimacy, while ever new and needy generations recycle the old and add 
their own requirements” (41). Older queers latch onto the right of representation while the new 
extend these entitlements and shape them to their contextually-specific needs. Although such an 
evolution seems organic and not unique to queer cinema, the stakes are much higher when cinema 
has contributed to (and continues to contribute to) a community’s stigmatization, segregation, 
demonization, and erasure. Tracing the development of New Queer Cinema (NQC), Rich explains: 
“first it expanded into something, then nothing, and then everything—a relatively rapid 
transformation from the fringe to the center at the level of subjects and themes” (262). In other 
words, there is a community-specific level of responsibility to queer cinema. If negative 
representation was what queers had to tolerate in the past, Rich is asking why today we must settle 




insulting, narratives. Rather than queer film assimilating into mainstream cinema, Rich wishes for a 
more critical, more challenging alternative to the market-driven cinema that for so long has 
represented distortions of queer lives. 
Although contextually tied to the history and experience of American queer cinema, Rich’s 
analysis sheds light on tensions I notice in Benzina. Much like Rich, I too, am “happy to have more 
rights, but oh how I miss the outlawry of the old days,” because “[a]s decisively as the outlaw 
seemed to disappear from LGBT culture, so too did the radical import of NQC disappear from the 
films that it had made possible” (262). Using the language of the road movie, that fading “outlawry” 
to which Rich refers, that radical experimental edge describes the plight of Benzina’s lesbian 
protagonists. Benzina’s metacinematic innuendos, then, suggest that the women’s chosen, isolated, 
happily independent lifestyle as gas station owners has an expiration date. Read allegorically in line 
with Rich’s points, the women (queers) will be put in an unwanted position of responsibility for 
killing the mother (mainstream cinematic presentations) and risk having to continue hiding in 
those non-places that are short-lived (niche cinemas). They will also be confronted with and chased 
down by formulas of outlawry that have also been mainstreamed (the trio), and make do with being 
fetishized (the camcorder). 
There is no correct answer. Benzina is not as much a “how to” manual as it is a portrayal of 
the kinds of negotiations that queer cinema—abroad as much as at home—must make in order to 
both maintain a presence and move forward. And so, the road movie—a failed, claustrophobic, 
immobile version—is the genre of choice to stage this kind of tension. Unlike the spaces I have 
discussed and will be discussing later, the car is the one mobile room to which Benzina returns with 
more frequency. It is, literally, the vehicle—a moving space unto itself—connecting other spaces. It 





(Un)easy Riders: Queering the Highway, Queering the Road Movie 
Without a car, there is no road movie. And, as several film critics would argue, without the 
American highway, there is no road movie. With a progenitor like Easy Rider (Dennis Hopper 1969), 
the road movie has become synonymous with the geographic vastness of the American freeway. 
The road movie exists at the nodal point between the literary journey narrative (The Odyssey), the 
gangster film (Gun Crazy), and the fugitive outlaw couples (Bonnie and Clyde, Badlands, Natural 
Born Killers), and generally, the road is not a mere transitional space—from point A to point B—but 
rather the real protagonist of the film. Critics define the road movie as “a Hollywood genre that 
catches peculiarly American dreams, tensions, and anxieties, even when imported by the motion 
picture industries of other nations” (Cohan and Hark The Road Movie Book 2) and claim that “Road 
movies emerged from America, where notions of the open road and travel form part of a potent 
cultural myth far more powerful than in Europe, where all possible routes were mapped long 
before their nation states consolidated” (Sargeant and Watson Lost Highways 18). America’s 
westward expansion and the edification of a national identity forever echo in the cinematic travel 
narrative.13  
But like most genres, the signature qualities of the American road movie have been 
borrowed by cinematic traditions worldwide, where variations on the use of the car and the road 
play a role in revealing cultural peculiarities. In her studies of European and Italian cinema, Laura 
Rascaroli claims that “the main similarity between European and American travel films is that the 
directors on both continents use the motif of the journey as a vehicle for investigating metaphysical 
questions of the meaning and purpose of life” (73). Rascaroli’s observation is certainly reflected in 
Italian cinematic productions like Ossessione (Luchino Visconti 1943), Viaggio in Italia (Roberto 
Rossellini 1954), La Strada (Federico Fellini 1954), L’Avventura (Michelangelo Antonioni 1960). 
Although each of these films are not (always) formally recognized as “road movies,” they unfold on 
                                                           




the road and their narratives center on travel, either reflecting or articulating the coeval Italian 
national imaginary. These examples, of course, predate Benzina by decades, as far back as Italy’s 
post-war period in which cinema was an efficacious apparatus for metabolizing the country’s fast-
developing infrastructural modernization. As cars became further standardized in filmmaking 
practices, their presence (and that of roads) in cinema became more frequent and less conspicuous 
emblems of social commentary. Regardless of the time period, Italian productions taking place on 
the road in the twentieth century conserve the American genre’s ontological framework of the 
journey as a forward-moving trajectory, expressed spatially in movement, away from threat, 
stagnation, or regression, mirroring the protagonist’s progressive unshackling (see Figure 11). 
 
Figure 11. Desolate Roman ring road on the night of Ferragosto (celebrated on 15 August), the 
summer holiday that empties out major urban areas as people head to the coasts. Screenshot 
provided by A. Palanti. 
The Feminist Road Movie  
At the dawn of the new millennium, Benzina is not unprecedented in its allegiance to the 
road movie genre as it is in casting female, and queer, protagonists in a road film. Appropriately, 
literary critics and reviewers of the film almost unanimously cite Thelma and Louise as its main 




male-centered action narratives by giving space to female protagonists, female friendship, female-
driven action, and openly critiquing gender archetypes. In 1991, Ridley Scott’s film gave two 
women a car and open roads and legitimated their mockery of machismo. Ten years later in Italy, 
Lenni and Stella follow their cinematic predecessors’ footsteps—or rather, tire treads—in their 
own feminist critique of gender and sexual stereotypes specific to the Italian context. In each case, 
the car is both literally and metaphorically the vehicle that galvanizes a journey. While Thelma and 
Louise elect to take a trip cross country, their travels turn into a flight from danger and trouble with 
the law after their unfortunate encounters with men. In Benzina, however, Lenni and Stella decide 
to get into the car and flee their “home”—a space deliberately remote from disapproving family and 
social stigma—because of an accidental murder. Despite the films’ similarities in the snowballing of 
incidents that deepens the level of danger, the difference in motivation alters the interpretive 
underpinnings of the car. 
Natalie Fullwood explores the relationship between gender and space in Italian cinema with 
specific attention to comedy, and argues that “In its mobility, the car could be conceptualized in 
opposition to domestic space” (156). Drawing on Jean Baudrillard and Roland Barthes for whom 
the car is “a home that moves,” Fullwood describes it is a semi-private space that also travels 
through and occupies space and is associated with urban mobility as it is with a kind of intimacy 
(130). However, in Benzina the car seems to be an extension of the couple’s home, an inversion of 
the stationary gas station—a stable point of transit where strangers come and go—from within 
which they carve their way through an unmoving landscape. Fullwood also examines the gender-
specific stakes of mobility: “If cars become associated with social mobility, they also become 
associated with sexual mobility, and tension arises when this mobility is accessed and enjoyed by 
women” (132). Travel and agency are hermeneutically entwined, and Benzina reaffirms—as does 
Thelma and Louise—the existence of an underlying risk and potentially lethal consequence that 




not fleeing from the police as would be expected of a crime-driven plot (the authorities have a 
minimal part at the end of the film). Rather, they are fleeing from a pestilent, homophobic, 
dangerous trio that is impeding them from covering their tracks. 
While Thelma and Louise presents a much more congruent analogy to Benzina, most 
obviously in the ways that gender motivates each film, it also shares an ancestry with the ur-Italian 
road movie, Ossessione. The 1942 film’s murder plot, homoerotic gaze, representations of socio-
economic class, and the setting choice at an isolated road house all find an echo in the gynocentric 
millennial film. And in several ways, both films straddle historical turning-points socially and 
cinematically. In 1942, Italy was just a year shy of the armistice where it would become a battle-
ground for opposing political and military forces, and thus, on the brink of facing a radical identity 
crisis where fascist values would exist in tension with a new order. Contextualizing the film within 
its political backdrop, Johnathan Mullins asserts that,  
Visconti’s Ossessione provided a vision of transgression so scandalous that its run in cinemas 
throughout Italy was cut short. Grappling with clerico-conservative mores regarding sexuality and 
the regime’s nation building that privileged reproductivity and the primacy of the family, the film 
portrays a nascent sense of desire—perhaps best understood as a desire to be elsewhere, to be 
something other than a model Italian—that could be said to characterize cultural life during this 
pivotal year. (“Desiring Desire” 33) 
The threat to ideals of virility that Ossessione posed to social standards at the time—the real anxiety 
underlying the fascist heterosexual reproductive agenda—doubles in a film like Benzina, where 
men are marginal antagonistic characters and lesbian women (women who by definition do not 
sexually desire men) are at the center. In radically different ways, 2001, when Benzina was released 
in Italy, was also a year of high political tensions in Italy that found its apex, perhaps, in the G8 
summit in Genova, when the city became the stage for a divisive clash between the anti-




Where the homoerotic content and the non-reproductive sexuality in Ossessione become an 
expression of anti-fascist ideology, in 2001, the lesbian romance is an even more overt anti-
conservative statement that, in fact, turns the tables and makes a mockery of heterosexist values. In 
both films the unlikable antagonists are murdered (Bragana and Lenni’s mother), yet what they 
represent—greed and heteronormative gender roles—ultimately outlasts the protagonists. If at 
these political moments characters like Osessione’s Gino, the Spaniard, even Giovanna 
(coincidentally homonymous with Lenni’s mother, Giovanna), Lenni, and Stella represent 
exaggerated versions of transgressive identities that signal the coming changes, their deaths also 
showcases the short lifespan that comes with embodying such transgressions. This is why I find 
Benzina’s final moment of reprisal to be so valuable: a passionate kiss between the two women 
resists those narratives that frame alterity as being inescapably lethal.14  
Ossessione’s position as first in the series of the Italian neorealist wave, continues to occupy 
(almost compulsively) the center of neorealist cinema scholars’ debates. Benzina, which does not 
enjoy similarly heated taxonomical debates, is discussed as one of Italy’s first films centered on a 
lesbian relationship (as opposed to, for instance, minor lesbian narratives in films like Roma città 
aperta or Il conformista). The connection between Ossessione and Benzina that most fascinates me is 
in their deployment of sexuality as a gauge to read the political and social tensions of the contexts 
out of which each emerge. It is through representations of alternative sexual desires—rather than 
overtly naming fascism or conservatism—that the films express a resistance to their respective 
status quos. Although the secular political contexts may differ, the Catholic undercurrent to both 
films reveals itself as the colonna portante (the pillar) of heteronormativity.  
  
                                                           
14 To be fair, however, in both films, protagonists and antagonists are equalized by death. I wonder whether 
these films presage an ideological and, in many ways also social, transformation later in the century where 
post-queer identity categories will have imploded, giving way to a new world order in which sex and gender-





The political events in Rome during the summer of 2000, I argue, are even more explicitly 
interwoven into Benzina’s plot. Prolonging the burden of the mother’s in-dispensable body is a run-
in with a priest, another moment in the film to underscore the sexuality-specific obstacles afflicting 
this road movie duo. On the eve of Ferragosto, en route to finding a site to inter the deceased 
mother—whose body in the trunk is now literal “baggage”—Lenni and Stella drive on a lamp-lit 
solitary highway. Turning to kiss Lenni, Stella swerves into a priest riding his motorbike, leaving 
him uninjured but rendering the motorcycle inoperable. Yet another accident interrupts the 
women’s momentary serenity and further delays their “errand.” The priest takes a spot in the back 
seat of the car and introduces himself as Gabriele (Luigi Maria Burruano).15 Stella attempts to 
remove him from the car but, successfully victimizing himself (“Non l’ho fatto io l’incidente”; “The 
accident wasn’t my fault”), the cleric claims his spot and the women acquiesce. Given that Benzina’s 
release shortly followed Rome’s World Pride event in moral collision with the coincident Christian 
Jubilee, I argue that this scene alludes to and even dramatizes the tensions experienced in Rome 
during the summer of 2000, which I will contextualize hereafter. 
 As I briefly mentioned in my Introduction, the summer of 2000 marked a turning point for 
Italy’s LGBTQ community when Rome hosted the World Gay Pride. That same summer, the Italian 
capital was preparing for the Christian Jubilee, a tradition dating back to 1300 involving a 
pilgrimage to a sacred site in Rome and recurring every quarter or half century. The Jubilee’s 
collision with World Pride sent the Vatican and several Italian government representatives into a 
frenzy and on an anti-Pride campaign. Upon his return from a visit with the inmates of the Roman 
prison of Regina Coeli, Pope John Paul II delivered sanctimonious pronouncements in honor of 
those behind bars and invited his followers to perform acts of clemency in honor of the detainees. 
                                                           
15 A clear allusion to the Angel Gabriel, bearer of news. The Angel Gabriel is also featured in Aprimi il cuore’s 




In the same pronouncement, he also expressed his profound disappointment with the concurrence 
of World Pride and the Christian pilgrimage: “A nome della Chiesa di Roma non posso non 
esprimere amarezza per l’affronto recato al grande Giubileo dell’anno 2000 e per l’offesa recata ai 
valori cristiani di una città che è tanto cara al cuore di tutti i cattolici del mondo” (La Repubblica, 9 
July 2000). 16 Of course, the Pope seized the opportunity to underscore the offense that 
homosexuality begets to Christian values—as if World Pride were a violent raid on the Church; as if 
no one at the parade could possibly be Catholic.  
The Church’s intent in the negotiation was to spare its pilgrims the sights and sounds of 
queer paraders. Their logic was that World Pride participants may have the legal right to exist but 
only under the conditions that they do not appear to exist publicly. Conservative periodical Libero’s 
online archives chronicle the conversations surrounding the concurrence of the two celebrations 
just prior to their unfolding. Vatican and right-wing representatives outlined detailed territorial 
negotiations to ensure the two events would not encroach on one another, to which Pride 
representatives had to agree: 
[L]e due possibilità di percorso per il corteo…rappresentano la soluzione migliore, perché sono 
nell’area indicata dagli organizzatori, a ridosso del centro della città ma in una zona ben delimitata, 
in modo che ci sia una zona franca e i partecipanti non vengano a contatto con dei promotori di 
manifestazioni di segno antagonista e nello stesso tempo sia garantito a tutti il diritto costituzionale 
della libertà di manifestare.17 (Libero) 
                                                           
16 “On behalf of the Church of Rome, I cannot but express bitterness at the affront to the great Jubilee of the 
year 2000 and for the offense against Christian values in a city that is so dear to the hearts of all the Catholics 
of the world” (My translation). 
 
17 “The two possible routes for the parade present the best solution because they fall within the area 
indicated by the organizers: close to the city center but in a well-defined area. There is also a neutral zone to 
prevent participants from coming into contact with antagonistic forces. All such measures respect the 





The strategic partitioning of the urban landscape speaks to the high moral stakes of 
spatiality. From the conservative governmental end, World Pride’s coincidence with the Jubilee is 
so self-evidently indecorous that little need be said to justify its inappropriateness. But the Eternal 
City’s Catholicism was partly an alibi for the political right-wing to assert an ideological despotism 
via territoriality. On the secular front, the newly elected president of the Regione Lazio, Francesco 
Storace was the first to speak out against the concurrence of the events and to request World 
Pride’s deferment, “perché non si creino insopportabili interferenze con le manifestazioni del 
Giubileo” (emphasis mine; La Repubblica, 19 May 2000).18 Harmonizing with Storace, The Alleanza 
Nazionale’s Giuliano Amato shared a staunch opposition to World Pride; however, as the right to 
publicly demonstrate is democratically protected by the constitution, he admitted that no feasible 
legal measures could allow them to impede demonstrators from peacefully marching.  
Repudiating Amato’s intolerance, crowds in favor of the parade turned out to protest on 10 
June of the same year—a month prior to the events—to protect the right to free speech and 
assembly. Regardless, Amato insisted on ensuring its marginalization: “Il World Gay Pride può 
essere limitato, circostanziato, isolato in un luogo definito dal resto della città, va seguito nel corso 
del suo svolgimento con interventi mirati a impedire delitti” (emphasis mine; La Repubblica 24 May 
2000)19. According to Amato, World Pride’s apparently inherent crime-rousing threat justifies close 
surveillance, confinement and segregation. Diplomatically acquiescing to Amato’s and his followers’ 
anxieties, National President of the gay collective, Arcigay, Franco Grillini, ensured the parade’s 
disconnection from the Jubilee’s prescribed areas (see Figure 12). Left-wing representatives could 
do no more than protect the LGBTQ community’s democratic right to demonstrate and thus 
proceeded the bargaining of the Roman landscape (see Figure 13). And so, the enforcement of rigid 
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19 “World Gay Pride can be limited and circumscribed in an isolated area away from the rest of the city. It 





boundaries became the most sensible means by which to manage the undesired ceremonial 
synchrony, or rather, the undesired visibility of the city’s overtly hetero-non-conforming presence 
and allied support. Albeit the most politically sound option at the time, spatial segregation is 
nevertheless a measure that perpetuates the already normalized subdivision of public space 













Figure 13. Itinerary for World Gay Pride in Rome, 2000. 




A Mobile Confession Booth 
As the ecclesiastical figure is not included in Stancanelli’s novel, Stambrini’s religious 
supplement reads as an allegorical re-enactment of the conflicts between the coinciding World 
Pride and Christian Jubilee demonstrations in Rome. The scene almost parodies the makeshift 
politically-erected urban separations in the prevention (and anticipation) of conflict; it critiques its 
feasibility. The desolate wide highway roads further heighten the scene’s sense of irony, and a 
question like “Ma proprio ‘sta strada dovevi fare stasera?”20 calls further attention to the mise-en-
scène: even on ferragosto, the slowest evening on the Italian calendar, the couple manage to cause a 
road accident! No matter the abundance of space, of a seemingly endless roads that wind together 
like a shoe-laced concrete Mobius strip, the couple is encumbered, interrupted, gridlocked into a 
narrative of mobile immobility. The queers, indeed, collide with the Church. 
Forcing his way into the women’s car, the priest’s invasive gesture echoes the clerical stance 
during the events in the summer of 2000: in defense of the queer urban invasion, they anticipate 
potential incursion with incursion.21 And the women share their semi-private space, albeit 
resentfully. In the car, the cleric’s façades melt away. In a simultaneous act of heresy, Lenni lights up 
a marijuana joint while Gabriele takes a swig from his flask and announces himself as “un prete 
depresso” (“a depressed priest”) who has just come from a wedding ceremony that forced him to 
speak of love and romance, which he considers to be “tutte stupidaggini e falsità” (“all stupidities 
and lies”) because Earthly love brings nothing but sacrifice and suffering. “Amen,” Stella responds 
sardonically. Anticipating the couple will question his legitimacy to speak on love, Gabriele 
                                                           
20 “Out of all the roads, you had to take this one tonight?” (Benzina). 
 
21 Andrea Jelardi observes: “Il Terzo Millennio si apre con il grande Gay Pride del 2000 a Roma e con il 
principale obbiettivo della comunità glbt italiana di rivendicare in questa occasione I propri diritti sul grande 
palcoscenico dell’Anno Santo, mentre nella capitale dilagano le polemiche e le gerarchie ecclesiastiche si 
ribellano all’idea che una manifestazione del genere si svolga in contemporanea a quelle del Giubileo” (99). 
(“The Third Millennium opens with the great Gay Pride of 2000 in Rome, in which the Italian GLBT 
community’s main objective is to claim its rights on the great stage of the Holy Year. Meanwhile, the 
controversy is rampant in the capital and the ecclesiastical hierarchies rebel against the idea that such an 




eventually contradicts his self-proclaimed skepticism by revealing his deeply romantic side. He 
withdraws a small jewelry box from his cassock and offers it as a gift to Lenni: two gold-chained 
necklaces connected by a heart-shaped charm. Rather tacky, indeed. Split down the center, he gives 
one half of the heart to Lenni and the other to Stella. While Gabriele never verbally acknowledges 
the women’s romantic entanglement, his offering—a necklace meant for a woman he wished to 
marry earlier in his life and never did—stands as a silent approval of their relationship (whatever 
he may understand it to be). Gabriele symbolically (and unwittingly) “marries” the two protagonists 
inside the car, an optimal temple for a mechanic and her co-worker.  
In keeping with the erosion of formal dichotomy between public and private spaces, the 
only way in which roles and expectations become inverted, re-written, queered, as this sequence 
demonstrates, happens in and through space. As Kathleen Kirby argues, “A space persists only as 
long as the boundary creating it is deliberately maintained, and the spaces these boundaries 
encircle are subject to continual remodeling. Hence the optimism and anxiety of space in relation to 
identity in the modern, or postmodern world” (Indifferent Boundaries 18). When the physical 
structures are absent, invent them—just as the authorities did in Rome in the summer of 2000. If 
modernity and postmodernity have effectively obliterated identity, a sense of self in the body, we 
turn to space, Kirby argues, to fill that need. 
The lesbian couple—whose home is a gas station and therefore outside the traditional 
domestic sphere and who make their car a second home (transporting their dog, the mother’s body, 
their personal belongings)—is joined by another figure who is, in fact, always at home—god is 
everywhere after all. Gabriele brings with him his own practices but dislocated from the structures 
of the church and in transit; he inverts the traditionally private, spatially confined stationery space 
of the confession booth. Sitting in the back seat, he speaks to the women (sinners in their own 




reminiscent of the confession booth screen camouflaging the confessor. Who the sinner is in this 
forward-moving vehicle is much more difficult to discern.  
Gabriele turns the women’s vehicle into a makeshift confessional where the tables are 
turned and it is he who confides in them. While unapologetically consuming spirits, he admits to his 
humanity by disclosing details about his depression, his disillusionment with love and the rituals of 
matrimony, and his choice to join the church as the result of a failed romance. In addition to the 
mother and the trio, Gabriele becomes another example of failed or dysfunctional heterosexual 
relationships. 
Between a celibate cleric and two lesbians, the last of heteronormativity is dead in the 
trunk; it exists in an abstract and mythical dimension as an ideology that Gabriele describes as a 
performance, a fabricated reality at best. And yet, Gabriele obeys his priestly impulse to join the 
women in a pseudo-marriage using the piece of jewelry that represents his unsuccessful union with 
a woman—the very relationship whose failure led him to a life of sexual deprivation. The 
ceremonial act represents a skewed heterosexual marriage plot that takes us back to the film’s 
ambivalence toward the pressure to depict optimist, mainstream lesbian relationships. Rather than 
“I do,” Stella’s “fa veramente schifo” (“that is truly repulsive”) potentially ventriloquizes the 
director’s desire to create an alternative queer cinema that defies heterosexual conventions. In 
other words, Benzina stages an acceptance fantasy (the Church’s embrace of queer couples) and its 
consequent rejection.22 
  
                                                           
22  In 2001—the year of Benzina’s release—civil unions (and not marriage) were still sixteen years away from 
becoming realized in Italy. Perhaps, then, the inadvertent union of the two women in Benzina that takes place 
in a forward-moving vehicle on the Roman highways may denote a socio-political and moral metamorphosis 
on the Italian horizon. And if such conjecture is dubious, the vehicular matrimony is, regardless, a 





Public Restrooms: Queering Bathrooms 
In keeping with the theme of invasion, the public restroom becomes Benzina’s spatial 
setting of encroachment twice over. Fleeing from the trio who are out to punish Stella for keying 
their car—her small act of retaliation for the harassment—the couple take a dirt road detour and 
end up at a remote club of addicts and punk misfits. The women lock themselves in a bathroom stall 
and, standing in the narrow space, initiate the film’s most passionate sex scene. Switching between 
medium and close up shots, Stambrini’s camera is suddenly interrupted by Pippi’s grainy 
camcorder’s viewpoint as she takes an overhead shot of the interlocked couple. As Lenni and Stella 
step out of the stall they receive complimentary applause: “brave, che spettacolo,” (“nice, what a 
show!”) a clichéd attitude reflecting heterosexual men’s coexisting enthrallment and apprehension 
with lesbian sex. Via scenes unfolding in public restrooms—spaces that are simultaneously public 
and private—Benzina continues to dramatize the erosion of public and private and interrogates the 
permanence of such spatial configurations.  
In Benzina, privacy seems to be an impossibility, a status quo established early in the film 
when Lenni’s mother peeks through the gas station bar’s blinds and sees the couple flirting. In the 
above described bathroom stall scene (the second of the two) it is not the “public” qualifier of the 
restroom that overrides its and the stall’s privacy—neither its architectural boundaries nor the 
violation of the conduct that sustains their segregational function—but the act of looking. And if the 
bathroom stall sex scene was not claustrophobic enough, Pippi’s camera further materializes 
oppression and inescapability.  
Public restrooms have political connotations for the LGBT community. Recent political 
disputes over the instantiation of gender-neutral bathrooms are but a recent development in a 
tradition of queer restroom-related issues. Historically, the community most associated with sex in 
public is that of gay men. Gay culture in the 1970s, especially in post-Stonewall New York City, gave 




because the home was a space for family, which often served as a heterosexual front for closeted 
folk. For gay men the home did not represent a space that unleashed one’s private persona; rather, 
certain public areas granted a much greater level of personal and sexual freedom. The spread of the 
AIDS epidemic, predominantly amongst gay men in the 1980s, legitimized sweeping generalizations 
about gay men and promiscuity and justified the critique of sex in public locales—careless acts 
prone to contamination and disease—and revering the (marriage) bedroom as the sole suitable 
place for sexual intimacy.  
For lesbians, however, the situation is quite different, especially in Italy. While men left the 
domestic space to engage in deviant sexual behavior, women exploited it for their sexual 
encounters. Therefore, lesbians have not enjoyed the same level of intimacy in public spaces, nor 
have they received as much public visibility and acknowledgment as their male counterparts (as 
discussed in Chapter 1). Lesbian bars and nightclubs facilitated meetings, but there were not 
enough locales for women to have sex to even hatch a stereotype. Although the act of sex in public 
spaces (like the bath-house or the night club) is an allusion to tropes of gay culture, Pippi’s intrusive 
camera in Benzina also alludes to the inversion of lesbian invisibility into contemporary 
hypersexualized hypervisibility. What not long ago was an eclipsed and segregated group, today has 
become site of fetishization. 
Public spaces have not been kind to lesbians, who are both left to negotiate with gender-
specific drawbacks and sexuality-specific badgering. For this reason, the private space of the home 
for lesbians, Valentine writes, “is the only place where they feel safe and able to express their sexual 
identity without fear of exposure or violence, because they can control access to it and the 
behaviour of others and the expression of sexuality within it.” At the same time,  
For lesbians, the parental or matrimonial home is devoid of many of the shared meanings, 
experiences, and values which are simultaneously taken for granted by heterosexuals but which 




power is invested in and expressed through so-called private spaces…Home for many lesbians is 
therefore not where the heart is but the place they need to escape from to express their heart’s 
desire. (“(Hetero)sexing Space” 288-9) 
Lesbians’ conflicting relationship toward the home space makes them ideal subjects for a project 
intent on dramatizing the tension between retreating to a refuge and fleeing one. It is the 
movement in space—the circular, “inescapable stagnation,” as Ross describes it—that is lesbian-
specific rather than any one space in itself.  
Eroticism between the two women in Benzina unsurprisingly echoes the same 
claustrophobia that courses through the film as a whole. The very first sex scene in the film—
recounted by Stella as a memory of her and Lenni’s first meeting—takes place behind the gas 
station bar’s counter. Benzina’s first iteration of claustrophobic sex has the women’s initial moment 
of intimacy unfold in the cramped narrow space of the floor behind the bar counter, the safest spot 
to hide from incoming customers. Sex is generally figured as a private act of intimacy meant for the 
domestic space whose public expression is generally taboo. In light of Valentine’s study, Benzina’s 
(semi)public sex scenes, which take place entirely outside the domestic sphere, are the negation 
and rejection of the domestic; they make a statement of resistance against oppressive models of 
domesticity for women. For the women, claiming space comes with persistent challenges: whether 
the mere threat or the actual interruption of their sexual engagement recreates those dynamics of 
fear that usually drive women to retreat into the invisibility of the domestic. From a cinematic 
perspective, at least, whether behind a bar or inside a bathroom stall, the film affords same-sex 
romance some dignified visibility. In so doing, Stambrini’s film responds to the World Pride versus 
Jubilee disputes by rejecting the Church’s logic that lesbians should be invisible, lest their very 
existence offend straight Catholics. 
But the trio’s acts in the public bathroom the Church would indeed consider profane, even if 




behavior and language, the trio anxiously asserts its heterosexuality throughout the film. Yet, no 
matter how heterosexual, their dynamic of sexual promiscuity surely disrupts heteronormative 
values. The three, whose appearances follow gender-coded standards, alleviate their boredom by 
engaging in destructive acts like using hard drugs and looting. Their conventionally gendered 
appearances are undone by their objectionable comportment. Compared to the messy menage-à-
trois, Lenni and Stella’s monogamy makes them, ironically, the normative characters.23 
But the couple’s relatively “normal” relationship means little in a context in which the very 
understanding of what is acceptable in public and private is entirely premised on 
heteronormativity. In fact, by making its gendered and sexual realities present, Benzina sheds light 
on the ways in which socialization subliminally instructs us to understand space as though it were 
neutral. The cultural dichotomy that understands sexuality as a private rather than public 
engagement, Gill Valentine reminds us, is intrinsically erroneous because heterosexuality is the 
“dominant sexuality in most everyday environments.” Therefore, “locating sexuality in private 
rather than in public space, is based on the false premise that heterosexuality is also defined by 
private sexual acts and is not expressed in the public arena. Yet, heterosexuality is institutionalized 
in marriage and in the law, tax, and welfare systems, and is celebrated in public rituals such as 
weddings and christenings” (286). Acknowledging the power structures not of space itself in this 
case but in its sociologically biased experience and understanding is not a simple feat, and Benzina 
offers an attempt at representing them both through affect and physical restraint.  
Mirrors and Cameras: Watching Her Watch Her Watch Herself 
Chief wielder of the camcorder—that end-of-millennium generational marker turning its 
attention solipsistic—Pippi admires herself in a public bathroom’s mirror as though she were 
performing for a camera. Upon Lenni and Stella’s first stop on their way to dispose of the mother’s 
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body, Lenni stops in the restroom and finds the trio snorting lines of cocaine over the sinks; making 
out; and, of course, video-recording these moments. As yet unfamiliar with her, the trio ignores 
Lenni’s entrance, and once the two men step outside, Pippi undresses. Keeping the stall door ajar, 
Lenni observes a bikini-and-high-heel-clad Pippi admiring herself, freshening up, and drying off 
seductively under the hand-dryer. Pausing from capturing the world outside herself on camera, the 
intimate and vulnerable act of being (almost) naked in front of the mirror affords her a look onto 
(and into) herself. The scene simultaneously reads as a redemptive act: admiring oneself in the 
mirror need not only connote vanity but also self-empowerment; it is, after all, the only instance in 
which Pippi is seen separate from her friends and not busied by filming. Just as Lenni secretly 
watches Pippi at the bathroom mirror, another scene presents one of Lenni’s memories peeking at 
her mother through the bedroom door as she admires herself at the boudoir mirror. These 
comparable mirror scenes draw attention to undertones of anxious gender-conforming vanity 
rather than empowerment. Pippi—the heteronormatively feminine future Giovanna—also checks 
her image in the mirror to enhance her desirability.  
Recreating the allure of a peep show, both Pippi and Lenni presume to be the viewers, not 
the viewed: Pippi stares into the mirror unaware of Lenni’s gaze; neither are aware (as characters) 
of the audience’s gaze. But in fact, Benzina’s audience watches Lenni watching Pippi watching 
herself. To make matters even more dizzying, Pippi and eventually Lenni, who approaches the sink 
to wash her hands, are sandwiched between facing mirrors, creating an infinite hallway of 
duplicated reflections of themselves—reinstating the mise-en-abîme established the first time we 
see a scene from her camera’s perspective. Being caught between mirrors—the socially-endorsed 
tools for women’s self-policing—conveys entrapment by and between a woman’s image of herself; 
and the effect of multiplied copies of these images24 are, however inexplicitly, suggestive of the 
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normalization of women as a marketable product in late twentieth century and early millennial 
Italy. 
Conclusions One and Two 
With lesbian protagonists, this Italian road movie circumvents even the genre’s most basic 
characteristic: the escape. Benzina turns movement in space not only into an impossibility, but into 
a prison, an “imprisoning target” (Ross 243). In the film’s final scenes, the trio chases the couple 
back to square one, back to their point of departure, that place of innocent criminality. Having been 
unsuccessful in disposing of the mother’s body, they return it to the scene of the crime and decide 
to frame the trio for the murder. By the gas pumps outside the gas station bar, the men douse the 
ground with gasoline—a masculine allegory for the appropriation of territory via urination or even 
ejaculation—and destroy anything they find. The looting becomes an act of architectural/spatial 
rape, a violation made all the more perverse by Pippi’s accompanying giggles as we watch the 
violence unfold through her camera. Neither questioning nor stopping her friends, Pippi is 
complicit in the violence by sensationalizing destruction and thus symbolically represents those 
women indoctrinated not to take a stand but to be contentious. The three discover the mother’s 
corpse in the bar and realize that the destruction they effected upon the gas station has identified 
them with what they now realize is a murder scene. They swiftly take off but are blocked by the 
police who show up in the nick of time and arrest them.  
In back of the gas station, Lenni and Stella get into their car; Lenni lights up a cigarette and 
firmly states a mysterious “sono pronta” (“I’m ready”). Just before turning the key in the ignition, 
the two pronounce the last and most poetic lines of the film: LENNI. “Stella, il sole è tutto storto.” 
STELLA. “Sì, anche il cielo è tutto storto” (L. “Stella, the sun is all crooked.” S. “Yes, even the sky is all 
crooked” 01:20:10). Lenni tosses her cigarette out of the window and the gas station explodes. An 
additional scene follows the explosion, making it unclear whether the protagonists are consigned to 




blurry background of what looks like the bar from an earlier scene—the couple’s first pitstop—
Stambrini takes a close-up shot of Stella’s face as she apologizes to Lenni for all that happened, but 
her apology is interrupted by Lenni’s lips moving in to kiss her. Thus, Benzina closes with a 
passionate kiss—a sentimental apogee following the explosion. 
The explosion receives a generous two minutes of screen time and strings together a series 
of recursive frames of the initial blast from five different camera angles as well as a low-angle shot 
of ashes descending like snowflakes against a dawning pale-blue sky. A soundtrack of strumming of 
electric guitars makes the explosion seductive, even erotic: after having followed the protagonists 
exhaustively driving in circles through the night, it is feels like a climactic, orgasmic release. Rather 
than closing with self-immolation as the novel does, the film re-writes their deaths as a beautiful 
departure and follows it up with a scene that interrogates the couple’s death. That critics have not 
discussed the film’s ambiguous conclusion is mystifying. As I mentioned in my introduction, 
Stefania Lucamante diagnoses the final explosion as hermeneutically double: either a cathartic and 
liberating effect, or as a moment that hermetically defines the impossibility of lesbian social 
acceptance; but no address is made to the scene that follows, which, to my mind, drastically changes 
the meaning of the explosion.  
First of all, Stambrini takes what is a rather poetic moment out of its original context. In the 
novel, “Il sole è tutto storto…anche il cielo è tutto storto,” derives from pieces of the couple’s very 
last dialogue, when, just before setting the gas station grounds on fire and committing double 
suicide, the women each slip on scuba masks that Stella purchases for their prospective month-long 
trip to Greece. Tight around their eyes, the masks distort their vision, making the sun and the sky 
appear crooked. Although the scuba masks make a brief cameo in the film, they are never again 
seen after they’ve been unwrapped. More importantly, neither woman is wearing the mask at the 
moment they pronounce the poetic lines, so, in the absence of the original instruments of distortion 




meaning: they are not crooked, twisted, “queer.” It is the sun, the sky, the elements thought of as 
neutral and unwavering that are bent out of shape.  
Lenni and Stella have gone through the film—and more allegorically, through life—feeling 
distorted and out of place. And while their words might also seem inconsistent with the rest of a 
straightforward dialogue, the film has, in fact, prepared us for this moment. As a monogamous 
couple that run a business and even own a dog, Lenni and Stella are the most normative out of all 
the characters encountered. The mother’s extravagant bourgeois femininity, her desire for Lenni to 
live a life in a real city rather than in “un incubo di periferia” (“nightmarish outskirts”), and her bad 
temper accumulated from years of a frustrating and dissatisfying marriage twist the stable 
sanctuary into a neurotic evasion. The depressed priest dethrones unfailing piety by showing his 
humanity and turning the short car ride into a therapy session, a makeshift confession booth to 
unload his own sins. And the trio is an iteration of how youth look and behave: a male 
homosociality of recklessness whose potentials for homoeroticism are curbed by the presence of a 
vapid, objectified girl. Through each of these characters, Benzina showcases the oddity of 
normativity itself, not to demean or debase it—as the lesbian couple is quite normative after all—
but to expose the mechanisms that allow such obvious incongruities between those who represent 
social models and their acts to go unquestioned. None of these characters fit the normative ideal, 
and yet, socially, all discrepancies are absolved in contrast to the sexually deviant lesbian couple.  
If B. Ruby Rich were watching Benzina, she would provide an expert analysis of the blast as 
a potentially dangerous cliché for a lesbian narrative; as previously discussed, lesbian narratives 
frequently resolve in death and destruction. And while many might be satisfied with or at least 
relieved by the romantic concluding shot, Rich might instead consider it a conformist twenty-first 
century choice driven by a desperation for mainstream approval. Yet both may be valid. 
Throughout, Benzina has done everything to prepare its audience for ping-ponging between places, 




also another. All things considered, I find that the double ending is simply part and parcel of a 
cinematic project that is experimenting with all its options. Vernacularly, Benzina wants to have its 
cake and eat it too, and the magic of film allows for that to be a possibility.  
The sun is crooked, the sky is crooked, and cinema is also certainly crooked. Cinematic 
vision has been just as imbalanced and distorted as the societies it mirrors, and Benzina takes its 
chance to reflect (on) this. The film’s genre-bending recursions imagine what it would look like to 
push beyond the boundaries of NQC as Rich formulates it. Although Benzina is indebted to its 
literary origins, it ultimately makes its own cinematically-specific statements. At the dawn of the 
new millennium, Benzina makes space into a fundamental hermeneutical key that might expose less 
explicit meanings in the legacy of lesbian cinema (most of which it inherited from abroad). It also 
invites viewers to re-read categories less categorically—a concept I delve into in the next chapter—
Lenni and Stella’s circular journey exposes the logics that have dominated queer cinema and its 
reception. In homage to and in conversation with Thelma and Louise, Benzina challenges the linear, 
action-packed, expansive journey of the American road movie, while also making a new dent in 
cinematic storytelling within queer cinema and more broadly.  
Looking Forward  
Opposite Aprimi il cuore’s domestic cloistering, Benzina sets its drama entirely in the public 
sphere and yet arrives at other iterations of confinement. Space seems to have nothing and 
everything to do with the characters’ conditions. If confinement exists irrespective of spatiality, 
then gender and sexuality (expressions of the body) become the factors defining spatial constraint. 
Benzina’s circularly moving vehicle, is matched by two stationary cars in the next chapter’s central 
film, Via Castellana Bandiera. Set in a narrow residential street, Emma Dante’s film straddles the 
domestic and the public, and once again, produces similar outcomes: confinement. Both Aprimi il 
cuore’s and Benzina’s generational tensions are amplified in Via Castellana Bandiera, where age is 




an octogenarian woman facing off a forty-year-old woman. The films, thus, establish a genealogy, a 










 Strada a doppio senso:  
Widening the Frontier in Via Castellana Bandiera
 
Theatre director and author Emma Dante stages her first feature film, Via Castellana 
Bandiera, in a narrow residential Sicilian street in Palermo. Indeed, theatre director and author 
Emma Dante stages her first feature film in a wide residential Sicilian street in Palermo. Both of the 
above are true. Or, are they? 
Based on Dante’s homonymous novel, published in 2008, the black comedy blends magical 
realism with allegory and bears influences of director Sergio Leone and author/playwriter Luigi 
Pirandello’s dark Sicilian theatre. Sharing conditions of spatial constriction that my other case 
studies also present, Via Castellana Bandiera also “traps” its protagonist female duo in a narrow 
space—a one-way side street (though number of lanes and direction remain ambiguous) in the city 
of Palermo. Its narrowness brings two traveling cars to a head to head traffic jam—the encounter 
that motivates the plot. Although circumscribed space, like in my other case studies, is the steady 
stage upon which the narrative unfolds, Via Castellana Bandiera’s narrow street is a much less 
stable environment than the enclosed spaces in the other films. Where in Aprimi il cuore the 
apartment space is peculiar in so far as it doubles as a brothel and a prison; and in Benzina, the GRA 
doubles as escape route and inescapable loop away from and back to the gas station the young 
lesbian couple is fleeing; in Via Castellana Bandiera the street doubles as a site of petty conflict and 
a space for (self)reflection. The street presents an elasticity that the spaces in my other case studies 
do not share.  
Other divergences from my other case studies include the connection between the two 
protagonists. Their relationship is neither romantic nor familial: Dante’s duo are strangers 
connected solely by a vehicular impasse on the same street. In this way, the final film in my project, 




outward to let unrelated women see one another. Indeed, Dante’s film raises questions of 
perception:1 the duo will share ocular dialogues that are just as much about noticing the “other” as 
they are about taking inventory of oneself. By virtue of being a film, however, questions of 
perception not only concern the characters occupying Via Castellana Bandiera but also Via 
Castellana Bandiera’s viewers.2 And, with Dante having penned the original novel, adapted it as a 
screenplay, directed the film, and cast herself as Rosa, the film announces itself as a metacinematic 
project. 
Dante’s story takes place during a torrid summer Sunday afternoon until the following 
morning. Driving around Palermo on the way to a wedding, Rosa (Emma Dante), a Sicilian ex-pat 
who has a troubled personal history with the city, is heatedly vocalizing her vexation with Palermo, 
while Clara (Alba Rohrwacher), her punk-style, Milanese partner is nervously sketching in the 
passenger’s seat. A shaky hand-held camera stays intimately close to the couple on the verge of 
breaking-up, seesawing over their shoulders as they argue. Lost and frustrated, they circle the sun-
drenched, sirocco-winded streets until a wrong turn leads them into Via Castellana Bandiera. From 
the opposite direction of the same street, an elderly woman in mourning attire, Samira (Elena 
Cotta) is at the wheel of a crowded car, driving her in-laws back to Via Castellana Bandiera. 
Crowding the car, the Calafiore family are a deafeningly uproarious bunch whose children scream 
and parents curse while Samira quietly drives. As the two cars come front bumper to front bumper 
in the narrow street, a cacophonous chorus of car horns and vigorous gesticulation leads to 
deliberations as to who should back up to let the other through. 
Neither Rosa nor Samira are willing to grant the right of way, and thus, a standoff ensues. 
Adding insult to injury, more and more people from the neighborhood become involved and begin 
to bet on which of the two will be first to back up. The apparently trivial dispute progressively 
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morphs into an overnight standoff between the two drivers into a sadistic (and lucrative) betting 
game for the locals. A magical realist concluding long shot reveals the narrow road to be twice its 
original width. Such a shift calls into question the film’s very premise. The anxieties viewers have 
invested in the unfolding of a protracted tug-of-war seem suddenly unreasonable: Via Castellana 
Bandiera has gaslighted its audience.  
Or has it? Via Castellana Bandiera’s final establishing shot has captured my and several film 
critics’ attention, as the subtle dimensional shift makes us rethink the film’s central conflict. “Dante 
cunningly widens the space in which the vehicles are trapped so that by the end it’s obvious that 
even a pair of trains, side-by-side, could fit,” writes Tyler Dean of ATOD Magazine. “Towards the end 
of the film,” Cine-Vue’s John Bleasdale observes, “the keen-eyed may spot that the street is no 
longer as narrow as it first seemed, perhaps broadening our view of Italy’s multiple ingrained 
dilemmas.” And Jay Weissberg of Variety Magazine interprets the last shot to show “just how 
thoroughly these individuals remain stuck in their constricted world.” In fact, the film does 
allegorize Italian bureaucracy and seems to make the narrow street a metaphor for southern Italian 
“narrow mindedness.” But what the critics do not consider is the story’s female specificity. In fact, in 
the landscape of recent Italian cinematic representations of the South, with films like Benvenuti al 
sud (Miniero 2010), Malèna (Tornatore 2000), and the hit television series, Il commissario 
Montalbano (Sironi 1999-present), Dante’s film would be redundant at best. If Via Castellana 
Bandiera does inspire one to consider “Italy’s multiple ingrained dilemmas,” then we might want to 
ask what, or rather, whose dilemmas the film is actually confronting.  
For critics to think of Via Castellana Bandiera merely as an allegory for a retrograde, 
conservative Italy does not do justice to a film whose project is, in my viewpoint, much more 
specifically—albeit not explicitly—invested in identity politics. The film’s own title, “Via Castellana 
Bandiera” is a geographical pronouncement of specificity. It is not abstract nor is it “any-street-in-




in Palermo. I am not suggesting that this kind of specificity discourages larger allegorical 
interpretations; but I do find that the titular choice signals a “politics of location,” of putting a 
magnifying glass on these women, at this moment. This political penchant is reinforced by the 
street’s plasticity. That is, we are not to think of the widened street as a message of inclusivity, 
about there being room for everyone if only we became more engaged and empathetic citizens.  
Unfortunately, I feel less optimistic about the street’s “magical” size shift. I believe, rather, that it 
dramatizes tensions specific to identity politics in contemporary Italy: their heated discords and the 
negotiations between diverse ideologies. Although the street’s widening might ostensibly read as a 
statement of social and ideological openness, the final shot suggests otherwise. Yes, there appears 
to be more space than we started with, but we do not get to leave the street. Viewers are wedged at 
one end, left to look straight on from a single point—there is no moving on, no moving out, nor a 
shift in perspective.  
But I understand why critics would see the film as archetypical: Via Castellana Bandiera is 
brimming with stereotypes, archetypes, and references to other films and genres. There are 
southern fishermen at sea, housewives with children, loud men with boorish demeanors and thick 
accents, even the narrow road is an Italian staple, and Samira’s appearances are those of a classic 
Sicilian woman in mourning. Behind Via Castellana Bandiera’s archetypes, however, are characters 
with complexities generally unorthodox for an Italian film: Rosa is a middle-aged lesbian; Samira is 
an octogenarian woman of Albanian descent and a mother in mourning. Although I will delve into 
these characters’ personal dilemmas, the film holds them just outside our interpretive reach.  
The Good, The Bad, and The Broken 
If the women’s conflict feels alienating, the familiarity of the film’s Spaghetti Western style 
will most likely alleviate that alienation. Via Castellana Bandiera most directly confirms its 
allegiance to the genre approximately half-way through the film. As night falls and the neighbors 




wheels of their cars, staring at one another through their windshields. With dinner time 
approaching, the Calafiores generously offer them two pasta dishes, which both women refuse to 
eat. Slowly, Samira steps out of her car with the dish in her hands; she approaches the wall lining 
one side of the street and flings the plate over. Rosa matches her rival’s calculated steps and tosses 
her dinner as well. The following establishing shot reveals the two women facing one another in the 
street each adjacent to her car. The dimly lit Via Castellana Bandiera suddenly appears wider than 
when the standoff first began: a space in which not long ago one could barely open the car doors, 
suddenly has two generous dirt lanes on the side of each vehicle. (Compare Figure 14 and Figure 
15). Staring vindictively at one another, they take a wide cowboy-like stance. The following shot-
reverse-shot sequence closes in to extreme close-ups of each woman’s eyes in what is a transparent 
homage to Sergio Leone’s Il buono, il brutto, e il cattivo (The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly 1966). A 
faint sound of dripping liquid accompanies the final close-up: Samira has begun to pee herself. The 
stream of urine flows toward Rosa who lifts her skirt, squats, and follows suit. 
 
Figure 14. Via Castellana Bandiera just as Rosa’s and Samira’s cars come bumper 





Figure 15. Via Castellana Bandiera during Rosa and Samira’s standoff. Screenshot 
provided by A. Palanti. 
When a protracted discord is staged in a film, rarely is it sustained without reaching some 
kind of climactic break: someone will pull the trigger, someone will die. Or, maybe someone—some 
women—will urinate? The Western genre is renowned for engendering an escalating tension 
between hero and villain, and it usually resolves it in a bloody shootout. The genre teaches us to 
consider a standoff to be an expression of antagonism, usually of one character wanting something 
from the other. According to film scholar, John Cawelti, the hero, although not always on the side of 
the law, redeems the town from whatever chaos has disrupted it, a redemption that usually justifies 
acts of violence. Unsurprisingly, because this is after all the genre that, in the early part of the 
twentieth century, narrativized the pioneers’ westward settlement. In fact, as Cawelti specifies, the 
Western film must take place in the (North American) West or near the frontier, “at a point in 
history when social order and anarchy are in tension” (The Six-Gun Mystique 58). Earlier, more 
classical formulations had the hero/villain dichotomy set up by casting Native Americans in a 
conspicuously negative light, as savages to be tamed or eliminated in the name of progress in the 
new frontier. Such a clear-cut dichotomy, Jane Tompkins reminds us, is inherent to the genre: 
“Westerns strive to depict a world of clear alternatives—independence versus connection, anarchy 




forging of a new nation independent from its Anglo-European origins—these clear alternatives help 
justify acts of racism, genocide, and misogyny.  
With its own twists, Via Castellana Bandiera reproduces enough of the Western’s archetypes 
to be read as one. But while it might be easy to argue that the film is merely replacing cowboys with 
intergenerational female contenders, tossed hats with tossed pasta dishes, bullets with urine, Via 
Castellana Bandiera deeply complicates these integral genre elements. It exploits the genre’s 
formula of clear opposites and makes it Italian-specific: age versus youth; “real” Italians versus less 
authentic Italians; urban versus rural; insiders versus outsiders. It deconstructs familiar dialectics 
in order to scaffold a commentary on intersectionality in contemporary Italy.  
Although critics agree that the Western can be considered the American cinematic genre par 
excellence, it is also one that Italy has adopted and adapted so much as to spawn the very subgenre 
of the “Spaghetti Western,”3 coined precisely in response to Leone’s trilogy. For the American 
context, the Western has been a voice of social commentary as much as it has been a 
historiographical tool. But even for Italy, the Western has played a role in reconstructing and 
reimagining a national identity. In Tex Willer: Un cowboy nell’Italia del dopoguerra, Elizabeth Leake 
argues that the popular post-war comic, Tex Willer, speaks to Italy’s post-war identity crises. The 
all-Italian Tex takes place in an all-American Western frontier with Native Americans, saloons, 
deserts, horses, and guns. Published in 1948, Tex was born in the wake of the Second World War, in 
a country that had to reconcile not only with its infrastructural damage but also its immediate 
political history: fascism and colonial pursuits. As Leake reminds us, Italy’s dilemma, at this point in 
time, is comparable to that of the American pioneers moving west: once all the certainties that tied 
us to a people and a place are dissolved, one must begin to re-build them (18).  
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It makes sense, then, for the vast empty space of the Western frontier to be an appealing 
template to post-war Italian readers—it is unbuilt and thus full of potential, a space, Leake argues, 
for both a fascist past and non-fascist present to coexist (56). It is all the more appealing when Tex 
offers Italy an escapist entertainment experience that deflects the country’s own anxieties onto a 
context that is “other.” Rather than confronting and taking responsibility for its own colonial past 
and facing the failure of its own racist imperialist pursuits, Italy looks the other way—west, 
actually—ready to critique the pioneer’s genocidal colonial project and North America’s corruption, 
greed, and violence. As Leake explains: 
Tex rovescia il punto di vista, permettendo all’Italia di osservare l’America del Nord ed esaminare le 
sue forme di arretratezza, avidità, corruzione, solitudine e violenza. I costumi, i rituali, la magia, le 
celebrazioni, la superstizione, la malattia, la chiusura mentale, la diffidenza e la disoccupazione 
dell’Italia del dopoguerra trovarono i loro correlativi oggettivi in America, sia tra le popolazioni 
indigene che l’abitavano sia tra i bianchi che ne sfruttavano le risorse. (30)4 
And so, the Western is both affectively and practically translatable to an Italian context at the height 
of its political and cultural insecurity, offering a narrative that allows the Italian imaginary to 
wander from its own past and start anew, free of its own onerous historical footprint.  
What the existence of a popular comic like Tex shows us is that the Western speaks quite 
specifically to Italian sensibilities—specifically, masculine sensibilities. In the case of the comic 
series, Leake states: “Tex reinventa un’identità italiana—e aggiungiamo: un’identità italiana 
tipicamente maschile” (20), a sentiment echoed by Jane Tompkins who claims that “Fear of losing 
his identity drives a man west” (West of Everything 47). Thus, the Western is not a gender-blind 
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response to a threatened national identity; national prowess is directly proportional to virility. A 
genre like the Western, therefore, satisfies an androcentric restorative fantasy. This explains why, 
as Cawelti states: “A Western without sexism doesn’t seem like a Western” (The Six Gun Mystique 
20). Masculinity reasserts itself by suppressing the forces that denaturalize its inherent supremacy. 
By the 1970s, the cinematic subgenre of the “Spaghetti Western” was gaining enormous traction as 
dozens of Westerns by Italian directors were being screened, and indeed thrived for decades 
(Leake). So, if the Western somehow signals a boiling national identity crisis and re-evaluates the 
relationship between individual and authority, what kind of identity crisis does a Western-inflected 
film like Via Castellana Bandiera raise? What identity or facet of identity might it concern? 
Close-up, Not Too Close 
Via Castellana Bandiera’s gynocentric narrative is in tension with the formulaic masculinist 
genre upon which it is framed. Dante’s film does not merely place female characters in traditionally 
male roles; rather, it uses a traditionally male genre that signals some kind of identity crisis—this 
particular crisis is about women, about these women. Dante preserves the Western’s atmospheric 
devices like the dust, the heat, the contenders and the townspeople, and the rising tension, but 
deviates at gender and at the protagonists’ objective.   
To attempt to decipher the purpose of Via Castellana Bandiera’s conflict, I must turn to the 
very scene that it is alluding to: The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly’s final scene. This renowned 
cinematic moment in Leone’s cult-classic has its three protagonists engage in a four-minute-long 
standoff before guns are fired. Alternating between the three, the camera’s medium shots become 
close-ups, tightening around the characters’ faces and then escalating to fast-edited, extreme close-
ups of the contenders’ eyes. As André Bazin reads this cinematographic choice: “Leone cuts from 
eyes to eyes, seeing not the differences in the characters but their similarity. With the characters 
thus levelled, the gunfight has become, not the pay-off of the movie but its raison d’être, not a 




formula, the height of tension in a duel is a preamble to the narrative’s resolution. In this vein, 
Bazin’s interpretation of Leone makes sense because the duel takes place at the end of the film, as 
only a preamble to the shootout. Thus, when Via Castellana Bandiera stages its duel, there comes an 
expectation that a resolution is somewhere in sight. But, considering the Leonesque close-ups take 
place approximately half-way through Via Castellana Bandiera’s running time, the scene reads as a 
turning-point rather than a denouement. It retains the Western duel’s culmination effect, but is 
temporally displaced. In this way, Dante does what the directors in my other case studies also do: 
she replicates genre patterns in order to break them. 
 
Figure 16. Close-up of Samira’s eyes. Screenshot provided by A. Palanti. 
 
 





But Via Castellana Bandiera’s Leonesque close-ups also introduce a new system of meaning 
to the Spaghetti Western’s famed tension. The close-ups forge a feedback loop in which the 
audience is looking at the women who are looking intensely at one another, and whose individually 
framed gazes look back at the audience (see Figure 16 and Figure 17). Although we might think that 
the closer we zoom in on a pair of eyes the more we can identify, or perhaps empathize, with their 
owners—or, as Bazin notes, establish similarity—these shots are too close for comfort. In fact, the 
faceless gazes paired with fast-paced shot-reverse-shots make for an uncomfortable, 
claustrophobic experience. With the scene at the heart of the film, the duel is not cathartic, but 
instead generates an anxiety that is never quite resolved. Because of this, Dante’s much briefer 
close-up-reverse-close-up, compared to Leone’s, does not bring us closer to an understanding of the 
conflict. Rather, it brings us closer to understanding that whatever the conflict is, it is not between 
the two women, but within them and, thus, potentially inaccessible. Where in the Spaghetti Western 
the men’s hard gazes are part of a performance of masculinity, Via Castellana Bandiera invites us to 
dive into the protagonists’ interiority. The street’s initial narrowness seems to be mirroring Rosa 
and Samira’s individual affective or psychological dead-locks.   
Unlike Leone’s film, then, in Via Castellana Bandiera the motive for the conflict is something 
we must arrive at rather than begin with. Piece by very small piece, we learn that Rosa’s 
displeasure with Palermo has to do with a contentious family history: her mother shaming and 
exiling her because of her sexuality. Samira, on the other hand, has lost a daughter whose age would 
be close to Rosa’s were she still alive. Thus, each woman embodies some kind of mnemonic trigger 
for the other: one is reminded of her mother and the pain she caused her, a pain she cannot get 
beyond; the other is reminded of her daughter and the pain of losing her, a pain she also cannot 





Louder Than Words 
Stylistically, both Rosa and Samira’s taciturnity are in keeping with the Western’s 
representation of the quiet, stoic cowboy, especially Samira, who has next to no scripted lines 
throughout the entire film.5 As Jane Tompkins explains: “Westerns distrust language. Time and 
again they set up situations whose message is that words are weak and misleading, only actions 
count; words are immaterial, only objects are real” (49). Tompkins dedicates an entire chapter of 
her work to the masculinity project intrinsic to the Western, specifying that language is cast as a 
weapon used by women to lure and distract the hero. But for a consciously gynocentric film like Via 
Castellana Bandiera to have its central characters barely speak is puzzling. Where not speaking 
might be virtuous for the Western’s male hero, politically and culturally, there is much more at 
stake when silence surrounds women. 
One of the common denominators in feminist criticisms across histories and nations is the 
interrogation of language and, therefore, of silence. Efforts to break the silence, to give voice to the 
voiceless, deem speaking as an unquestionable site of power for women to seize. At the same time, 
opposing feminist strands challenge the power in speaking. Suspicious of language as something 
instrumental to the patriarchal stranglehold, these political positions advocate instead for a refusal 
to speak and to participate in a system that is inherently exclusive of and damaging to women. 
Although I cannot do justice to the disparate schools of thought amongst feminist thinkers here,6 I 
believe that Dante’s choice to keep her protagonists silent deserves critical attention. In the current 
climate, where screen time and scripted lines are being meticulously calculated by platforms like 
                                                           
5 Elena Cotta won the Volpi Cup for Best Actress at the Venice Film Festival for this role. 
6 Audre Lorde warned women that “silence will not protect you” (Sister Outsider 41); Rebecca Solnit claims 
we can consider “the history of women’s rights and lack of rights as a history of silence and breaking silence” 
(The Mother of all Questions 20). Even Michel Foucault’s studies in sexuality argue that repression is the 
offspring of silence (History of Sexuality, Vol. I). And Laura Mulvey’s feminist film theory locates the 
imbalances of gender power structures in language: “Woman then stands in patriarchal culture as a signifier 
for the male other, bound by a symbolic order in which man can live out his fantasies and obsessions 
thorough linguistic command by imposing them on the silent image of woman still tied to her place as bearer, 





the Bechdel Test7 to measure whether or not a film can be considered gender biased, casting silent 
women protagonists calls attention to itself.8 
The Silence of the Lesbian 
Parsimoniously, Via Castellana Bandiera drops small clues about each contender’s personal 
details. Part of the conversation in Rosa and Clara’s car on their way through Palermo, sheds light 
on what might be the cause of Rosa’s tension. The fleeting dialogue unfolds:  
“CLARA-Sei sicura di non voler passare da tua madre?” (“Sure you don’t want to visit your mom?”) 
“ROSA-Che c’entra mia madre?” (“Why are you bringing her up?”) “CLARA-Una volta che sei qui...” 
(“Now that you’re here…”) “Ci sarà un motivo perché io qui a Palermo non ci vengo mai” (“There 
must be a reason why I never come to Palermo”) “Quindi è colpa mia?” (“So it’s my fault?”) “Ho 
detto questo” (“I didn’t say that”) “Qui ci sto male, lo sai!” (“I hate being here, you know that!”) 
(00:08:23-00:08:44). Family visits touch a nerve and Palermo is Rosa’s family’s city. At that point in 
the film, it is yet unclear what Rosa and Clara’s relationship is, a detail that the film irons out just 
before winding down Via Castellana Bandiera as they discuss “breaking up.” Savvy (queer) viewers 
reaching for meaning through language may connect the dots and conclude that Palermo might be 
Rosa’s etiological site of internalized homophobia.  
                                                           
7 Named after Alison Bechdel, author and cartoonist of the popular comic Dykes to Watch Out For (1985). It 
measures the fairness of representation of women in film, and its criteria are: “(1) it has to have at least two 
women in it, who (2) who talk to each other, about (3) something besides a man” (bechdeltest.com).  
 
8 When I consulted on a project sponsored by the UN Women’s “HeforShe” initiative, the task involved writing 
an algorithm to input into a software that would ultimately calculate the degree of gender bias in films 
independently. In a sense, the project aimed to refine the assessments placed by the Bechdel Test.  Part of the 
calculation would involve language, more specifically, the number of lines spoken by women and the kinds of 
dialogue assigned to these women (e.g., are they speaking about men or about their own values). Of course, 
this presented a number of issues, for instance, the presumption that gender can be defined as a stable, binary 
category and that it is possible to detect an actor’s gender via software processing, and that screen time and 
number of lines are stable signifiers of a balanced screenplay. The kinds of challenges my team and I 
experienced raised questions about the very parameters by which we judge what constitutes as fair and 





Personal character details are far more developed in the original literary version of Via 
Castellana Bandiera. Written in the third person, Rosa’s experience of rejection is explained: “Fu 
quasi uno scandalo per lei la sua omosessualità, un trauma per la famiglia. Mai dimenticherà il 
pomeriggio in cui suo padre la cacciò di casa, sbattendole la porta in faccia” (21)9. And Clara’s 
experience of Rosa’s closetedness, in the novel, underscores the centrality of this rejection to Rosa’s 
sense of self: “Quanto dovrà aspettare, ancora, prima di essere accolta? Cinque anni di vita insieme 
e mai un bacio alla luce del sole, mai che Rosa avesse avuto il coraggio di tenerla per mano o di 
accarezzarle i capelli per strada, o al cinema o al supermercato, mai. Tutto nascosto, vietato. Rosa 
strisciava come una lumaca, ritirandosi sempre di più nella colpa e lasciando dietro di sé una bava 
inodore; era evidente che avesse paura di amare” (25) .10 It is transparent that Rosa’s self-esteem is 
damaged by the rejections she experienced in light of her sexuality. And this damage is site-specific, 
for Palermo is the place from which she has been exiled. Although Clara complains about Rosa’s 
reticence toward public displays of affection, Rosa’s choice to be in a lesbian relationship in the first 
place speaks to some level of self-respect. However, her experience of her own sexuality is 
entangled with the prejudice of an unaccepting personal and societal context. That is, she 
experiences her sexuality as fraught with shame, humiliation, and rejection because it has been 
perceived and rendered so. From both her and Clara’s perspective, the novel provides ways of 
reading Rosa’s taciturnity that the film simply leaves unexplained.  
The film also seems to keep a calculated distance from memory thus presenting yet another 
characteristic of the Western: the hero is shrouded in mystery. Much like Benzina, whose literary 
                                                           
9 “Her homosexuality, a trauma for the family, was almost a scandal for her. She will never forget the 
afternoon when her father threw her out of the house, slamming the door in her face.” (I am providing the 
translation as the novel has not yet been published in English). 
 
10 “How long will she have to wait to be accepted? Five years together and never a kiss in the light of day, 
never did Rosa have the courage to hold her hand or caress her hair in the street, or at the movies or at the 
supermarket, ever. All hidden, forbidden. Rosa crawled like a snail, retreating more and more into guilt and 




version is replete with flashbacks but whose cinematic version is not, Via Castellana Bandiera also 
does not exploit editing tricks to give viewers a vantage point. Although lacking this kind of context 
from the film may be frustrating, the choice to withhold characters’ dilemmas accomplishes 
something different. Disproving literature-aficionados’ skepticism with regards to the shortcomings 
of cinematic adaptations, the cinematic representation of Via Castellana Bandiera leaves much more 
to the imagination than the novel, and asks viewers to sit with a sense of uncertainty that the novel 
instead quells. Not only is Rosa’s backstory clearer in the novel, but the overall interpretation of the 
conflict in Via Castellana Bandiera is also quite didactically spelled out for readers: “Per un attimo 
ha creduto che una vecchia extracomunitaria e una piccola borghese potessero, insieme, superare il 
confine che separa il reietto dall’uomo perbene, abbattendo il muro della diversità. Minchiate! C’è 
uno sbarramento tra gli esseri umani. Tremendo. Invalicabile. Un intoppo che gli impedisce di 
amare” (48).11 So there: the roadblock stands for a reticence to empathize and a perpetually 
constructed societal suppression of conviviality. Italians invest their time sustaining hostility rather 
than overcoming it; we are incapable of seeing past our differences. By avoiding explication, and 
instead dwelling in its absence, the film dramatizes the sentiment that the novel decodes for us. 
Counterintuitively, the film’s recourse to silence in its protagonists makes for a much richer 
hermeneutical experience, where viewers become invested in the characters whose motives we 
wish to decipher. In other words, silence forces us to bring a proverbial ear to the ground.  
Although the Western hero’s silence can be explained in part as a performance of 
masculinity, in Via Castellana Bandiera’s case, Rosa’s silence is a display of her own internalized 
homophobia. Much more accurately, Charlotte Ross and Silvia Antosa call this state of being 
“lesbofobia interiorizzata,” (internalized lesbophobia) which “si attualizza nella negazione 
                                                           
11 “For a moment she believed that an old immigrant and a petty bourgeois could, together, cross the border 
that separates the rejected man from the good man, breaking down the wall of diversity. Bullshit! There is a 





linguistica che diventa a sua volta una forma di autonegazione identitaria” (“becomes actualized in 
a linguistic negation that in itself becomes a form of self-negation” 57; my translation). Unlike 
northern Italian Clara, who, in both the novel and the film seems to live out her sexuality with more 
ease,12 Rosa is bottled up in a state of abnegation that, as discussed in my Introduction, is not 
uncommon to lesbians in Italy within her demographic. Via Castellana Bandiera might be, therefore, 
portraying a slice of reality. At the same time, the vagueness surrounding Rosa’s silence plays into 
the comforts of a public that is all too accustomed to unacknowledging and not speaking lesbianism. 
The costs and benefits of silence in the Italian context, deserve to be weighed. 
A Lesbian by Any Other Name 
Even if unintentionally, Via Castellana Bandiera dramatizes the ways in which language is 
one of the primary weapons in the erasure of female specificity in same-sex desire. Just before the 
Leonesque standoff takes place, Clara decides to leave Rosa stubbornly nailed to the seat of her car 
and heads into town with Niccolò (Dario Casarolo), Samira’s sixteen-year-old nephew, for dinner. 
During a walk along the bay, making small talk, Niccolò asks Clara if she’s in a relationship; Clara 
confirms that she is, and he asks: “È un bel ragazzo? CLARA—Belle gambe e bel culo. Soprattutto 
belle tette.” At first Niccolò is puzzled, then Clara clarifies: “Sto con Rosa, la mia amica.” Niccolò 
finally understands, and playfully concludes: “Allora sei un’arrusa…una frocia”; “CLARA—Più 
arrusa che frocia,”13 Clara responds playing along; they smile at one another and continue their 
                                                           
12 “Come tutte le giovani nordiche, nell’intimità Clara è passionale. Spregiudicata, leale e romantica. Spietata 
quando decide di darsi. In più, non essendo schiava della comune morale, è preda facile sia di uomini che di 
donne” (Via Castellana Bandiera 78). 
 
13 “Is he a good-looking guy? CLARA—Nice legs, nice ass. But especially, nice tits!” … “I’m dating Rosa, my 
friend.” “So you’re a dagger…a lesbo”; “CLARA—More a dagger than a lesbo.” A variation of the term “dyke,” 
“dagger” usually refers to a lesbian who presents as masculine. Other variations include “bulldagger” or 
“bulldyke” emphasizing masculinity and aggression. These term that can be both derogatory and recuperative 





evening stroll. This is the extent to which the film broaches non-normative sexuality as a topic of 
discussion.  
First, it is important to clarify the meaning of the words Niccolò uses to describe Clara in 
terms of her sexual preference. “Arrusa” the female gendered version of “arruso,” is a slang term 
usually used to describe men who engage in sodomy and are passive players, or “bottoms,”  those 
who enjoy being penetrated. Similarly, “frocia,” the feminine translation of “frocio,” is another 
pejorative term rooted in the homosexual community meaning “gay,” “queer,” or “fag.” In this 
instance, Niccolò’s two options—arrusa and frocia—from which Clara may choose to describe 
herself, are symptomatic of a larger point of contention regarding language and identity politics in 
Italy. The handful of terms used in this brief segment suffice to demonstrate that words indicating 
female same-sex desire do not circulate in common discourse as those referring to male 
homosexuality. The descriptive term “lesbica” is certainly used both in and outside lesbian 
communities, but a more playful term like “lella” or even the age-old “saffica” tends to stay within 
those communities.14 And even within lesbian communities, gay male terms are borrowed, as is 
done in the scene, by simply converting the noun or adjective’s gender. Colloquially, terms 
describing lesbians are not used as liberally as are terms for gay men, unless they are intended to 
be pejorative. In fact, Italian lesbian communities frequently discuss and lament their parsimonious 
vocabulary, a limitation that perpetuates the subordination of women’s sexuality—even in the 
queer community. A poverty in language inevitably hampers lesbian visibility and presence; it 
sustains the exclusion and obfuscation of women who love and desire other women.15  
                                                           
14 For a more updated lexicon see leswiki.it/le-parole-per-dirlo. And for a more comprehensive contemporary 
history of the term “lesbica” and its uses, see Nerina Milletti, “Con divisioni: Spostamenti semantici e politici 
del termine ‘lesbica’” in Il movimento delle lesbiche in Italia. 
 
15 Many of the available terms, in fact, remain derogatory, and only in recent years has “queer” gained 




The ease with which Niccolò metabolizes Clara’s sexual identity—which she herself 
discloses with ease and makes no effort to conceal—might also be generational. Niccolò and Clara 
come to represent an open-mindedness or, at least, a more pronounced exposure of Italy’s younger 
generations to the diversity of sexual and gender identities. For an adolescent Sicilian boy to 
respond so casually to a declaration of homosexuality, significantly pushes against the assumptions 
of a retrograde region and, to a larger extent, nation. It is unclear whether the rest of Via Castellana 
Bandiera is aware of the women’s romantic connection and, therefore, impossible to remark as to 
how it might affect the narrative. Nevertheless, Clara’s dialogue with Niccolò reflects how the 
acceptance and “normalcy” of queer relationships in the Italian context varies starkly between 
generations, as it does, of course, amongst locations (not only regional, but urban and rural).16 
If the Western genre signals identity crises tied to the nation and to masculinity, Via 
Castellana Bandiera might be dramatizing contemporary concerns regarding lesbian visibility in 
Italy. In “Lesbiche italiane sulla scena pubblica negli anni duemila” (2010), Daniela Danna explains: 
“I mutamenti sociali che stanno avvenendo in senso favorevole alle lesbiche avvengono con la 
lentezza dei mutamenti generazionali, contrastati purtroppo da una classe politica che accetta 
direttive vaticane a prescindere dalla loro condivisione del tessuto sociale” (234).17 Danna outlines 
an inversely proportional relationship between the regressive Italian political system and the 
progressive popular acceptance of non-normative sexuality during the first decade of the new 
                                                           
 
16 A 2010 ISTAT (Istituto Nazionale di Statistica. “National Institute of Statistics”) report titled “La 
popolazione omosessuale nella società italiana,” that surveyed citizens ages 18-74 found that, “Il 74,8% della 
popolazione non è d’accordo con l’affermazione “l’omosessualità è una malattia”, il 73% con “l’omosessualità 
è immorale”, il 74,8% con “l’omosessualità è una minaccia per la famiglia.” Al contrario, Il 65,8% è d’accordo 
con l’affermazione “si può amare una persona dell’altro sesso oppure una dello stesso sesso: l’importante è 
amare” (“74.8% of the population disagrees with the statement "homosexuality is a disease," 73% with 
"homosexuality is immoral," 74.8% with "homosexuality is a threat to the institution of the family.” On the 
contrary, 65.8% agree with the statement “you can love a person of the other sex or one of the same sex: the 
important thing is to love”). 
17  “Favorable social changes for lesbians are taking place at the slow pace of generational changes and are 
unfortunately opposed by a political class that accepts Vatican directives regardless of their sharing of the 




millennium. Lesbians specifically enjoy a historically unprecedented level of visibility.18 According 
to Danna, new generations of women since 2000 see the potential of dating other women as viable, 
whereas older generation are more likely to struggle with internalized lesbophobia and with social 
stigmas. In Via Castellana Bandiera, then, forty-year-old Rosa’s personal conundrum with sexuality 
and self-acceptance and a younger Clara’s nonchalance, offer a plausible portrait of these 
generational variances.  
Muting the Mother: Language and Identity Policing 
But lesbianism is but one facet in the ever-evolving expressions of misogyny. The other set 
of identity crises this Western dramatizes is the re-evaluation of hierarchies that have constituted 
the backbone of Italy’s national self-preservation: age over youth; insider versus outsider; 
“authentic” Italian versus immigrant. Samira seems to be the nodal point of all these. And yet her 
own identity is one of sheer mystery for most of the film. From the beginning, she is revealed 
incrementally via isolated handheld shots: the back of her head and her shoulder-length white hair; 
her wrinkled, arthritic hands picking up tombstone rubble and soaking pieces of bread at a fountain 
which she throws at ravenous stray dogs. What these shots establish most obviously is that Samira 
is a broken woman. We are made privy to her whole body only after she has swept her daughter’s 
ledger marker, “Thana Calafiore 1970-2006,”19 and lays herself onto it. The ritualism with which 
Samira carries out each task makes clear that these are routine visits for her, and the careful ways in 
which she tends to the dogs and to the ledger-marker are evidence of her role as a caretaker. But at 
such an early point in the film and, since silence is the overarching quality defining Samira, one can 
                                                           
 
18 “Il panorama politico italiano non offre al momento grandi possibilità di vittoria né alle forze radicali né alle 
moderate. Ma la visibilità oggi raggiunta dalle lesbiche in Italia non ha precedenti storici, e non lo ha il favore 
popolare ottenuto dalle campagne per i diritti civili” (232). (“Neither radical forces nor moderate forces are 
offered great chances at this moment in the Italian political scene. But the visibility now reached by lesbians 
in Italy has no historical precedent, and neither does the majority approving civil rights campaigns.”) (My 
translation). 
 




only guess that she is visiting her daughter’s grave. In fact, it is through Saro’s and the street’s 
residents that we receive the most information about Samira. Part of my work in this section is to 
both investigate what her silence accomplishes for the film and to examine the ways in which other 
characters become mirrors speaking for her.  
Taci, anzi parla20 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the Italian feminist teoria della differenza sessuale invested its 
energies in deconstructing masculinist hegemonies and specifically addressed the role language 
played in maintaining them. Philosophers like Adriana Cavarero and Luisa Muraro brought 
attention to the ways in which the Latinate masculine neutral naturalized male supremacy. As 
Cavarero explains: “La donna non ha un linguaggio suo, ma piuttosto utilizza il linguaggio dell’altro. 
Essa non si autorappresenta nel linguaggio, ma accoglie con questo le rappresentazioni di lei 
prodotte dall’uomo. Così la donna parla e pensa, si parla e si pensa, ma non a partire da sé” (“Per 
una teoria della differenza sessuale” Diotima 52).21 Women consume a system of signification that 
must be unlearned in order for women to speak (for) themselves.22 Political efforts organized 
around language continue today, albeit with little traction in terms of mainstream usage. Might 
silence in Via Castellana Bandiera—Samira, the representative of an older generation, and Rosa, 
representative of the younger generation of women—be dramatizing the failure of a feminist 
                                                           
20 My subtitle here is a reference to Carla Lonzi’s diary, Taci, anzi parla: Diario di una femminista 1972-1977 
(Be Quiet, or Rather Speak: Diary of a Feminist 1972-1977). 
 
21 “Woman does not have her own language, but rather uses the language of the other. She does not represent 
herself in language, but accepts representations of her produced by man. Thus, the woman speaks and thinks, 
talks and thinks, but not from her own position” (My translation). 
 
22 “Non c’è parola che non dipenda un una qualche misura dal contesto, non c’è significato così condensato 
che possa staccarsi totalmente dalle combinazioni e situazioni che di fatto gli hanno dato origine. Di ciò che è 
e di come funziona il linguaggio, tutto non è rappresentabile dal linguaggio. Esprimere e sapere la metonimia, 
rivelatrice delle combinazioni e delle situazioni che le parole frequentano per assumere significato, compresi i 





philological revolution? Perhaps it is a rejection, a non-participation in a system that systematically 
injures them. 
Considering Samira’s identity is deliberately marked as one of a mater dolorosa, Muraro’s 
most significant contribution to Italian feminisms, L’ordine simbolico della madre, as I discussed in 
Chapter 2, might offer a more precise angle to grapple with her character’s quietude. Pushing 
against the more popular wave of critique against phallogocentrism, Muraro turned attention in 
favor of a recuperation of language that undermines the very premise of phallogocentrism. She 
reminds us that all of life begins in and with the mother (with a woman) and that language, by 
consequence, cannot have been constructed by the patriarchy, but rather, co-opted and perverted. 
Not surprisingly, Muraro was one of the founders of the “pratica dell’inconscio,” a practice that 
relies on uses of speech and female-only communication as a means to arrive at a more integral 
sense of self: “Le pratiche della presa di coscienza portano a scoprire che il mondo vero è quello che 
si dà nella nostra esperienza attraverso la parola e nella parola attraverso l’esperienza” (80).23 
Muraro makes language a requisite for personal and political integrity—a sentiment we can see 
echoed by Ross and Antosa and Milletti’s positions to which I referred earlier. From this 
perspective, then, I might hesitate to credit silence straightforwardly as a signifier of resistance and 
agency. What kind of statement does a muted mother figure make? Her silence is a reflection of 
pain; Samira is defined by the loss of her daughter, consumed rather than empowered by her 
motherhood. Without her daughter she is reduced to non-mother, or even, non-entity. 
Forza Palermo! 
As a nodal point of several dialectics, however, Samira’s personal struggle seems not to be 
solely related to her daughter’s passing. Just as Rosa’s roadblock is a psychosomatic reflection of 
herself, of an inner life distorted by rejection, Samira too is on the receiving end of prejudice 
                                                           
23 “Consciousness-raising practices lead to discovering that the real world is the one we experience through 




regarding her nationality. As the film unfolds, we learn that Samira is originally from Piana degli 
Albanesi, a fifteenth century settlement of Albanians 50km south of Palermo. Despite her 
“foreignness,” her representation is in many ways hyperbolically Italian. Juxtaposing the tender 
aerial shot of Samira’s whole body, face-down on a grave, is a long-shot, thereafter, of her standing 
tall in a wide stance atop a pale sunlit rock over the beach that bears a black and pink graffiti 
spelling “Forza Palermo” (Go Palermo!) in honor of the city’s football team (see Figure 18). Her 
unseasonably long, black, funeral dress has her looking like a Sicilian grieving widow. Dante’s hand-
held still-frame lingers on Samira like a kinetic photograph, echoing the choral elegance of the 
renowned shot in Luchino Visconti’s La terra trema (1948) in which the townswomen wrapped in 
dark garments stand on sea rocks, and gaze out at the horizon against blasting winds. Samira is, 
thus, at the crossroads of modern-day representations of Sicily and Sicilian pride and classical 
cinematic representations of Sicily as a mythical place. 
In her analysis of La terra trema, Noa Steimastky claims that Visconti was searching for the 
landscape’s expressive function and that the time he took to shoot the film speaks to his obsessive 
desire to capture the mythical promise of the Sicilian countryside, which moves from background to 
participant. Dante’s film does precisely the opposite. The perspective is always one of the 
characters, and the landscape—as proven by the final shot—responds to them rather than the 





Figure 18. Samira atop the “Forza Palermo” graffitied wall. Screenshot provided by 
A. Palanti. 
 
The pop-cultural athletic tribute etched on the side of the sea rock is ironic: juxtaposed to 
the scene of the loud and crass family at the seaside, the squalor of the small beach peppered in 
makeshift beach umbrellas and garbage, the fandom behind “Forza Palermo” feels hardly earned. It 
is the symbol of city pride and an insignia of belonging—what it means to “belong” is precisely the 
question. Identity policing helps to hold together a project as tenuous as belonging. Of all 
characters, Samira’s son-in-law, Saro, whose daily life seems to revolve around fishing, placing 
fraudulent bets, and treating others with disrespect, replays this kind of anxiety throughout the 
film. He calls Samira a “savage with no master,” and recounts: “I took in raggedy mother and 
daughter off the street. I gave them a name, a home, dignity. I brought them to the capital, they were 
stuck in that Turkish dump.”24 He is corrected by his son, Santo: “You mean Albanians, dad”; 
“SARO—Turkish or Albanian, same difference!” In a hackneyed effort to raise his own status, Saro 
fortifies a rivalrous form of identity policing couched in an “us versus them” dynamic. Piana degli 
Albanesi’s centennial Sicilian roots are inconsequential to his deep-seated “othering” impulse.  
At the intersection of the teoria della differenza sessuale—or, better yet, l’ordine simbolico 
della madre—and the neorealist wave, Samira represents two systems that are invested in 
                                                           




reinhabiting and reconstructing: one in the body, the other in the nation. If the teoria della 
differenza’s project seeks forms of expression outside the patriarchal and if, in Steimatsky’s 
understanding of Visconti, the landscape has an “expressive function,” then Samira, the silent old 
mother, seems to be resisting both systems of signification. She neither speaks nor does the 
landscape offer any aesthetic or cultural promises. Her immobility in Via Castellana Bandiera, thus, 
can be read as a statement against reinhabiting and reconstructing as neither of these have yielded 
anything but the same anxieties regarding national and personal identity over and over again. Her 
silence and her refusal to move project resistance to participating in the reproduction of a status 
quo that only revives itself through identity policing, as though identity were something stable and 
transcendent.  
Capisce l’italiano? 
Saro, Samira’s son-in-law, is the primary arbiter of “authenticity.”  In his thick Sicilian 
accent, he chastises others for not speaking “correct” or “understandable” Italian. Just as the two 
cars first meet bumper to bumper, Saro pokes his head out the car window: “Signorina, noi siamo 
arrivati, abitiamo là dietro di lei. Ora, o mi fate passare o dormiamo ‘cca, lo capisce l’italiano?” (“We 
are nearly home, missy. We live right there. Back up or we’ll be sleeping here tonight. Do you 
understand Italian?”). To “understand Italian” is an interpretive key—it stands doubly for the 
ability to understand what one is verbalizing and for what one actually means: we belong here, you 
can move out of the way. His false question is a slight at the northern-sounding, clear enunciator, 
Clara25 who he will later nickname “punkabbestia,” a vernacular term for those bearing aesthetic or 
behavioral trademarks of anti-establishment punks, or, urban-dwellers who normally (though not 
in this case) also own a dog. Rosa—perhaps purposefully Saro’s anagram—will be nicknamed, 
“tischi toschi,” a derisive label for Sicilians or southern Italians whose standardized Italian diction 
                                                           





masks their southern origins. Saro’s parodic epithets for Rosa and Clara express a seizure of power 
over the foreign presence—it compensates for his own alterity as one who lives on a street on the 
periphery of Palermo, capital of the southernmost region of Italy, which is itself often considered 
the country’s retrograde cultural scapegoat.26 
National identity, like self-identification, as Julia Kristeva teaches, relies less on mimesis—
the identification with something or someone—and more on what we consider ourselves not to be. 
It is about seeing oneself as separate from what one deems not to be desirable. Thus, erecting 
borders and identity policing are expressions of a desire to keep the abject at a distance: “A deviser 
of territories, languages, works, the deject never stops demarcating his universe whose fluid 
confines—for they are constituted of a non-object, the abject—constantly question his solidity” 
(Powers of Horror 8). A character like Saro, who dramatizes this territorial selective process, 
embodies the Kristevan deject. Determining authentic from inauthentic helps to justify who is and 
who isn’t worthy, whose life is or is not worth the space. And so, the “Italianness” Saro deploys is a 
yardstick for “authenticity” devoid of any evidence of what actually constitutes it. It is not 
“Italianness” as an identifiable set of characteristics that these remarks stand to defend; it is a 
political defense weapon anticipating in order to preemptively negate one’s own fear of non-
belonging.  
And yet, unsurprisingly, without Samira, Saro is interpersonally and economically 
worthless. Via Castellana Bandiera’s micro-society is organized in such a way that traffic jams have 
become calculated lucrative spectacles. In other words, Samira is a serial road-blocker. While in 
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Westerns, generally, the townspeople leave the street to the duel and watch the action from 
windows and sidewalks (Bazin 11), in this case, everyone is involved not (only) because it is a 
consequence of small-town gossip and intrigue, but (also) because these roadblocks with Samira at 
the wheel are a routine occurrence worth turning into revenue. Samira’s reputation is such that 
betting on her refusal to concede has turned profits in the past. Because of this, the Calafiores try to 
outsmart the rest of the neighborhood: much like sports betting, they try to lower the odds on 
Samira and raise the odds on Rosa, so that if the neighborhood bets more heavily on Samira, the 
Calafiores, ironically, win out by having bet on Rosa. Aware of and complicit in these recurring 
schemes, Samira knows that she and Rosa have become pawns in a financially opportunistic 
project. So, when Saro shares his intentions with Samira—personally asking that she surrender—
for the first time (it seems), she resists him.  
A monetary prize—the bounty—is one of the hallmarks of the Western. As a reward for 
turning in wanted criminals, the bounty functions as an incentive for citizens to act lawfully. 
Therefore, it is usually the marker distinguishing between villains and heroes. Via Castellana 
Bandiera, however, makes “choosing sides” a real challenge. For the first half, the film creates the 
conditions of rivalry in the head to head between the two women. But when Saro and the Calafiores 
strategically plan to pull their scam, their unlawfulness quickly redirects the role of villain onto 
them. With these traditional roles shifted, and with Samira choosing to disobey Saro, the women’s 
rivalry takes on a different look. It is not one against the other but both against the men. 
Competition appears more than ever manufactured, a game of and for men having no real 
consequence upon the women. In all its deviations from the Western, this one signals a resistance 
towards rivalry as a patriarchal system that has sustained its own hegemony. Via Castellana 
Bandiera stages a recognition and refusal to participate in classic divide-and-conquer tactics.  
But character roles are not the only element under revision; the roadblock also begins to 




rethink the premise of the impasse not as a singular, idiosyncratic occurrence but rather, a cog in a 
larger faceless order. In other words, there is no Lone Ranger. There is a self-perpetuating system 
that no one has bothered to question. Here, I find Via Castellana Bandiera’s political statement 
refreshingly unusual in its subtlety. Thinking back to Samira’s opening sequences, her Sunday 
morning ritual in which she flings dried bread to ravenous stray dogs in the cemetery, suddenly 
make more sense.  
Stray Dogs: Mine Is Real; Yours Is a Fake 
In keeping with the Western, Via Castellana Bandiera’s lawlessness is on point. With a 
rugged Monte Pellegrino in the background, dust lifting off the unpaved dirt road, and a hoard of 
nosey residents (the equivalent of the Western’s townspeople), it is easy to forget we are on an 
urban side street at all. And once we become acquainted with the street’s quirks and rhythms, it 
begins to feel like a chaotic planet. During the early stages of the roadblock, just as the protagonists 
have turned off the ignition, Clara attempts to (nicely) convince Samira to back up, but her requests 
are returned with a stern glare. Clara speaks to an onlooking neighbor: “CLARA—Ma questa strada 
è a senso unico o no? VICINA—No, questa strada è a salire e a scendere. C’hanno tutti ragione; 
c’hanno tutti torto.” (“CLARA—is this a one-way street or not?” “NEIGHBOR—this street goes two-
ways. Everybody’s right; everybody’s wrong”). The extreme relativism in the neighbor’s response is 
comedic but also telling. The couple has landed in an anarchic neighborhood. This becomes further 
emphasized once Clara asks: “Perché non fate una segnalazione al comune così si evitano queste 
situazioni?” (“Why doesn’t someone report it to city hall?”). Interrupted half-way through her 
question, the neighbor lets out a cynical laugh and points across the street to a house bearing the 
address number “five” and then points to her own home displaying the same number. She explains: 
“Qua ognuno si mette il numero che vuole. Io sono il cinque, quello vero però, l’altro è fasullo” 
(“Here everyone puts up whatever number they prefer. I am at number five, the real one, though; 




sense, have no place in Via Castellana Bandiera because its residents are the authorities. These are 
not mere neighbors but constituents of a sovereign, anarchic network, where, if an outsider chooses 
to stay, they will have to play by their rules.  
Although Cawelti and most Western film theorists make a distinction between townspeople 
and savages, Via Castellana Bandiera conflates and confuses them. “The townspeople are agent of 
civilization,” Cawelti writes, and then there are “the savages or outlaws who threaten this group, 
and the heroes who are above all ‘men in the middle,’ that is, they possess many qualities and skills 
of the savages but are fundamentally committed to the townspeople” (73). “Agents of civilization” 
feels like an obsolete anthropological term on Via Castellana Bandiera. As more cars begin to line up 
behind Rosa’s, the street becomes a pressure cooker. While hot-headed drivers step out to try and 
resolve the blockage, a group of women who live on Via Castellana Bandiera make themselves at 
home in Rosa’s car and begin gossiping about Samira’s low socio-economic background, her origins 
in Piana degli Albanesi, her role as head of the family, her daughter’s death from cancer at age 
thirty-six, and her ritual visits to her gravesite. In a heated back-and-forth, Saro blames Rosa for 
“digging her heels in,” Rosa claims Samira is the one who should move, and the other drivers (all 
men) get into an argument where a shove leads to a punch leads to stabbing a man’s abdomen with 
a broken beer bottle. Everyone but the two protagonists vacate the street quickly thereafter. 
Neither of the two women break up this outdoor “saloon” fight—the stray dogs—or bother 
responding to anyone. They remain unmoved, their eyes fixed on each another.  
In contrast to the Western’s hero, Rosa and Samira are fundamentally indifferent to the 
consequences the roadblock has on others: they are focused on one another, paralyzed by their own 
affective, personal struggles. While the hero’s ethos is one “committed to the townspeople” (Cawelti 
73), where his entrance into the town is a harbinger of order being restored, in Via Castellana 
Bandiera, the protagonists’ conflict has little or nothing to do with the collective good. In fact, their 




immediate tension, it is also evident that order was never a defining feature of Via Castellana 
Bandiera before Rosa’s arrival.  
Respectively, Rosa and Samira are allegories for conundrums specific to the lesbian (and 
queer) community and to the plight of non-Italians whose social status is persistently interrogated 
and challenged. It makes sense, then, that the roadblock means more than mere conflict: it functions 
as a psychological breathing space for individuals who aren’t automatically granted any. Thus, it 
seems that the roadblock is not the origin of the street’s tension but a symptom, although for its 
residents it is a justification for their existing predicaments. The tension around the impasse, it 
becomes clear, is as manufactured as the street’s variable width. Using the film as a lens into 
contemporary Italy, the two women—representing “minority,” or at least, less desirable 
communities—are destabilizing forces to an already problematic context. There are larger 
conditions of instability and hypocrisy at play than single individuals could ever conjure up in one 
incident. 
The stakes of Samira’s and Rosa’s, taciturnity, then, appear much clearer. It is not in 
language that the women hold their power, just as the communities they, in many ways, represent, 
but in space. There is only one exception to Samira’s sustained quiet: a brief, posthumous, 
fantastical sequence where she speaks in Albanian. The scene alleviates the tension created by her 
sustained silence but the foreignness of her speak (unless, of course, one understands Albanian) 
creates a new one. In this way, and in the very nature of each woman’s insistence on taking up 
space and claiming her territory (in fact, marking it!), Via Castellana Bandiera’s silence reads as 
politically deliberate; it, paradoxically, makes a statement. The film’s persistent denial of meaning 
through language, turns our attention to context: to the body, to the environment, and to the body’s 






Follow the Wider Dirt Road 
As we can see, Via Castellana Bandiera is no ordinary side-street. Or, perhaps, the film is 
asking us to reconsider what “ordinary” means and what it is that destabilizes the ordinariness.27 In 
Via Castellana Bandiera, the street is residential, it is the site of a traffic jam, it is terrain for conflict, 
it is the stage for a betting game, it is an open public space for private self-reflection, and, most 
importantly, it is plastic. Indeed, after having been intimately trapped in Via Castellana Bandiera for 
almost ninety minutes, the final shot of the film in which its dimensions appear suddenly wider 
than they were originally, casts doubt on the intimacy we thought we had established with it—its 
look, its shape, its sounds, its people. Its narrowness, certifiably couched in an entire plot in which 
two drivers debate who should let the other through for what appears to be an unquestionable lack 
of space, is now debatable. In this chapter, I have attempted to make sense of what this dimensional 
shift accomplishes and how its many iterations might help make sense of the change. But first, we 
need to understand how we got here. 
After a long night in their cars, Rosa and Clara make amends while Samira, quietly, 
peacefully, dies at the wheel. As the day dawns, the neighborhood is woken up by the desperate 
cries of Samira’s nephew, Niccolò, who has found her motionless and face down on the wheel. 
Residents join his effort to pry the car door open and when they can confirm that Samira has died, 
the whole neighborhood, including tearful Niccolò, shoot accusatory stares at Rosa and Clara: it is 
their fault she died. After moments enduring the menacing looks, Rosa gets into her car and backs 
out, while, given the slight incline and the gear in neutral, Samira’s car rolls down and off the road. 
Witnesses run hastily behind it and new residents come pouring down the street to witness the 
accident. With the camera fixed on the now wider road, facing Monte Pellegrino, our perspective 
remains still at the bottom of the street (see Figure 19) as residents continue to emerge from 
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different corners running toward and run past the camera, accompanied by the extra-diegetic 
Sicilian ode by the Mancuso brothers. The nasal, traditional ode plays for the rest of the film as the 
credits roll, while the site of action seems to be happening just behind our backs. By never allowing 
viewers to join the onlookers running down the street or include any sound cue to suggest the 
possibility of a crash, Via Castellana Bandiera asks us to sit, once again, with ambiguity.  
 
 
Figure 19. The last moment of the film’s final long shot of Via Castellana Bandiera after everyone has 
finally vacated. Screenshot provided by A. Palanti. 
Altering the size of Via Castellana Bandiera calls attention to the street as a cinematically 
manufactured object. Not only is the conflict between the women written, directed, and produced 
by them alone—because narrow or not, either of the two could back out and end the conflict—but 
their manufactured conflict is itself a construction of Emma Dante’s. All this reminds us that what 
we are watching is a film, that getting up in arms about the absurdity of the traffic jam, for instance, 
is as ridiculous as it is tremendously important: cinema is a game of shadows but shadows with a 
lot of power to shape their viewers. Via Castellana Bandiera calls attention to itself as a construction 
all the while affirming its very real effects on the realities outside it. In this way, Dante makes a 
broader point about remembering, utilizing, and respecting our own roles as architects and 




Although the film has prepared viewers for complexity, the final scenes reintroduce the 
antagonism with which the film started—neighbors versus outsiders—and thus, reintroduces 
matter-or-fact questions about who had the right of way. Critics, it seems, fall into this 
epistemological trap. But the wider street does not, in my view, present the potential of traveling in 
all kinds of directions: whether one-way or two-way, there are no more than two options, parallel 
and opposite. If I am to indulge in a more optimistic reading, I would argue that the real trick of the 
mind here is the street’s narrowness, not its sudden wideness. We move through the film not 
questioning the street’s spatial limits, and thus, narrowness stands in the way of recognizing the 
abundance of space. And, if we take the characters’ final relationship to the street into 
consideration, having more space does not appear to alleviate drama but simply to displace it. Upon 
discovering Samira’s body, Rosa backs out of the street as fast as she can, Samira’s car slides down 
into a ditch, and the street becomes a funnel for curious, intrusive, drama-hungry residents, 
running to check out the scene of the accident. Once the abundant space could not be any clearer, 
we become distracted by the next drama.  
Nothing to See Here: Italy, the New Wild West 
Although the film begins with two women of different generations and backgrounds, the 
film seems to direct our attention away from questions of gender and sexuality and toward 
questions of xenophobia affecting all kinds of communities considered outside the desired norm. I 
believe Via Castellana Bandiera is signaling a series of new questions in contemporary Italy that are 
premised precisely on quarrels over space between those who deem themselves rightful owners 
(e.g., citizens) and those deemed unlawful, illegitimate occupiers (e.g., immigrants and other groups 
demanding equal rights).  
In the year of the film’s release, 2013, Italy was three years away from legalizing same-sex 
civil unions while also steadily making its way into a neoconservative body politic and a tense 




consolidation of nationalist and neo-fundamentalist organizations have been splitting the country. 
Indeed, echoing the neighbor whose home address on Via Castellana Bandiera is the same as 
another neighbor’s—mine is real; theirs is fake—is a comedic way of approaching the radical 
relativism that is currently sanctioning divisive dogmatisms and foreclosing dialogue in Italy (but 
one could also make this a sweeping observation of the West). Although we might see that Via 
Castellana Bandiera is wider, we do not seem to move in it, out of it, or away from it. There is plenty 
of room and yet we know not what to do with it. We are paralyzed in the same space we’ve been 
impatiently waiting to leave. Might this signal that Italy is ideologically and/or infrastructurally 
unprepared? 
Perhaps this final moment, taking in the new space and watching as neighbors run past, 
opens up potentials for rethinking the very function of the street. Public spaces have the power to 
deny or grant access to some and not others based on organizing principles that seem irrefutable: 
men in male-only public restrooms; women in women-only public restrooms. Bathrooms remind us 
that gender is stable and gender remains stable because bathrooms reify it. Considering this 
circuitous reasoning might be the first step toward exiting it. I thus see Via Casellana Bandiera as 
dramatizing the calm after the storm: a wide-open emptiness left behind by communities 
quarreling over minutiae. Whether this openness of space will create a stronger sense of 







Looking Forward, Looking Out 
 
There’s nothing like not-belonging to get the imagination going, to spur the heart and the 
brain and the body on to new frontiers.  
 
- B. Ruby Rich (New Queer Cinema 282) 
B. Ruby Rich’s point brings me back to my experience of Io e lei: to that perpetual process of 
creative translation that helps one (a queer one) make the world more livable. Not-belonging, in a 
sense, made this project possible. I am especially taken with Rich’s reference to new frontiers—a 
spatial metaphor underpinning this dissertation. As we have seen, representations of spaces in each 
film examined complicate the meanings most commonly associated with them—meanings 
indistinguishable from normalized assumptions of gender and sexuality. The films I examine shift 
the focus away from associations that lock identities and spaces into the circular logics of 
normativity1 and instead, enliven the interrelation between architecture and women. 
Beyond challenging gendered associations with each space, the films expose the processes 
by which those associations even come into being. If we can understand spatiality as part of a 
network of power relations, I see the duos in these films as reconstituting, reshaping, revising and, 
therefore, unhinging what we see from what we understand. What is Vogliamo anche le rose if not 
an exercise in perception distortion? 
My project began by bringing historical and philosophical depth to Vogliamo anche le rose’s 
two-dimensional inscription. Each fiction film thereafter resonates with the decades-long tensions 
between women in Italian feminist collectives. Indeed, what convinces me of this resonance is the 
films’ recurrence of duos: a condensed rendering of the schismatic dualities characterizing these 
collectives. Aprimi il cuore’s incestuous sisters’ rapport within the confines of an apartment, for 
                                                           




instance, dramatize the fine line between love and abuse in a dynamic that resembles affidamento 
and separatism: older sister traps younger sister wanting sole adoration and control over sexual 
and affective dynamics, all of which is disturbed by the inevitable invasion of a heteropatriarchal 
order. Benzina’s duo, transplanted to a pseudo-separatist space at a gas station away from Rome’s 
metropolitan area, also seems unable to ever remove itself from the claws of a lurking socio-
political milieu. On their escape, the duo is caught in a deadlock, circling endlessly only to return to 
square one. And finally, Via Castellana Bandiera’s standoff between a younger and an older woman 
reflects the generational wrangles going on in Italy’s collectives and leaves us to contemplate the 
fixity of space. Rather than putting forth explicit evaluative claims, all of these films expose the 
contradictory sentiments inherent in projects that involve separatism or separateness.  
Such contradictions are intensified by the fact that the component of the duo to generally be 
antagonized is the elder of the two. Indeed, these films conspicuously antagonize the mother(ly) 
figure and ultimately find ways to eliminate her. In so doing, these films seem to warrant a 
transparently anti-matriarchal stance.2 With the younger women playing the role of executioners, 
the killings suggest that the matriarchs incarnate the very conceptual underpinnings of spatial 
restrictions that, in these films, prevent the heroines from growing and becoming something 
independent and different.  
In no way, however, do the films make murder a palatable option: removing the mother 
spawns either more uncertainty or more strife. In Aprimi il cuore, murdering the older sister seems 
an implementation of a learned lesson rather than an expression of outright resentment; what 
happens to Caterina after Maria’s death remains unknown. And, the film’s intertextuality provides a 
set of heuristics to read the world differently and that involves honoring and then killing old ways. 
In Benzina (albeit accidentally), Stella murders her partner’s homophobic mother whose goal was 
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to lure her daughter back to civilization and away from that “incubo di periferia” (“nightmarish 
outskirts”). Stambrini’s emancipated lesbians rebel against and murder the mother-figure, a stand-
in for conservatism. While her removal frees them, her authority is quickly supplanted by other 
impositions—the trio’s harassment, for one—and by guilt leading to their own suicide (…perhaps). 
And in Via Castellana Bandiera, octogenarian Samira makes the conscious decision to die over 
giving in to her son-in-law’s demands, or conceding to Rosa’s stubbornness. Dante dramatizes the 
process by which older generations are coming to terms with giving way to younger ones, and how 
those left behind are left to question whether the older generations’ physical absence suffices to 
really clear the space. In other words, the films seem to simultaneously antagonize and long for the 
matriarch. They both kill her and reproduce her. Representations of mothers, motherhood, and 
caretakers more broadly certainly merit further examination. This might be especially relevant in a 
time where Italy’s Famiglie Arcobaleno (Rainbow Families)3 are increasing and the institution of 
the family is, at last, being more publicly interrogated. 
New (Trans)feminisms, Old Schisms 
If progress is somehow always future-oriented, it might seem appropriate to consider a film 
like Via Castellana Bandiera, chronologically the most recent, to paint a more progressive picture of 
women, of lesbians, and of minority groups. Counterintuitively, I find that the films taking the most 
risk are my earlier examples, especially Aprimi il cuore, where sex, sexuality, and relationships are 
deeply complicated. Colagrande’s, the most cloistered of these films, raises the boldest questions 
with regards to gender roles, sexuality, family structures, knowledge, and art. While we might read 
Via Castellana Bandiera’s final scene—its open wide road—as an invitation to open conversation, I 
in fact interpret it slightly more negatively. The street ultimately moves in either two opposite 
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directions (“a salire e a scendere”) or collide. If we are to see this as a metaphor for communication 
in the collectives, this pattern does not bode well; there seems to be no potential for constructive 
dialogue. Is this not a film about two silent women? This last film in my study almost heralds the 
kinds of clashes happening today between feminist collectives where exclusion has become a 
commonplace accusation that is, consequently, shutting down necessary and important political 
discussions.  
Given that Italian feminist and queer networks are moving progressively toward 
transfeminism, one film that I had envisioned discussing in a potential next chapter is Laura 
Bispuri’s first feature, Vergine giurata (Sworn Virgin 2015). Inspired by Albanian writer Elvira 
Dones’s novel, Vergine giurata is the story of a young Albanian woman who lives as a man, because 
of a long-standing Albanian regional patriarchal law that allows families to raise a daughter as a son 
in the absence of sons in the family. The law also requires the new son’s oath of eternal virginity. 
The transitioning protagonist, Hana/Mark (Alba Rohrwacher), oscillates between genders as s/he 
traverses different nations and cultures (from Albania to Bolzano, Italy), and illustrates the ways in 
which geographical and cultural contexts affect gender identity and embodiment. I would use this 
film as a springboard to explore the rise of this movement and the progressive integration of 
gender and sexuality studies in Italian universities.  
Paradoxical as it may be, questions of gender have been reanimated by the rise of neo-
nationalism. Gender and sexuality are weaponized as core national values and framed as being 
under threat by the rise in visibility of LGBTQ communities and their demand for equal rights. 
“Family Day,” a day of protest organized by Catholic communities and associations opposing equal 
rights for people in same-sex relationships, made its first public appearance in May 2007. They 
protested specifically the new DICO law (“Diritti e doveri delle persone stabilmente conviventi.” 
“Rights and duties of permanently cohabitating persons.” My translation). Although the DICO law 




anti-heterosexual propaganda. Out of “Family Day,” the Movimento Pro-Family (Pro-Family 
Movement) and Pro-Vita (Pro-Life) gained traction and grew exponentially. 4 
Just this past 29-31 March 2019, the Congresso Mondiale delle Famiglie (World Congress of 
Families) taking place in Verona drew protesters from all over the country and galvanized major 
cities to protest in solidarity. This level of national congregation can be credited to the nationwide 
network, Non Una Di Meno.5 The Congress held “is a major international public event that seeks to 
unite and equip leaders, organizations, and families to affirm, celebrate, and defend the “natural 
family as the only fundamental and sustainable unit of society” (wcfverona.org/en/about-the-
congress/). Some of the themes included in its program were: “The beauty of marriage”; “Children’s 
rights”; “The woman in history”; “Women’s dignity and health.” The rhetoric quite clearly suggests 
that much of their work focuses on preserving women’s “natural” roles in society as wives and 
mothers. Although Non Una Di Meno’s massive influence was impressive and inspiring, their 
statement opposing the Congress is perplexing. They declare: 
Ci proponiamo di costruire uno spazio che rifiuti ogni forma di pensiero gerarchico e la sua 
traduzione in discriminazioni quali razzismo e xenofobia, transmisoginia e sessismo, LGBPT*QIA-
fobia (comunemente abbreviata in lesbo/omo/trans-fobia), abilismo, classismo, ageismo e 
adultismo, che rispetti i confini emotivi e fisici delle altre persone. L’interazione tra due persone 
deve basarsi sul consenso. Prima di instaurare qualsiasi forma di contatto fisico, assicurarsi che 
l’altra persona sia d’accordo. NO SIGNIFICA NO e Sì E’ REVERSIBILE. 
(nonunadimeno.wordpress.com)6 
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The word missing in this mission statement by a majority-woman network is, surprisingly, 
“women.” Even in the portion of the statement specific to sexual violence (affecting women more 
than any other demographic), the network makes no mention of “woman.” At the moment, feminist, 
and especially, queer collectives are abandoning the identity of woman in favor of attending to 
issues related to transgenderism. While I find no qualms in taking a stance in favor of centering 
questions of gender that have to do with trans* people, to not explicitly mention women in the long 
list of other targeted groups is a political choice I have a difficult time standing behind.  
Posthuman theorist Rosi Braidotti synthesizes, “The fantasy of being ‘beyond sex,’ that is to 
say outside time, is one of the most pernicious illusions of our era” (Nomadic Subjects 54). In other 
words, the dream of gender neutrality, or of its disappearance is in fact a long-held androcentric 
belief: masculine as neutral and universal already exists. Whether we like it or not, women continue 
to exist and misogyny remains an all-too pervasive reality in Italy today,7 a reality that is not in 
competition with transphobia. Counterproductively, then, the omission of “woman” ultimately leads 
to its own replacement by queer/transfeminism, all the while men/patriarchy/heterosexuality 
                                                           
abbreviated as lesbian / homo / trans-phobia), ableism, classism, ageism and adultism, which respects the 
emotional and physical boundaries of other people. Interactions between two people must be based on 
consensus. Before establishing any form of physical contact, make sure that the other person agrees. NO 
MEANS NO and YES IS REVERSIBLE” (My translation). 
 
7 Femminicidio or, “femicide” is described as “Qualsiasi forma di violenza esercitata sistematicamente sulle 
donne in nome di una sovrastruttura ideologica di matrice patriarcale, allo scopo di perpetuarne la 
subordinazione e di annientarne l'identità attraverso l'assoggettamento fisico o psicologico, fino alla schiavitù 
o alla morte” (Sara Porco, stopfemminicidio.it). “Any form of violence systematically exerted onto women in 
the name of a patriarchal ideological superstructure, that intends to perpetuate their subordination and 
annihilate their identity through physical or psychological subjugation, to the point of slavery or death” (My 
translation). Stopfemminicio further contextualized: “La violenza di genere è purtroppo un problema 
strutturale della società che nonostante le lotte femministe dell'ultimo secolo continua ad essere di stampo 
patriarcale. Il femminicidio rappresenta l'estrema conseguenza della disparità di genere presente nel mondo. 
Per combattere il fenomeno della violenza sulle donne si deve partire da un'analisi piú profonda della 
società.” (“Unfortunately, gender-based violence is a structural problem of a society that, despite the feminist 
struggles of the last century, continues to be patriarchal. Femicide is the consequence of gender disparity in 
the world. To combat the phenomenon of violence against women we must start from a deeper analysis of 





remain untouched. By all means, let’s deconstruct gender—deconstruct it though, not erase half and 
fail to complicate the other.  
 
 
Consider the transfeminist poster in Figure 20. Well, of course we should end violence 
against anyone altogether.8 But by crossing out “woman” the poster reveals its true interest to be in 
pointing out how “woman” operates as an automatically exclusive term, rather than adding a 
meditated thought to a statement on the very real gender-based violence. It misses the point about 
denouncing violence against a group—women—that is disproportionally targeted. And so, the very 
power differentials the poster might appear to be combating—"women” as oppressive and 
exclusionary versus trans* as oppressed and excluded—overlooks the very power imbalances that 
bring us to even make a poster about ending violence against women in the first place. 
Spacing Out 
So, what does this have to do with cinema, space, gender, and sexuality? A lot, actually. 
                                                           
8 This is not unlike the “All Lives Matter” response from individuals who are overlooking racial power 
imbalances that spawn movements like “Black Lives Matter” in the first place. 
 





In this project, I have paid attention to spatiality as it is represented in films, how characters and 
the spaces they occupy exist in a reflexive relationship. However, the upsurge of digital streaming 
platforms has radically changed the ways in which we experience and consume cinema.9 Time and 
finances are both massively reduced when working with digital platforms, resulting in a more 
readily available, low-cost, or free endless gamut of films and video. By contrast, films up for 
theatrical release have a much longer process and a number of filters to pass through (I know 
because I was one of them). The aim to have wide appeal will inevitably reduce the potential to 
experiment.  
Optimistically, digital streaming platforms give media consumers the power of selection like 
never before. Therefore, not only do queer consumers have an international menu of choices at 
their fingertips, but what is available on these platforms are also films and television series casting 
a progressively stronger light on non-normative characters and lifestyles.10 In this way, even 
viewers who are not deliberately choosing a film from the LGBTQ drop-down menu will have some 
kind of exposure they might not otherwise get. And yet, the same digital realm might also stunt the 
wider reach of queer representations. The kinds of spatial schisms, separatisms, and escapes that I 
closely examine within my case studies can thus be observed materially in the way that these 
platforms subdivide viewership. The elderly hetero couple I overheard at the screening of Io e lei, 
for instance, despite their generosity in that moment, are algorithmically unlikely to have queer 
films be their suggested viewings. In this way, the same digital realm that is finally offering a 
plethora of options also reinforces a kind of virtual and social segregation. Like all spaces, cyber 
space too is flawed. Yet, for women and queer people, it is becoming a new frontier. And what 
better space to have than the most ephemeral and widest reaching.  
                                                           
9 A number of film scholars, including Thomas Elsaesser, are tracing cinema’s multi-mediatic life and 
speculate whether cinema will eventually be relegated to museum spaces. 
 
10 Some examples include Transparent, Sense8, The L Word, Orange is the New Black, Modern Family, and a 
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